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Moran Law Finn, 
John T. Moran, Jr. At1orney at Law 
630 S. 4 th  Street 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 
Tel#:702.-384-8424 
Fax#: 702-384-6568 

A NPARI)S A(.71' NA 	. , , 	 , 	,,,,,,,, 

COVEY.,;.,„ 

Subject firm is a local (axleab eomIxiny. The finn provides local transit services via taxicab to 
enstornm. The firm was ini:.'.orporated the stz --ke of Nevada in September 1.;.50, It ---s,t.vorchastA. 
1,-)y the late Mr. Mbman in 1967 The QOMPally ClIramtly owns and onenates aroun: ,. 	taxicabs 
and a limo service wilk 	Ihnio drivers, The c:'.1,mpany einploys approxitriatei 
employ C. OS 	ludhv taxicab and limo drivers, mechanics, dispatchers, and offic e 

The corpf)rate olTicers of the firm are: Helm Tobnian Martin, Director; Marylin Thbman Moran, 
Director; Janie Tobman Moom, President; and jean Tobinan, Secretary .  & Treasurer, Mrs, Jean 
Thbman is retired and is the mothQi of Vie4'm., Mailyn, and jean, 

Section 30) e.niniovers;  The General Manager, Martha Sarver, sad Director, Helen TObRiEtri 

Mania, handle ail the day to day operatif.ms of the business, including hiring and firing of all tuff, 
Ms, N.h.,:rtin and Ms, Suver are both the 3(d) mployers (see Exhibits B-I 

This limited investiv.ation is from .09/26/2 

(See Ir.:xhibitC-2.) 
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EXEMMONS 

(b)(17) Applicable 13. -).: Taxicab drivers are. exempt from overtime provns 

STATUS OF €TWUANCE  

Histo...y;: 1574184. ELSA, Section 6- taxicab drivers were not being paid the rninimorn wage, 
434 e.mploVee3 found to be due $285,229.9 in back wages (Exhibit FA). 

1601867. FM LA. ER tbiled to offer EMLA. ER ATR., and pay lost wages. Concluded 
01/1/11, 

NIODO insIructioim Las Vegas District Office is the M000, 

Section There were .violations found under this section, as the firm failed to col .ne into 
.s.orN..iliance for the -3priod that was not included in the previous investigation, but was a time 

.frarne while WHIL, 	still actively had the previous investigation, froyn 10/1/10- 01/09/12 
(See Exhibit 	Additionally, on February 5, 2012, the firmin-lp)entioncd a new policy 
requiring all drivers to pay for their own gasoline used for their taxicabs out of pocket. This 
change caused drivers to tbfl below the 87,25 minimum wage for all how's worked (See Exhibits 

When computing their total wages earned, the firm counted the amount of tips reported to the 
IRS as wages. On March 30, 2011 the IRS entered into a "Tip Rate Determination Agreerne. ,.rie" 
with the I= which subjects them to reporting a pre-deterinined percentage of the driver's meter 
as the tippf.td earnings for their shift 	D-4), This agreerriems subiects the firm to 
reporting nine percent of the driver's meter from 01/01/2011-12/31/2012 for "participants" and 
;en percent for "non-participants" (See Exhibit DA). Tht•:, firm relied on this reporting rate to 
count as the employee's tips tbr their shift. Section 3 (m) pmnits an employer tO take a tip ct‘edit 

2 
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toward its minimum wage obligation fot tipped employees equal to the difference between he 
required eash ,,A,age. and the minimum wage. The firm failed to fulfill the tip credit requirements, 
thus invalidating their ability to take credit for the tips an ein.Noyee rxives. In referencing the 
tip credit requirements of Fact Sheet 415 rev. 03/2011, the firm failed to provide any of the tip 
credit intbrrnation to the employees prior to them making use of the tip credit. The violations 
found under  this section were fbund as the firm fz ,ffled to have a valid tip credit agreement with 
the taxicab drivers, Additionally., the drivers were not guaranteed a $2,13 cash wage. and were 
paid solely based off carrirpissic.m: A total of $877,791,84 was found in hack wae:ea due to 594 
employees. The back wages resulted in an illegal gas deduction and invalid tip credit that 
I rought the drivers IN 	the federal minimUni wage of $7.25 per hour, 

An Excel mNati sheet was used ti ..) compute the minimum wage du e. t6 the eaMloW..'.e  (Exhibit 

Pay :)i-er 	solwria: the bi- ,..veekly pay period in which Mird'altilti wage violations were: 
fotin4.1 (note: drivers are exempt from Section 7 of R.,S.A; therefOre, computations remained at 
the biweekly pay period instead of separating shills per work week) 

o:thonn..  The Taxicab Authority issued employee identification ntunber 
Employee rwm,? .1,701?„,;:nw  the errn..3loyc.:o's name. 
Shia 	the number of shifts in the. biweekly pay period 

.!($1'uw.:  the number of recorded shifts in the biweekly pay period. 
ealwrin:  the total gross amount of their book for the biweekly pay period 

Tips ct-,Wainn;  the. total number of tips automatically reported to the IRS per the. TRD.A (9% or 
ON- according to firm 

Gross ways column:  the total amount of gross wages received by the employee the the biweekly 
pay period. "This amount is the final number after the trip charges ($1,25 prior to 2/5/12, $1.00 
slier 215/12) and commission percentage (304 of first 5100,00, then 50% of any earnings 
thereafter prior to 2./5/12; 50% of book after 2/5/12), 
E..10;.. gas column:  the daily as the drivers paid out of pocket and were not reimbursed 
(deduction). The number is the average daily cast to refuel the ear spent by each drivers. it is 
computed using Exhibit F.)-1, To establish the average take the total gas spent (Gas column) 
di vidtsxi by the number a 	column (Shills colutrin) to develop the daily average mr eac.h 
driven For drivers where the TA .# was undecipherable or the fuli gas amount. reported appeared 
t.o be incorrect, an average of thea 	u)layee's daily gm averages was i ,.q.)plitd and used for 
this computation. The avenage was $24.33 per shift. 
Gas decluoian colzemn •  the daily gas column multiplied by the shifta colturm 
GrOS 	 '.!Oloran:  the gas deduction column subtracted from the gross wages 
column. This column displays the actual gross received by the mployee as they hnd &ally 
deduction when paying for their taxical ..:'s gas from their own wages 
MO( hours Wkeirked MiWrirr  the agreed average shift length (confirmed 1-.3y ER. and through 
interviews) of 12 hours multiplied by the mini her of shifts (shifts column) 
Rei.7idar rare coh;_mn: -rim "gross after deduction" column divided by the "total haws worked" 
column providing the hourly regular rate of -pa.y 
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Minimum wag!! dffii,q-ence column:  the difference between the federal $7.25 iniriimum wage and 
the "regular rate column", thus giving the amount due that will bring the employee up to 
minimum wage for all the hours worked 

• Rk,  	3 	1. 	-.— 	 
*Plitisigt'i 5t6A5n 4/10/13, 	 vas provided informatioik\ 	 the drivers 
switch to eight hour shifts around the holidays. A request of such information was provided to 
the firm and the response to the letter returned failed to include specific information that would 
have changed the average of 12 hours used for the computations to represent the alleged eight 
hour shifts during that time period. The hack. wage computations were not changed and remained 
at 12 hour shills. (See Exhibit. D-7, D-8). 

Section 7 There were no violations found under this section as drivers are exempt from Section 
7 overtime under Section 13 (b)(17) of the Fair Labor Standards Act. 

Section 11-i The firm failed to accurately enforce and maintain an accurate record of hours 
worked. The firm has a policy requiring drivers to clock in, but the trip sheets were not reliable 
as not all employees accurately use the time clock to clock in and out on the trip sheet. The trip 
sheet is the only location where hours worked are recorded, so their failure of records being 

. 	. 
complete caused the investigator to deem their trip sheets for the investigative period inaccurate 
(See Exhibits .A-0, B-1-94), (See. Exhibit D-6 for sample of trip sheets). 

Section 12:: 'No violations were found under this section. The firm only employs workers above 
the age of 18 (See Exhibits B4-94), 

o[vasniyi 

A final conference was held at the firm's attorney's law office on April 25, 2013. Present at the 
meeting representing the firm was Attorney Job t Morin Tr., Marilyn Moran, Helen Tobrnar4 
Martha Sarver, Wage Hour ltivestigator• 

, 
and Assistant District Director Richard t;.,\ -4::S= • 

Quezada (See Exhibit E,I ), 

The basis of Enterprise Coverage was discussed with the firm as their annual dollar volume 
exceeds $500,000 annually. The firm was notified this investigation was limited to the drivers 
only as it appears- compliance has not been achieved regarding this group of employees since the 
previous investigation. The investigative period was notified to be from October 1, 2010 through 
December 16, 2012. 

The firm was notified there were no Section 12 child labor violations found as the firm does not 
employ any drivers under the age of 21. 

The firm was notified the drivers are exempt from the Section 7 overtime requirements of the 
Fair Labor Standards Act in Section 13 (b)(13). 

The Section 11 recordkeeping requirements were then discussed with the firm. WIN 
notified them their records were found to be inaccurate as they were missing information 
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-f,!garding the "clock in or 'clock outs' th-ne on se•veral of the trip sheets that were reviewed: ikvis. 
Sarver acknowledged this is a problem that they continuously -face as their drivers are lazy and 
sometimes do not. dock out. She stated the firm has attempted to work on this issue since the 
Raujas jrtvestilgtt.ion and it occurs very infrequently now, artAmd 3-4'',..;$ of the tinie, W.1-11 

iinportariee of all trip shmt..s being aecurate aS the fim is uttable , 	• 	. 	5 	, correetly aeterinme 	nours worked if they do not have the time the errn ..11oyee stopped work 
and returned to the shop, Ms. Moran stated that one can estimate by the laat tr'l 	trip sheet 
the amount of time it took the driver to return to the shot) after the shift WI-ilf„\\

1/4„.N.750.1.r. 

the firm that is not an aecurate way to determine hours worked because they do not : . now the 
circumstances that occurred after that last trip (traffic, waiting time at a location. Oat' problems, 
etc) that could 	the. driver to exceed e-r work less than the .iverage 12 l ..tour shift. The firm 
stated they will comply in the future with such requirements, but expressed the difficulty of 
perfecting such recordkecoing base: -.1 on the industry and type a drivers they have. 

-:„.••,,,,..5.,, 
•'.,, 	\ 

,f'tannaro5.,, Act publication. The firm has a requirement that drivers are to return their vehicles to 
the shop at the end of the shift with a thli tank of gas. This requirement brings the. drivers below 
minimum wage. Many of the attendees representing the firm v ..T..i:, '-' e same notion that they 
were informed they were allowed to do this practice from willes.:• during the final 

sI.  

conference of the previous case., C141574184, Ms, Sarver stated at the initial conference of the 
previous case, they were infOrme-d they would be given a $20.00 per day gas credit towariak 
minimum wage. since. the firm paid for the gas of the drivers at the time. She stated W1-1 . 1,.  , 
titer? at the final conference aftel' (fisNissirlg it with her sur,erviaor disallowed th:-: credit as 'it was 
an employer expense, Ms.. Sarver stated she askedW1.11,\\\\14,S -,k , „\,..no\kf they could take credit for 
paying for the. wi,- ., -' ,..szked if they would be allowed to nave tne drivers pay f<.' -ir their own g,as, • , .4..:„., .,,,,,,:‘,..t, 	., „., 	. 
She stated \VIA I 	.4. N\sa , o - ' 1Y-  it R3 not WI 'q:e n'i.IV''il i 	 s..": ■ 1 ■``"',P. r NA'Irll r 	

1111 ,,,,,,,, 	\\‘'' 	\ \ \\ , 	\ \ 	It. ,6. .‘,. •\,... \ ‘1,,,I.  

\ 	 \>\ 
\'' • 	..... \ \\\ \ \ 	 \ ' \c...\ 	\\7., \ 	

\N \ 	 ''''''.• 	.""\\ 
,....• \\.\\\ \'..■•\\N\ 	"....\\\, 

,,,..\%. ,,,,, 	 \ ‘'...\\.\\\ zo:,•••::s.V. \- 	\ 	 .,,,...\' 	\ 

\ 
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„hen discussed the. reqUin-,tmiits of taking a tip credit, WI•II 
	

referred Mr. 
Moran to Final Rule April 5, 2011 that references such enforcement. Additionally, a print out of 
CTRS . 	"'•-•tet Sheet #15 and F.,̀ act Sb' 	lSa Wf.R‘e prOvided to tiw fires repmsergativez;., 

infr.trmed the attendees the firm did not notify -  their employees they would make 
use of the tip credit. Additionally, the firm does not provide a cash wage of $2.13 to the 
employees as the employees work solely on commission plus tips. Such commission is based on 
the formula mentioned above. The firm was also notified the tips that are received by the 
enTioyees are not retained by the enlployee as they are required to pay for their ovAl gas out 

The Section 6 ruiuhriwn wage violations were disoussed with the firm. WU i i intbr1ned 
the firm there were two areas of concern affetetinp the minimum wage of the drivers: the gas 
deduction and the invalid tip credit. Wirik\\ 	.5rst discussed the deduction that arose from 

'r requiring the ddvers to pay out ot cm tot the gas to drive the taxicabs. Will 
provided Fact Sheet #16 and referred to section 3t . m) of the provided Fair Labor 
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pwket, 	 '‘'informed them it was di SCOVeted MaTIV of the drivers 
r.iay tbr their gas with t -ie tips they came( from that day and if they did not make enough tips, 
they will get n'twey nut of their personal ban,' 	• t1'.  to ensure the tank is full upon retunling it 
to the sitop. Biased 	the i:tbove factcu's„ infeilined the firm they k. ou id not use the , 
tip credit provisions -A-.3r the period of inveattgation and therefore must pay the tipped employees 
at least S7,25 per hour in wages and show the tipped employee to keep all tips received. The firm 
fOLInd malty problems with 	,mation provided to therri, 	MOtail Stated during the 
prey MI5 r■VeStigatif,M,, WiUksa,` \\., ctual ly provided them with a back wage amount of around 
5900k and that amount did not give the company credit for the tips. She stated atIer they found 
many riiistakes in her Ceinputations and the feet they weren't givencm .'"' 	.fttctm 	e amount 
went down to the final back wage amount of $285,000. She stated 	a credit for -Qs& 
the tips, so they do not understi ,,ind why it is not granted so now (.5.'e Exhibit E-2)., Ms. Sarver 
stated the firm and all other local taxicab companies entered into an agreement Tip Rate 
DotaminItimt Agreement with the IRS in 2007 that requii .es the in to repod. an agreed 
percentage of tips to the IRS (See Exhibit 11)-4), Ms Sarver stated the firm haz;:! the drivers sign a 
document acknowledging participating in such weentent and she. does not underst knd why that 
dminient does not count for the Department of Labor, Additionally, she stated the tip percent:age 
of 9% or 10% is reported to the 'IRS and considered as wages, so she. does not understand why 
the Department of Labor does not as well. 

The frirrn mentioned several other items during the meeting that did not pertain to the current 
investigation, but the. previous investigation, Mr. Moran stated this invest4t,ation added to theii 
confusion as to why there was a second investigation as they were under the: e'sN -it' )11 they 
came into compliance under the previous investigation and were told by W 	there 
would not be a subsequent inveatigatiw ,ka'r the back wages were paid, Ms. '‘' . .:arver stated 
during the final conference with WII:',.\\74  ' they asked what they should do about individuals 
they felt were overpaid by the back wages as t. icy were underperforiners. She stated many of the 
einpbv0, wf.re elderly and were workers they have had for years. Ms. Sarver stated they asked 

WHI\ what they should do, mentioning firing the employees and she responded "if they 
are not per,orming, then you should get rid of them." Nis. Moran also inquired as to why they 
were not provided such publications provided at the present meeting during the. pmvicitis 
investigation and were under the assumption this investigation was to "cover up her mistakes'. 
Ms. Tobman mentioned she felt as though the Department was using this investigation as a test 
and Western Cab was the 'guinea pig" for the entire Las 'Vegas taxicab industry, They felt as 
though they have been mislead and the Department is picking, on them since they are the only 
"mom and pop-  company left in the taxicab business. 

When asked whether they agreed to come. into compliance regarding paying the MirliirWITI wage, 
Nlir, Moran stated the firm needed addititmal time to review the 'mformition provided at the 
meeting.. He mentioned the firm may have to retain a ..ti( r :-:i -Iney and planned to contact ......, 	..,,I... 	.  
elected officials to notify them of their concern. WI-11.,„\\ 	and ADD Quezada agreed to \ 
allow time for the firm to review the publications and information provided at the meeting and 
infOrmed the firm to notify when they we prepared to give their compliance status mid their 
plans fin coming intO compliance. 
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The: back way:. aMOWI: Wa'3 tigt diS010Sed at this ma:ling f.1S COMO:El:CC 	i)Ot agreed, 
) .0s.:a-l.biiitil>3 of CMP;s; or liquidated damages ,,vere nr.it disoassed i,vith the ram at tbe final 
oonferena, 

	 Ma.Tobtnan and .Ms, Sarver ,,,vere provided the. 	Handy Rderena.e Guide, 
Fah' Labor Standards Act pubikatif,m, Part .1 :" 	.778-  Overtiraa BOetin, Part 541, and Fact 
Sheet I±15 at th 	daconference by WHIg szs\ Q1-3,1anuary 8, 2013, At the final aonforance, 
Attorney John Moran Jr.Ms.Server. Ms, .robtaan, and Mrs. Mixan wereprovided the: I 'LSA 

- 	.;p, Feet Shm,t t1, 16, and a. copy of CFR 531,59, 

Dalte Aprg 	2013 
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LEON firgEENBERG. 
Attorney at Law 

. 2965 SouthJenes:Boulevard Suite t--.4 
Las .'Vegas, Nevada $9146- 

V021183-6085 
Leon Greenbes.g 
WIE.',mbetVatla, afi forni 
New York, Pennsylvania and New Jersey galli 
Admitted to the United States District Court-olColorado 

Dana Sniegoeki 
:Menthes Nevada and Californib.-Bari; 

Fax: (702) 385-1827 

February 26, 2016 

Hermanowski & McCrea LIR 
520 South Fourth Street - Suite 320 
Las Vegas, Nevada 8910 

Attention: Malani L. Kotchka, Esq, 

VIA EMAIL AND FIRST CLASS MAIL 

Re: Perera v. Western Cab Company 
Request for vohottary agreement by your client to 
refrain :a-ona having taxi Ariver paid expenses reduce 
wage payments below the minimum wage ral:e 

Dear Ms. Kotchka: 

This officei in receipt of the defendant's answer in this case, I -thanIc you 

for i.he same. 

As you are aware, one of the outstanding issues in this litigation is the 
alleged "minimum wage violation expenses!' paid by the putative class: of taxi 
driva employees of the defendant t well understand your position that no such 
claims can be stated, a,s a matter of law, in this ctase, You are also aware that the 
Court bas disagreed with that position and -expressly ruled that a claim for 

minimum Wage violations can be stated by such alleged circumstances, 

am writing to see whether the defendant will agree to refrain from 

No: 1 .Of 2 



requiring its taxi drivers pay for qxpense4 (which at the preSent time I .understand 
are limited to gasoline for taxi cabs) to the extent such expenses reduce those taxi 
drivers' wage, paid by your client, below the minimum hourly wage rate.specified 
by Nevada's Constitution. To clarify and reiterate :.1 .  am .not calling upon the 
defendant to refrain froth imposing all expenses it may require its taxi drivers to 
pay, only those expenses that would reduce their hourly wage below the minimum 
hourly wage rate. 

In the absence of an agreement by the defendant to litnit the expenses it. 
requires its taxi drivers- to pay I intend to seek appropriate injunctive relief from 
the Court imposing -  such a limitation upon the defendant I would also seek class 
certification for such:injunetive relief under NRCP Rule 23(b)(2). r„ intend to 
include in that request for injunctive relief the imposition of a suitable regimen to 
ensure defendant's compliance With_that injuriction, perhaPs through the 
appointment of a special Master paid for by the defendant if I am forced to 
proceed in such .a fashion I will also ask that the Court grant rue an award of 
attorney's fees in oonnection with my work in securing such an injunction. 

While defendant need not agree to my request, it seems incumbent upon me 
to communicate this request to defendant; and attempt to secure defendant's 
voluntary compliance with the same, before :seeking injunctive 	relief from the 
Court. It is for that reason I. now Wtite you t. 	forth this request 

ttust you will review my foregoing request with your client and advise me, 
no later then March 8, 2016, whether your client will agree to my request. In the 
event your client declines to so agree I would greatly appreciate being advised of 
that fact. I also, of course, remain available to discuss this and would be pleased 
to do so. 

I remain, 

Very truly yours, 

Jou' ,eon Gveenherg 

Page '2 of 2 
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HEJMAN \AY S K 
& 

f ■ 	PY ,.• &.1 t ANN 

20 South FbUrth straet 

val..aa:::, NV 8 ,:,) . 1(A 
4rnIww:.v,ceirr,  

rviALANI L KOTCHKA 
manager/member 
IvIk.KoaSitAWLV,.C.Ot..4 

7MA:14.7445 

March 8, 2016 

Leon Greenberg 
Greenberg, P.C, 
2965 S„fones Blvd„ Suite FA 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 

Re: Western Cab 

Dear M. Greettherg: 

This case began on September 23, 2014, upon the filing of a purported class action 
complaint by a single plaintiff, Laksiri Perm, a firmer omployek -: or Western Olb, By the 
December 2, 2.015, 'flajrd Arrimthzd Complaint, Mr.. Pmra was joined by two other Omer 
employees of Western Cab,Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sargennt, in assenting a demand for class 
relief to achieve the following rem lies. nfl according to 1119 of that :I.leading: 

(1) "a jud.gment,,, for minimum wages... to be d.eterinitied based upon 
an aecounting of the hours worked by, and wages actually paid to the plaiatiff. „"'; 

(2) "an award of damages for the increased, and false, tax. liability the 
defend . eaused the plaintiffs and the class .inenibm to sustain,..;" 

(3) "a anitable injunction and. other equitable relief barring [Western 
Cab] from continuing to violate Nevada's Constitution and requiring Western Cab 
to remedy, at its expense, the irijury to the class members it has caused by falsely 
reporting to the United States Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security 
Administration the income of the class Mellibere and 

(4) "an award of attorneys' fees, interest and costs, as provided for by 
Nevada's Constitution and other applicable laws.' 

.Although the fact that this case has been pending since September 2014 and that multiple 
cases coneerniim the intorpretadon and constitutionality of the Minimum Wage Amendment are 
now pending before the Nevada Supreme Court, with some hearings sot for as 30on as April 2016, 
you have now propoaed by your February 26, 201.6, lam that Western Cab immediately stipulate 
to relief that has not even been plcd or demanded by your mo s t recent filing,: 

A i":) 	 S COMMIT 1411.NT. 



Leon Greenberg 
- March 8, 2.01.6 
.Page 2 

Moreover, you do not even cite what provision(s) attic Nevada Constitution, the Nevada 
Revised Statutes, the Nevada Administrative C!ode,, or any other law, regulation or ease supports 
your new demand ., which is not even part of your Itttest pleading, the months-old Third Amended 
Complaint, it is allearly unreasonable to expect a defendant to stipulate 10 relief not even a part of 
the pending pleading brought solely by farmer, not current, Western Cab employees,. Beazer 

Homes Ifoiding Cow. Diaria Court, 128 Nov, Adv. Op. 66, 291 93d 128, 133 (2.012), thus 
explains as to representative actions under NRCP 23 

Under Nevada law, an action raust be commeneed by the real party in 
interest — 'one who potisesses the right to enforce the claim and has a significant 
interest in the litigation.' Sziliag-vi v. Testa, 99 Nev, 834, 838, 673 P2d 495, 498 
(1983); rca NRCP 17(a), Due to this limitation, a platy generally has standing to 
assert !Nay' its own tights and cannot rahe the claim a/a third party not Wore 
the court. See .Deal, 94 Aim at 304, 5791',261 at 777.: :sve also Maiii v. Seldin, 42.2 

490, 499, 95 S .Ci, 2197, 45 1,„ Ed .2d 343 (1975), 	[Emphasis added.] 

See alAy.-1, id, at n, 4,, quoting Wal-Mart Sto?.es:„ inc. v. a fkOr , 564 .U.S, at 338 (2011), and 

explaining: 

Under NRCP 2:0)0), the class action plaintiff must. prove 'that the 
questions of law or fact common to the members of the class predominate over any 
qtiestionti eroding only' individual member and that a class action is late] superior 
[Method of adjudicating the case]: individualized claims kw monetary relief are 
subject to this subsection. 

itself begins with the admonition that. elass actions are the rare exception to the 
general Me that cases must be conducted on behalf of named 'parties and that in order to iustify 
departure from the general rule, "a class representative must be part of the class and 'possess the 
same interest zind suffer -the same injury' as the class members." Id, 564 US, at 2550, citing 

Thmasaki, 442I 	682, 700-707. (1979), and Em t-  Tex. :Motor .Preight Svstetn, Ina 

Rodriguez, 431 U.S. 395 (1977), 

Dukes than notes that while Federal Rule 23(b) allows class certification in a wider set of 
circumstances, it nonetheless requires 'greater procedural protections," Id, at 2558-9, explaining 
Rule 23(b)'s inapplicability to the. circumstances raised by your letter: 



Lo eteenberg 
1:vla•roh 8 . , .2016 
Yag.,;:t 

Porntitt•ig the 000 binati on. Of 	ua izedatid olasswitie iti rielt. 0 • (170.(2) 
das:5 is also iut;.00i.stow ith l strQothro of Ruie 23(b), IlasRes .f.terOed: under 
NOY and ()(2) $hati.! the :tivs:t tr.aditidnal 	9Ut1r k 	a streatmOnt---thats 
indNidual adjudications woahl t& iiaw&kablo,- g(b)(1) or 
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the monetary el.alms do not predonlinate„ the serious possibility that it may be so 
provides an. additional reason not to read Rule 23(b)(2) to include the monetary 
ciaiins here, [Emphasis .stipplied,1 

Next, according to your letter, should Western Cab have the temerity to refuse to consent 
immediately (your February 26 letter demands re6p0.11W by March 8, the 7 1" working day) to such 

extraordinary relief which is not even part of the pleadings, you state that you will seek 
"appropriate injunetive relief from the Court imposing such a limitanon" on Western Cab, seek 
class CalifiCati011 fOt suchl:olief and request implementation of a "suitable regimen" over Western 
Calf s business, such as the "Vraintineklt Of a special master paid for by" Western Cab. In other 
words, without even pleading a chum for the extraordinary class injunctive relief demanded, you 
propose to seek the Court's appointment of a "master" to oversee 'Western Cab's business based 
on a claim for relief you did not plead on behalf of class members yea have not identified --all of 
it in disregard of fandamental due process. 

Your February 26 -request does not comport with the most elemental requirements of due 
process or with NRCP 23 or 53(b) In tact, Rule ;53 acknowledges the Nevada courts use of 
special masters, but according to subse.don (h) of the Rule, only as the exception and not the 
role," and in actions to. be tried by a jury, as you demand in this ease, "only When tbe issues are 
complicated. ." and not to enforce some final disposition of claims never brought or litigated. 

The Nevada Supremo Court is currently considering the Issue ''that het costs need not be 
deducted from non-tipped wages prior to determining minimum wage," Western Cab does not 
believe there are any expenses that would reduce its drivers' hautrly wage below the minimum 
hourly wage rate. Western Cab does net consent to your February 26, 2016, 'request 

MLK :rg 

Sincerely, 

fri 	 ic  
\ 

Malani Kotchka 

A .K•-er..2444■,, 4 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff 

DISTIUCT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

DECL 
LEON GREENBERG, ESQ., NSB 8094 

2 DANA SNIEGOCKI, ESQ., NSB 11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

3 2965 South 'Jones Blvd- Suite E4 
Las Ve as, Nevada 89146 

4 Tel (70) 383-6085 
Fax (702) 385-1827 

5 leongeenbeu overtimelaw.com   
dan.a(eie aw.eorn  

LAXSIRI PERERA 'Individually and on) 
behalf of others similarly situated., 

Plaintiff, 
12 

13 
vs. 

14 
WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

15 
Defendant. 

16 

17 

18 

Case No.: A-14-707425-C 

Dept.: V 

DECLARATION OF LAMM 
PERERA 

19 	Laksiri Perera hereby affirms and declares under penalty of perjury the 

20 following: 

21 	1. 1 am the named plaintiff in this lawsuit seeking unpaid minimum wages from 

22 the defendant. 

23 	2. I was employed by defendant, Western Cab Company, as a taxi cab driver 

94 from January 2010 until October 2012. 

25 	3. Taxicab drivers did not receive an "hourly wage" from defendant at any time 

26 during the years I was employed. My method of compensation as a taxicab driver for 

27 defendant consisted of a 50% "split" of the fares I collected each day. Often, that 50% 

28 commission split, would result in my receiving less than the required minimum wage of 



$8.25 per hour for each hurl, worked, During my entire period of employment, 

2 defendant never furnished me with any written document stating I was entitled to any 

Nevada mandated minimum hourly wage for my work for defendant. Nor did 

4 defendant ever orally advise me that I was entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum 

5 hourly wage. 

	

6 	4. Defendant offered its taxicab driver employees health benefits, hut such 

7 health benefits were not "qualified" health benefits under the Nevada Constitution. 

8 Defendant required drivers to wait a minimum of one year after they became employed 

9 to become eligible to receive health insurance benefits. After one year, defendant 

10 would provide such health insurance benefits for free to its taxi drivers. However, 

11 defendant did not extend such free coverage to the family members of its taxi drivers, 

12 I know this istrue because after I became eligible for health insurance coverage after 

13 one year of employment, I inquired with defendant's general manager, Martha, about 

14 obtaining coverage for myself and my wife and children, Martha told me that while 

15 the health coverage for myself was free, if I wanted to also include my wife and two 

16 children in my plan, I would have to pay $460.00 per month. Because I could not 

17 afford such a great expense each month, I was forced to forego obtaining health 

18 insurance coverage for my family. 

	

19 	5, Myself and all of defendant's taxicab drivers were required to work a 12 

20 shift. I typically worked six (6) days per week every week. Although each shift was 

21 scheduled for 12 hours, often my shifts exceeded 12 hours in length. This was because 

22 at the end of the shift when drivers were required to report back to defendant's 

23 premises, it could often take 15 minutes or more to return our taxicabs, as defendant's 

24 procedure required the drivers to line their cabs up inside defendant's yard, and a 

25 mechanic would check each individual taxicab to see whether our gasoline tanks were 

26 full. If a taxicab was found to not have a full tank of gasoline, the mechanic would fill 

27 the tank to capacity using defendant's gasoline. At that point, the next taxicab in line 

28 would be checked by the mechanic, 

2 



6. Throughout. the entirety of my 12 hour shift, I was never allowed to be "off 

duty" and was instead required to work a continuous shift. By that I mean, I remained 

3 "on call" throughout the entirety of my shift and remained eligible to pick up a fare 

4 should one be assigned to me, The only regular break time I had throughout my 12 

5 hour shift was two 10 minute breaks per day during which I would leave my cab to use 

6 the mstroom at a store or gas station and pick up fast food or food from a convenience 

7 store. I always ate my food in my cab while waiting for a fare, and J did not turn off 

8 my radio (which dispatch used to get a hold of taxicab drivers) at any time, There 

9 were many occasions during which I was sitting in my cab eating my food when 1 was 

10 required to stop eating and pick up a fare that was assigned to me by dispatch. 

11 	7. Prior to January 2012, the gasoline used to operate all of defendant's taxicabs 

12 was provided by defendant, Drivers were not required to pay for gasoline. Beginning 

13 in January 2012, defendant changed its policy and mandated that taxicab drivers 

14 purchase and pay for gasoline at outside gas stations. Since defendant started 

15 mandating drivers to pay for their own gasoline, I recorded the cost of such gasoline 

16 on the trip sheets that I was required to fill out and utilize daily. Those trip sheets 

17 contain an accurate statement of the total cost of gasoline I was required to pay out of 

18 my own pocket each shift I drove since January 2012. In the event that myself or 

19 another driver did not bring the taxicab back to defendant's facility with a full tank of 

20 gas, the drivers were required to pay defendant to fill up the gas tank on the 

21 defendant's property. I recall one occasion during which my cab broke down during 

22 my shift, it was towed back to defendant's property. Because the cab had to be towed, 

23 I could not fill up the gas tank prior to the cab returning to defendant's property. The 

24 next day when I reported for my shift, I was approached by one of defendant's 

25 supervisors, Tammy, who told me I owed defendant $22.00 for 6 gallons of gasoline 

26 which had to be put into my cab upon its return to defendant's property from the prior 

27 shift, I paid that $22.00 to Tammy, and requested a receipt from her. She gave me a 

28 post-it note, which is included as Exhibit "A" hereto, which confirmed my payment to 

3 



her for the gasoline used to fill up the gasoline tank of my broken down cab. 

3 	I have read the foregoing and affirm under penalty of perjury that the same is 

4 true and correct, 

5 

Date 
7 

8 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 
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DECL 
LEON GREENBERG, ESQ., _NSB 8094 

2 DANA SNIEGOCKI, ESQ., NSB 11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

3 2965 South Jones Blvd- Suite E4 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 
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Fax (702) 385-1827 
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Attorneys for Plaintiff 

DISTRICT COURT 
9 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 
10 

Case No.: A-14-707425-C 

Dept.: V 

DECLARATION OF IRSHAD 
AHMED 

LAKSTRI PERERA1  Individually and on 
behalf of others similarly situated, 

Plaintiff, 

vs. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

19 	Irshad Ahmed hereby affirms and declares under penalty of perjury the 

20 following: 

21 	1. I am a former taxicab driver for the defendant, Western Cab Company, I am 

22 offering this declaration in support of the plaintiffs motion to amend the complaint to 

23 add me as a named plaintiff and to explain the nature of my work for the defendant. 

24 	2. I was employed by Western Cab Company for more than one year, until 

25 approximately July of 2013 when my employment ended. 

26 	3. Taxicab drivers did not receive an "hourly wage" from defendant at any time 

27 during the time I was employed. My method of compensation as a taxicab driver for 

28 defendant consisted of a 50% "split" of the fiires I collected each day, minus certain 



I deductions known as 'trip charges." Often, that commission split would result in my 

2 receiving less than the required minimum wage of $8,25 per hour fur each hour I 

3 worked. During my entire period of employment, defendant never furnished me with 

4 any written document stating I was entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly 

5 wage for my work for defendant. Nor did defendant ever orally advise me that I was 

6 entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly wage, 

7 	4, Myself and all of defendant's taxicab drivers were required to work a 12 

8 shift. During most o filly employment with defendant, I was required to work (7) days 

9 per week, Towards the end of my employment, I would sometimes only work (6) days 

10 per week, 

5. Throughout the entirety of my 12 hour shift, I was never allowed to be "off 

12 duty" and was instead required to work a continuous shift. By that I mean, I remained 

13 "on call" throughout the entirety of my shift and remained eligible to pick up a fare 

14 should one be assigned to me. The only regular "break time" I had throughout my 12 

15 hour shift was for a few minutes to use the restroom or to pick up fast food. I always 

16 ate my food in my cab while waiting for a fare, and I did not turn off my radio (which 

17 dispatch used to get a hold of taxicab drivers) at any time. There were many occasions 

18 during which I was sitting in my cab eating my food when I. was required to stop 

19 eating and pick up a fare that was assigned to me by dispatch. 

20 	6. During the entire time I was employed by the defendant, defendant mandated 

21 that all taxicab drivers purchase and pay for gasoline from their own personal funds 

72 for use in the taxicab. At no point did Western Cab Company pay for the gasoline, or 

reimburse taxicab drivers for the cost of gasoline. All drivers were required to return 

24 the taxicabs back to defendant's yard with a full tank of gas that was purchased from 

25 the taxicab drivers' own personal funds. 

26 	7. I understand that this case was commenced by the plaintiff as a class action 

27 for the purpose of collecting unpaid minimum wages owed to all of the taxicab drivers 

28 employed by the defendant who did not receive at least the constitutionally required 

2 



9 rue and correct. 
Ifi 

11 

10 

minimum wage for each hour they worked. I understand that if this case is certified as 

2 a. class action, and I am appointed as a representative plaintiff for the class, I will have 

3 a responsibility to take action in this case that is in the best interest of all the class 

4 members, meaning all of the taxicab drivers who are part. of the class. I cannot act 

5 only in what I believe is my best interest. I understand that responsibility and am 

6 comfortable performing that duty. 

7 

8 
	

I have read the foregoing and affirm under penalty of petjury that the same is 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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6 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 

7 

8 
DISTRICT COURT 

9 

10 
	 CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

11 LAMM PERERA Individually and on 
behalf of others similarly situated, 

Plaintiff, 
1.3 

vs. 
14 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 
15 

Defendant. 
16 

17 

18 

Case No A-14-707425-C 

Dept..: V 

DECLARATION OF 
MICHAEL SARGEANT 

12 

19 	Michael Sargeant, hereby affirms and declares under penalty of perjury the 

20 following: 

21 	1, if am a former taxicab driver for the defendant, Western Cab Company. I am 

22 offering this declaration in support of the plaintiffs motion to amend the complaint to 

23 add me as a named plaintiff and to explain the nature of my work for the defendant, 

24 	2, 1 was employed by Western Cab Company for approximately 3 or 4 months, 

25 until approximately June 2014 when my employment ended. 

26 	3. Taxicab drivers did not receive an "hourly wage" from defendant at any time 

27 during the time I was employed. My method of compensation as a taxicab driver for 

28 defendant consisted of a 50% "split" of the fares I collected each day, minus certain 

1 



deductions known as "trip charges." Often, that commission split would result in my 

2 receiving less than the required minimum wage of $8.25 per hour for each hour 1 

3 worked. During my entire period of employment, defendant never furnished me with 

4 any written document stating I was entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly 

5 wage for my work for defendant.. Nor did defendant ever orally advise me that 1 was 

6 entitled to any Nevada mandated minimum hourly wage. 

7 	4. Myself and all of defendant's taxicab drivers were required to work a 12 

8 shift. During most of my employment with defendant, I was typically required to work 

9 6 days per week all though some weeks I worked fewer days per week. 

5. During the entire time I was employed by the defendant, defendant mandated 

11 that all taxicab drivers purchase and pay for gasoline from their own personal funds 

12 for use in the taxicab. At no point did Western Cab Company pay for the gasoline, or 

13 reimburse taxicab drivers for the cost of gasoline. All drivers were required to return 

14 the taxicabs back to defendant's yard with a full tank of gas that was purchased from 

15 the taxicab drivers' own personal funds. I would estimate that during a typical shift, 

16 the cost of gasoline I paid from my own personal funds was anywhere from $28.00 to 

17 $35.00 for each shift I worked. 

18 	6. Throughout the entirety of my 12 hour shift, I was never allowed to be "off 

19 duty" and was instead required to work a continuous shift. By that I mean, I remained 

20 "on call" throughout the entirety of my shift and remained eligible to pick up a fare 

21 should one be assigned to me. The only regular "break. time" I had throughout my 12 

22 hour shift was for a. few minutes to use the restroom or to pick up fast food. I always 

23 ate my food in my cab while waiting for a fare, and I did not turn off my radio (which 

24 dispatch used to get a hold of taxicab drivers) at any time. 

7. While Western Cab gave me a paystub that included a statement of the hours 

26 1 worked, I believe that statement of hours worked may not. be  accurate. I believe that 

27 statement of hours worked may not include time I was working that Western. Cab 

28 treated as non-working break time. I also believe that Western Cab may have failed to 

2 



credit to me as "working time" the "show up" time I spent on same days, "Show up" 

2 time would occur when. I was required to "show up" to possibly work at 2:00 p.m. but 

3 there was no taxi available for me to drive. I was required to wait until 4:00 p.m. and 

4 then was sent away for the day without driving a taxi or earning any commissions. I 

5 believe defendant Western Cab may not have recorded these 2 hour periods as 

6 "working time" on my paychecks. 

7 	8. I understand that this case was commenced by the plaintiff as a class action 

8 for the purpose of collecting unpaid. minimum wages owed to all of the taxicab drivers 

9 employed by the defendant who did not receive at least the constitutionally required 

10 minimum wage for each hour they worked, I understand that if this case is certified as 

11 a class action, and. I am appointed as a representative plaintiff for the class, I will have 

12 a responsibility to take action in this case that is in the best interest of all the class 

13 members, meaning all of the taxicab drivers who are part of the class. I understand 

14 that as a class representative I cannot act just in my own interests. I understand that 

15 responsibility and am comfortable performing that duty. 

16 

17 	1 have read the foregoing and affirm under penalty of perjury that the same is 

18 true and correct. 

19 

20 
Date 

`)2 

23 

24 

26 

27 

28 
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LEON GREENBERG, ESQ., NSB 8094 

2 DANA Si\TIEGOCKI, ESQ., NS.B 11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 
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5 icon reenbeDao,vertimelaw.com  
(- ana@,overtnn8aw.com  

Attorneys for Plaintiff 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

vs. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant, 

Nevada, hereby affirms, under the penalty of perjury, that: 

19 L I am one of the attorneys representing the plaintiff in this matter. I am 

20 requesting that I, along with my co-counsel, Dana Sniegocki, Esq., be appointed 

21 class counsel for the plaintiff class in this matter. I am familiar with the plaintiffs' 

29 claims in this case, those claims involving a failure by the plaintiffs and the plaintiff 

23 class members to receive the minimum wage for each hour they worked as required 

24 by Article 15, Section 16 of the Nevada Constitution. I am confident that I can 

25 adequately and properly represent the plaintiffs and the plaintiff class in this 

26 litigation and am thus requesting appointment as plaintiffs' class counsel in this 

27 case along with my co-counsel, Dana Sniegocki, 

28 	2. 	I have extensive experience in class actions and wage and hour 

litigation and am qualified to be appointed class counsel. in this case. I am a magna 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

LAKSIRI PERERA, IRSHAD AHMED, ) 
and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 	) 
Individually and on behalf of others 
similarly situated, 

) 
Plaintiff; 

Leon Greenberg, an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the State of 

Case No.: A-14-707425.0 

Dept.: VII 

DECLARATION OF 
PLAINTIFFS' COUNSEL, 
LEON GREENBERG, ESQ. 



cum laude graduate of New York Law School and graduated in 1992. I was first 

2 admitted to practice law in 1993. I am a member of the Bars of the States of New 

3 York, New Jersey, Nevada, California and Pennsylvania. I have substantial 

4 experience in litigating class actions, in particular wage and hour class action 

5 claims, and have been appointed class counsel in a significant number of litigations 

6 in various jurisdictions. These cases include Flares v. Vassal/u, Docket 01 Civ. 

7 9225 (JSM), United States District Court, Southern District of New York; Meniivar 

8 v. Sharin West et al., Index # 101424/96, Supreme Court of the State of New York, 

9 County of New York; Rivera v. Kedmi, Index # 14172/99, Supreme Court of the 

10 State of New York, County of Kings; Burke v. Chiusano, Docket 01 Civ. 3509 

11 (KW), United States District Court, Southern District of New York; Kalvin v. 

Santorelli, Docket 01 Civ. 5356 (VM), United States District Court, Southern 

13 District of New York. In all of the foregoing matters I was appointed sole counsel 

14 for the respective plaintiff classes. All of these litigations involved unpaid wage 

15 claims. I was also appointed class counsel in .114-araffa v. NS Inc., Eighth Judicial 

16 District Court, State of Nevada, Case No. A504053 (2005), Dept. IlL I was 

17 appointed sole plaintiff's' class counsel in that case for a class of plaintiffs seeking 

18 damages for improper wage garnishments. I was also appointed class co-counsel in 

19 the following cases: Klemme v. Shaw, Docket CV-S-05-1263 (PMP-I,RI...), United 

20 States District Court, District of Nevada, in that case representing a class of persons 

21 making claims for unpaid health fund benefits under ERISA; Williams v, Trendwest, 

22 Docket CV-S-05-0605 (RC.111.,RL); Westerfield v. Fairfield  Resorts, Docket CV-S- 

23 05-1264 (JCM/PAL); Leber v. Starpoint, Docket CV-S-09-01101 (RIII/PAL); and 

24 Brunton v. Berkeley Group, Docket CV-S-08-1752 (PMP/PAL), United States 

25 District Court, District of Nevada, on behalf of classes of salespersons denied 

26 overtime wages, minimum wages, and commissions; Allerton v. Sprint Nextel, 

27 Docket CV-S-094325 (RLH/GWIF), United States District Court, District of 

28 Nevada, on. behalf of classes of telephone call center workers denied overtime 

-2- 



wages and other wages; Jankowski v. Castle Construction, Docket CV-01-164, 

2 United States District Court, Eastern District of New York, on behalf of a class of 

3 construction workers denied overtime wages; Levinson v. Primedia, Docket 02 Civ. 

4 2222 (DAB), United States District Court, Southern District of New York, on behalf 

5 of a class of Internet website guides for unpaid commissions due under contract; 

6 iMiiissey v. America Online, Docket 99-CV-03785 (KTD), United States District. 

7 Court, Southern District of New York, on behalf of a class of Internet "volunteers" 

8 for unpaid minimum wages; and Elliott v. Leatherstocking Corporation, 3:10-cv- 

00934-MAD-DEP, Northern District of New York, on behalf of a class of 

10 hospitality and banquet workers for improperly withheld "service charges" and 

ii unpaid overtime wages; Phelps v. MC Communications, Inc., Eighth Judicial 

12 District Court, A-1 1-634965-C and Kiser v. Pride Communications, Inc., United 

13 States District Court, District of Nevada, 2:11-CV-00165 on behalf of two separate 

14 classes of cable, phone, and internet installation technicians for unpaid overtime 

15 wages; Socarras v. Tormar Cleaning Services Nevada, Inc., Eighth Judicial District 

Court, A-13-675189 on behalf of a class of janitorial workers for unpaid overtime 

17 wages; Girgis v. Wolfgang Puck Catering and Events LLC, Eighth judicial District 

18 Court, A-13-674853 on behalf of a group of restaurant servers for unpaid minimum 

19 wages and overtime wages; Gemma v, Boyd Gaming Corporation, Eighth Judicial 

20 District Court, A-14-703 790-C on behalf of a class of casino workers for unpaid 

21 minimum wages under the Nevada Constitution; and most recently in Thomas v. 

22 Nevada Yellow Cab Corp. et al., Eighth Judicial District Court, A-12-661726 and 

23 Murray v. A Cab Taxi Service LLC, Eighth Judicial District Court, A-12-669926 on 

24 behalf of taxicab drivers asserting claims for unpaid minimum wages under 

25 Nevada's Constitution. 

26 	3. 	1 am also requesting that my co-counsel, Dana Sniegocki, be 

27 appointed with me as co-class counsel. Dana Snicgocki is a cum laude graduate, 

28 has been licensed to practice law for over six years, is admitted to the State Bars of 

-3- 



Leon Greenber 

IIINevada and California, has been an associate attorney at my office for more than 

2 five years, and has experience in litigating class action cases, specifically wage and 

3 hour class action litigations. To date, Dana Sniegocki has been appointed co-cla.ss 

4 counsel in the following cases: Phelps v. MC Communications, Inc., Eighth Judicial 

5 District Court, A-11-634965-C and Kiser v. Pride Communications, Inc., United 

6 States District Court, District of Nevada, 2:11-CV-00165 on behalf of two separate 

7 classes of cable, phone, and interne, installation technicians for unpaid overtime 

8 wages; Socarras v. Tormar Cleaning Services Nevada, Inc., Eighth Judicial District 

9 Court, A-13-675189 on behalf of a class of janitorial workers for unpaid overtime 

10 wages; Girgis v. Wolfgang Puck Catering and Events LLC, Eighth Judicial District. 

11 Court, A-13-674853 on behalf of a group of restaurant servers for unpaid minimum 

12 wages and overtime wages; Gemmo. v. Boyd Gaining Corporation, Eighth Judicial 

13 District Court, A-14-703790-C on behalf of a class of casino workers for unpaid 

14 minimum wages under the Nevada Constitution; and most recently in Thomas v, 

15 Nevada Yellow Cab Corp. et al,, Eighth Judicial District Court, A-12-661726 and 

16 Murray v. A Cab Taxi Service LLC, Eighth Judicial District Court, A42-669926 on 

17 behalf of taxicab drivers asserting claims for unpaid minimum wages under 

18 Nevada's Constitution_ 

19 
	

4. 	I am aware of my duty as counsel to adequately represent the interests 

20 of the class members in this case. I believe that myself, and my co•counsel, Dana 

21 Suicgocki, are competent to do so, 

22 

23 Affirmed this 28th  day of March, 2016. 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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.Weaem: Gab Gtrroany Case ID: 4574184 

Cie Fk #: 1574184 

Western Cab-  Gamp.ny 
801 S. Main Street 
Las Vegas, IS-W 89101 
Tel#: (702) 382-7100 

EINik 20-8981.2.12. 

Representative: 
Moran Law Firm, LLC 
John T. Moran, Jr. Attorney at Law 

FL SA Narrative Report  

COVERAGE 

Nature of Busines.,s & Section 3(d) employer; The snl?ject of this investiRation is a cab empany, The 
compthly has been in business Finee the 1950s. Mt: Tobman ntnv deceased) -putt:lased the cbinpany in 

1967, The company beemie ine:ommited in -Ole State ofNevadA in SeptembeT 1950 as WesteTn 
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Western Cab Comanv CEISE: ID: 15744_84 

The 'corporate officers are: Helen Tolman Martin, Director; Marylin Tobman Moran, Director; Janie 
Tobman Moore, President; and Jean Tobman, Secretary & Treasurer. 
Mrs. Jean Tobman is retired and, mother of Helen, Marylin and Jean, 

The General Manager Martha Sarver and Director Helen Tobman Martin handle all the day to day 
operations of the business; they hire and fire the staff; therefore they're both the 3(d) Employer (see 
Exhibit Tab C-1). 

Individual Coverage: The cab drivers do have individual coverage since they receive credit card 
payments from the customers. 

Period of Investigation: January 1, 2009 thru September 30, 2010 

MODO Office: LVDO is MODO office. 

EXEMPTIONS 

213(a)(1) applicable to: 
(1) Helen. Tobrnan Martin.. Director 

541.1.00 Exemption 
Manages business, hires & fires staff, and does the employee scheduling 

(2) Martha Sarver, General Manager 
541.100 Exemption 
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Western Cab Comparty.Case 10:1574184 

Manages business, hires & fires .staff, and does: the business accounting 
RoF",,i3-gimmwmgm.kmg 

.7.EKMBM:NM-
M'iqaryiin Tobruan Moran, 'Director 

50,100 Exemption 
Helps Jnanage the busines.sL, has authority to hire & ire Stag and assist both Martha & 
Helen. 

2I3(b)(1) npij 	th: All mechanics servitink the. taxicabs are exempt from overtime provisions. The 
medtanic8 dirties affect the safety of operations of motor vehicles in transportation on public highwaysi. 

213(b)(17) applicable. to Taxicab drivers are exempt fron overtime provision5. 

No Othei exemptions were applicable. 

',STATUS OF COMPLIANCE 

was found in Whiiiatd under Western Cab CoMpily 
,  	 

VMLA violations Were foinid and lost wage; -s' of ..$459746. Were computed and 



.Western Cab Cønia case  

paid by Western Cab. 
There vere two other eases found frOm more than 10 years ago: 

1) F.MLA. case #1249824 from 9.126 102 thin 1117102 .with no monetary findings; 
2) FLSA case #1046854 from 711/98 thin.711/00 With Western Limousine Service with 39 EE s due 

$24,60354, 

Viem 
ht.iiqagerM3W 	 ''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

,::::.:er*:,in::%*M* ,  	' ' e'‘''•'.  • ' 	 'Vn:f:,:0 - - .. 
,-.......,-......:,  

emplOyer‘viiS not paying the required minimum wage :pile for all hours ‘Vorlia :1 -axicab drivers are paid 
:a 1, -eq.iiini.ifaii:Iiiikt einployer W- fg 'not verifying theebminission earned by driver:.,c-When divided by the 
number of hours -  worked in the week...was atleast_the mininnun -wage rate or higher. 

Section:200; The review:of,the company's ..payroll.records, confitmed employer 	notminimum 
e rate fOr all hums worked. When .adding .all :earning, -  commission‘adetips,..anddividing.bythe -hOttrS 

worked . the drivers were making 1ess .:1Un ithe-  minimum wage rate. WIEMPRIOVVIIINEKIII 344...: 	 '''' • • :: :. X .X.X.,. :..%. Mr N rsti,..:0.....;.: :.....4.4-..-•:, 	'''''''''' 	_. '' '''' 
(See eXhibit.D-1). 

Comntitations:  All earnings (CO-onnis-SionS tips) werediiiided -br the average innuber of king:worked. 
(610 :per week), and if the tote was below the .ratinitnun. wage rate, the -difference :was computed as back 
wages due employees llowcwer, credit was given fOr -  bonuses employees received ml the end of the senu 

All mp10 ees reeeiN.-ed bonuses according to the employment period with cOMpany. The first year Of 
employment employees received $.5.0. second $.1 -. 00, third $300 and:up to a inzpi of 500 
Note that: the bonuses were also pro-rated tb .0111y -count the portion due for the number of WeekS hack-
wages were computed. Example: employee -  receives' $500 - bonus:fom the year.  and -thete ..were ,l.0.,we45,1s 
hack wages :were computed ;:therefore 500 Would be divided-by 26,11,1111,111116,1 and 
then multiplied by 10 (number of iiand.. tiles the. portioil. of the bonus subtracted from the back: 
wages -computed to give entployer crediffor the bonus, 

Section 2)7: NO violaticims of overtime were found due cab drivers since 	the-.‘,  are exempt from Overtinie 
proymaps. , 

' 
	 - 	 ENO- 

	 ' 

Section 211.:_ Record keeping violations were found since employer failed to keep and Maintain accurate 
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V.Yostern Cab Company Case ID:.1574184 

record of the employees work hours. A 
total of 60 hours per week 

most all cab drivers work a 12 hour shift, 5 days per week for a 
.............................................. .................. 

Section 212: No record of child labor violations were found, employer stated during initial conference 
that they did not hire minors under the age of 18. Minors cfinnot operate a taxicab, and the insurance will 
not insure a taxicab driven by a minor. 

Civil Money Penalty Assessments: No CMI's recommended, as prior cases found occurred .10 years 
ago. Employer has agreed to comply and pay back wages, 

DISPOSITION 

A final conference was held on Nov. 15, 2011 with Owners, Helen Tobman Martin and. Marylin Tobman 
Moran; General Manager Martha Sarver, Attorney John T, Moran, WIT11,1"VE, and WHIM 

11A1 The conference was held at employers' establishment. 	...... 
Wfien employer was asked why minimum wage violations occurred, their response was they were not 
checking the employees were making atleast the minimum wage rate by dividing . their weekly earnings by 

the hours worked. Since my initial conference appointment they have started checking for mininnim 
wage. 

I discussed the sections of Fair Labor Standards Act that were reviewed in the course of the investigation: 
Sections 206, 207, 211, 212 & 213). I explained in full details each section of the ELSA reviewed. 

also explained in full detail the minimum, wage violations found under sections 206, and record keeping 
violations found under Section 211, I then asked how they would come into compliance and correct the 
problems that lead up to the violations to avoid future violations. The employers Martha Sarver and Helen 
Tobman explained they have added an area in the trip sheets the drivers fill out daily where they must. 
document the hours worked in the day, from start to end of shift. They are also verifying drivers' are 
documenting the work hours that they don't forget to complete this new setion of the trip sheet. They are 
also closely tracking the work hours, adding them up weekly, and making sure the driver has earned 
minimum wage rate or higher. 
They are also implementing a program to monitor closellc,7the non-productive drivers for potential lay-off if 
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they do not make minimum wage or higher. They are also working on implementing a change for the 
drivers to pay for a percentage of the gas, but have not yet decided what percent the drivers will pay. All 
these changes they stated. will help eliminate potential future violations. 

Once compliance was discussed and agreed upon, I let them know the amount of the back wages found 
due for the number of employees. The back wages found were $402,897.55 for 391 employees. Attorney 
John Moran asked if they could have a few days to look over the Surrimaiy of Unpaid Wages, and discuss 
how back wages would be paid and from where. I agreed and we planned to meet back on Wednesday, 
November 30, 2011 at 9:00am to sign WH-56 Summaty of Unpaid Wages. 

On December 1, 2011 I received a call from General. Manager Martha Sarver explaining to me that the 
"wages" I had counted from the payroll records did not include the tips. I explained that the payroll 
records has the commission earned and the tips right below and underneath both is a total column for both 
and that is the amount that was counted as the employees' total wages. She pointed out to me that the two 
columns were not added to reflect the total underneath them. So 1 pulled up one of the payroll, to verify 
and indeed she was correct. The total amount was the same as the commission amount therefore not 
adding in the tips the employee had declared. I explained to her 1 would need a week or two to add up the 
payroll records and make the necessary changes on the back wage computations. 1 also explained that 
although some employees may drop off the back wages computed, others may be added that had not been 
on the summary of unpaid wages before. She stated she understood. After I the added the payroll records 
and made the changes to the back wage computations, the results were: $285,229.89 due 431 employees. 
On Tuesday, December 13, 2011 I dropped off the new computations sheets and Summary of Unpaid 
Wages (WII-56) to Martha Sarver, General Manager at employers' establishment. She explained the 
owners Helen Tobman and Marylin Tobtnan as well as Attorney John Moran. were all on vacation and 
would not return until after Christmas. I told her I needed to have the Summary of Unpaid Wages back 
and signed before the end of the year. She agreed to have it to me by Wednesday, December 28ffi. 

On December 28th  the Summary of -Unpaid Wages (W11-56) was delivered to the office by courier. The 
owner Helen Tobman has agreed to pay the 'back wages to employees by Jan. 31, 21012, see signed 
Summary of Unpaid Wages in ease file. The Receipt of Unpaid Wages (WH-58) for all 431 employees 
were printed and delivered, to employers' establishment on Dec. 29th to be included in the envelope with 
checks. 
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Western. Gab Cbmpany_Cas6 ID: '1574184. 

NO-futtber ;action is.nereosary, 

lleakumendationz It is recommended that this case be dosed administratively upon receipt of hack 
wages paid to employees. 

Publications!. The employer was provided With an fFS44 and Handy Reference Guide to the ELSA 
included with the appointment letter. At nimal conference, Qwner, Helen Tolman Martin -was pi:ay:Wed 
with the following publications: 1261 &1312. 

Date: 

Wage Hour lityeAigiltor 
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:cu 	it.E0 

25!1U H N12: 50 

5.1J 

THE FIRSI:.  JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 

IN A:ND FOR CARSON CITY, NEVADA. 

51 

6 

8 

9 CODY C, HANCOCK:, an individual and 
resident of Nevada, 	 CASE NO.: 	14 CC 00080 1B 

10 
	

DEPT, NO. 	Ii 
1"laintiff, 

11 

12 
TI-IE STATE OF NEVADA ex rol. THE 

13 OFFICE CR THE NEVADA LABaR 
COMMISSIONER; THE OFFIcE OP TM- 

14 NEVAD.A. LABoR commssioNBR;  i.and 
s HANNON CHAMBERS, Nevada Labor 

15 U Commissioner, in her official capacity, 

16 	 Defimdants. 

DE :1.81.0N AND ORDER, COMERISING FINDING'S OF 
AND 	

, 
coNcLumoNs otL4w 

On April 30, 2015, Plaintiff Cody C. Hancock ("Plaintiff), pur suant to NI R S 2n3B 110 

filed a complaint for deelaxatory relief against Defendants the State of Nevada es rol. Office or the 

j Nevada Labor Commissioner, the Office Of The Nevada Labor Conimissioner, and Shannon 

Chambers, in her official capacity as the Nevada Labor Commissioner (collectiveiy, "Defendants"), 

sucking to invalidate two administrative Tegulations—NAC, 608.100(1) and N.A.C. 

608.104(2) ,--purporting to implement article XV, section 16 of the Nevada Constitution (the 

if any finding herein is in truth a cenchision of law, or if any conclusion stated is in truth a 
finding of fact r  it shall be deemed so. 

21 

25 

261 

28 



seeking to invalidate two administrative regulations —N.A.C. 608.100(1) and N.A.C. 

608.104(2) purporting to implement article XV,, section 16 of the Nevada Constitution (the 

3 " Minimum Wage Amendment" or the "Amendmenr). Plaintiff also sought to enjoin the 

41 Defendants from enforcing the challenged igulations. 
1 

On or about June 25, 2014, Defendants filed a motion to dismiss. After a brief 'stay of 

6 °proceedings for the parties to consider resolution through a renewed rulemaking process, 

Defendants motion to &miss was withdrawn by stipulation of the parties, entered 

8 h March 30, 2015, in which the parties also agreed to permit. Plaintiff to amend the complaint, and. Co l 
11 

ts. ,...ek to resol -ve this action by respective motions for summsr:. ,  'indenn A nt 	parties k'Y,reed that no 

101 discovery \-VaS necessary in this ease, and that the determinative issues were matters of law, 

11 1 
1  On or about June 11, 2015, Defendants filed their Motion. for Summary Judgment on 

, 1 12 Plaintiffs Claims for declaratory relief, On or about June 12,. 2015, Plaintiff filed his Mtaion fc,tr 

Suminarv sudm-ramt 	Plaintitt s clanns for de claratory relief. Subsequently, each patty responded • 

14 in opposition to the other parties' motion, and replied in support of their own. Plaintiff had 

15 h previously asked the Nevada 1.4.thor Commissioner to pass upon the validity of the challenged 
I 

1611regnlations, and the Court finds that all prerequisites under . 	23313.110 have been satisfied 

17 I1  sufficientfor the Court to enter orders resolving this matter. 

18 
	

The Court, having considered  the pleadings and being fully advised, now finds and orders 

19 as follows: 

20 
	

As an initial matter, summary judgment under N,R,C..P. 56(a) is "appropriate and shall be 

rendered forthwith when the pleadings and other evidence on file demonstrate that no genuine issue 

as to any material  fad i'remains) and that the moving party is entitled to a judgment as a matter of 

law," Wood v, Satirway, 121 .Nev. 724, 729, 121 P.3d 1026, 1029 (2005) (internal quotations 

omitted). Further, in deciding a challenge to administrative regulations pursuant TO N,R,S, 

23313,110, "itlhe court Shall declare the [challenged] regulation invalid if it finds that it. violates 

constitutional or statutory provisions or exceeds the statutory authority t>f the agency." 

2238.110. The burden is -upon Plaintiff to demonstrate that the challenged regulations violate tbe 

28 lvlinimum Wage .A menchnent, 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 



The Minimum Wage Amendment was enacted by a vote of the people by ballot initiative at 

the 2006 General Election, and became effective on November 28, 2006. it is a re -radial act, and 

will be liberally construed to ensure the intended 'benefit for the intended beneficlaries. See, 

4 1 Washoe Meat Ctr„ Inc. v. Relie.:(nce 	1121",l'ev. 494, 496, 915 ;P:)(1. 288, 2.89 (1996); .see aico 

5U Terry v, Sapphire Gantletnen's Cluíb , 	 Nev„ 336 P,2d 951, 954 (2.014), 

6 I 
	

:Here, In order to determine whether the challenged regulations conflict with or violate the 

Minimum Wage Amendment, the Court will first determine the meaning of the pertinent textual. 

8 portions of the Amendment, Courts review an administrative agency's interpretation of a statute of 

9 constitutional provision de nova, and may do so with no deference to the agency's interpretations. 

10 Unlied .Siates v, State 	117 Nev. 585, 589, 27 P.3d 51, 53 (2001) ("An administrative 

11 agency's interpretation of a regulation or statute. does not control if an, alternate reading is 

12 compelled by the plain language of the provision,"); :Sad v, State Engineer, 122 •Nev, 1110, 

13 1118, 146 P.3d 793, 798 (2006) ("rhe district court may decide purely legal questions without 

14 del:bre/ice to an agency's detemaination."). 

15 	The Minimum Wage Amendment raised the minimun hourly wage in Nevada, but also 

16 established a two-tier wage system by which an employer may pay employe(:, ..:s, currently, $8.25 per 

17 hour, or ply down to $7,25 per hour if' the employer provides qualifying health insurance benefits, 

18 to the employee and all of his or her dependents, at a certain capped premium cost to employee: 

Section A of the Minimum Wage Amendment provides: 

20 	A. Each employer shall pay a wage to each employee of not less than the hourly 
rates ;et.f.'orth in this section. The Tate shall be five dollars and fifteen cents ($5.15) 

21 per hour worked, if the employer provide's health benefits as described herein, or six 
dollars and fifteen cents ($6,15) per hour If the employer does not provide such 
benefits. Offering health benefits within the meaning of this swami shall c.onsisq of 
making health insurance available to the employee for the employee and the 

23 employoe's dependents at a total cost to the employee for premiums of not more 
than 10 percent of the etuplo)ree"s gross taxable income from he employer. These 
rates of wages shall be adjusted by the amount of increases in the federal minimum 
wage over $5,15 per hour, or, if greater, by the cumulative increase in the cost of 

25 

	

	Eying, The cost of living increase &thall be meastu ,2.d by the percentage increase as of 
December 31 in arty year over the level as of December 31, 2004 of the Consumer 

26 

	

	Price Index (All -Urban Consumers, U.S. City Average) as published by the I3ureau 
of Labor Statistics, U.S, Department of Labor or the successor index or fedffal 

27 

	

	agency. No CPT i:idjustment for any one-year period may be gr(, ,Ii..ter than 3%, The 
Governor or the State agency designated by -the Governor shall pttbliSh a, bulletin by 

28 	April 1 of each year announcing the adjusted rates, which shall take effect the 

24 

3 



following July 1, Such bulletin tvill be made available to all employers and to any 
other person who has filed with the Governor or the designated agency a request to 
receive such notice but lack of notice Shall not excuse noncompliance with this 
section, An employer shall :(:)rovide 'written notification of the rate adjustments to 
each of its employees and Make the necessary payroll adjustmemts by July 1 
following the pUblication of the bulletin. Tips or gratuities received by employees 
shall not be credited as being any part of or offset against the wage rates required by 
this section, 

4 

5 1 

6 Nev.'1Conq 

608.104(2) states, in pertinent part: 

2. As used in ibis section, "gross taxable income of the employee attributable to the 
employer" means the amount specified on the FOTM W-2 issued by the employer to 
the erop1oy- .0 and includes, without limitation, tips, bonuses or (AIw' .  compansat on 
as required 1:Or purposes of l.kdriral individual income tax, 

N.A.G. 608.100(1) states, in pertinent part: 

I. Except as otherwise provided in subsections 2 and '3, the minimum wage for an 
employee in the State of Nevada is the s.trile. whether the employee a 
permanent, part-time, probationary or temporary employee, and: 

(a) 	if an employee is offered qualified health insurance, is $5.15 per 
hour; or 

(h 	It at employee is not offered qualified health insurance: $ 6 . 15  Per 
hour. 

361 NAc.60ai0 

Plaintiff contends that N.A.C. 6081 04(2) unlawfully permits employs to figure in tips and 

18 gratuities fitrnished by customers and the general public when establishing the maximum allowable 

191 premium cost to the employee of qualifying health insurance. He argues that "10% of the 

20 employee's gross taxable inconle from the empli,Wer" can only mean compensation and wages paid 

7 

12 1 

15 

21 by the employer to the employee, and excludes tips earned by the employee, 

22 
	

Defendants argue that the terrn "gross taxable income" directed the. Labor Commissioner to 

23 Ilinteipret the entire provision as meaning all income derived from working for the employer, 

94 whether as direct wages or as tips and gratuities, -because Nevada has no state income tax and state 

law contains no definition of "gross taxable income." 'therefore, the State argues, resort to federal 

9 6 tax law is appropriate, rind because tips and gratuities earned by the employee constitute, for him or 

27 her, gross taxable income upon which federal taxes must be paid, In that regard, Defendants 

contend that N -,A,G, 608.104(2)s definition of "income attributable to the employer" best 

4 



'lie Court does note that N,A,C, 608,1041-(2)'s inch/Sion of "bonuses or other compensation" 
11 

presents no constitutional problem under the Amendment, as long as the income in question comes 

21 Li "from the employer," 

22 	The Cowl understands Defendants' intapretation of this portion of the Amendment, and in 

23 !support of the administrative regulation purporting to implement and enforce it, to ernpbasiz:e the 

24 !phrase "gross taxable Income" in isolation, at the expense. of a full reading giving meaning to the 

l qualifying term "from. the employer," As Defendants note in their briefing, "[On expounding a 

2611constitutional provision, such constructions should be employed as will prevent: any clause, 

27 sentence or word from being superfluous, void or insignificant!' Young3 	Hall, 9 Nev 212 

28 (1874), To arrive at Defendants' preferred interpretation of the Amendment, however, the Court 

5 

19 

I implements the language of the Amendment. 

The Court finds the text of the Minimum Wage Amendment which N.A.C. 608,104(2) 

purports to implernent--'10% of the employees gross taxable income from the emplo]:, ,er" to be 

4 unambiguous, As the Court reads the plain language of the constitutional proviskin, h indicates that 

511 the term "10% of the employee's gross taxable income" is limited to mcii income that comets "from 

6 the employer," as opposed to gross taxable income that emanates from any other source, including 

from tips and gratuities provided by an employer's customers. "Mho language of a statute should 

1Lt-, 	its 	1:1:4131111g 	:;0:1 SilOhaS 	spirit oi 1.c act 	[thusl 'AThen a statute is 

9 1 1 clear on its feet, a court may not go beyond the language of the statute in determining the 
11 

10illegislature's intent." Uni.,,unit.} ,  and Community College gy.slem Nevaceav, .M2vadons 	Som .1 

111 1  Government, 120 Nev., 712, 731, 100 P.3d 179, 193 (2004), 
11 

'awe. are no particular difficulties in determining an. employee's gross taxable income That 
- 

13  11 comes from the employer, as this figure must be reported to the United States internal Revenue 

— 14 II Nervice. as part of the employee's tax information, including on his or her annual W-2 form, along 

15 with the employee's income from tips and gratuities The Court further PreanneS that employers 

16 are aware of, or can easily compute, how Tlinell they pay out. of their business revenue to each 
11 

17 employee. this being a riAjOr portri. of the business's expenses for .which records arc surely 

1811 maintained by the employer  

1 



.44 
"IA

-r 

4:5 

26 I 

would have tr.i first find the provision ambiguous. and then erigake in an act of interpretation in 

order to agree that the phrase "gross taxablk. -; income modifies the term "from the employer," ratticn' 

3 llthan the other way around. in that formulation, "gross taxable income from the employer' is 

I 4 
l rendered as "gross taxable income earned bat for employment by the employer,' or, 'gross taxable 

I income earned as a result of having worked for the employer," and "from the employer" is rendered 

6 imore or less insignificant to the provision. This is, indeed, what N.A.C. 608.1040) attempts to 

7 indicate when it designates "gross taxable income attributable to the employer" as the measure of 

8 the Amendment's tenTereent employee premium cost cap calculation, The Court disagrees, and 

91 1 instead finds the constitutional language plain on its face, 

10 	But even if the Conti: were to find the pertinent portion of the Amendment to be ambiguous, 

11 its context, reason, and public policy would still support the conclusion that tips and gratuities 

12 should not be included in the calculation of allowable employee premium costs when an employer 
i 

13 seeks to qualify to pay below the upper-tier minimum hourly wage. The drafters of the Amendment 

14 expressly excluded tip: and gratuities from the calculation of the minimum hourly wage ("Tips or 

15 ;gratuities received by employee: shall not be credited as being any part of or offset against the 

164  wage rates required by this seetion,7), and gave no other indication that tips and gratuities should 
' 

be allowed as a form of credit against the cost of the health insurance benefits the Minh:man Wage 

18 I .Amendment wa<.: designed to encourager employers to provide employees in exchange for the 

19 iprivilege of payinf4 a lower hourly wage rate. Further, as Plaintiff points out, the effect of 

. 20 pernm,m.g, inclusion of tips and gratuities is to increase, in some cases precipitously, the cost of 

21 d health insurance benefits to employees, a result that is am supported by the policy and function of I 

.. 	1 1 the Amendment generally., 

z,) 	Defendants argue that permitting tip: and gratuities in the premium_ calculations for tipped 

employees eliminates an advantage for those employees that non-tipped employees do not enjoy it 

is not strictly within the province of the Nevada Labor Commissioner, however, to make such 

policy choices in. place of the Legislature, or the people: acting in their legislative capacity. Bar 

2:711oharge is to enforce and implement the labor laws of this State as written. N,R.S. 607.160(1). In 

28 !I any event, and apart from the Amendment's express treatment of the issue, Nevada has prohibited 

6 



administrative regulation. See NR,S, 608,160. 

The Court finds that N,,A..C, 608,104(2), insofar as it. permits employers to include tips and 

gratuities furnished by the customers of 1110 employer in the calculation crf income against which in 

4 measured the Minimum Wage Amendment's ten percent. income cap on allowable health insurance 

premium costs, violates tlie, Nevada Constitution and therefore exceeds the Nevada Labor 

6 1 C.-OrtilniSaioner'S authOrity to pro/Tin/gate administrative regulations, The Court determines the 

regulation in question to be invalid, and will further enjoin. Defendants from enforcing .N,A..C, 

8 608.104(2) fbr the reasons stated herein, 

9 11N r 	608 102S11 Is Invalid 

10 t Plaintiff argues that, in order to qualify for the privilege of paying less than the upper-tier 

hourly minimum wage, an employer must actually provide qualifying, heath insurance, rather than 

12 merely offer it. He contends that, read as a vThole and giving 	part.S. of the Amendment meaning 

13 and function, the basic scheme of the provision is to propose for both employers and employees a 

' 14.4 set of choices, a bargain; an. employer can pay down to $7,25 per hour, currently, but the employee 

15 
I 

must receive something in return, qualified health insurance. A mere offer of health insurance 

6which the enipior.-le has not played a role in selecting and may not meet the needs of an employee :1 	1 

17  j and his or her family for any number of reaSOnS- ----- permita the employer to receive the benefit of the 

18 1 Minimum Wage Amendment, but can leave the employee with less pay and no insurance provided 

1.9 by the employer. 

.20 	In support. of this interpretation. Plaintiff suggests that "provide" and 'offering," as used in 

21 1 the Amendment, are not synonyms, but rather that the "basic command of the constitutional 

22 provision (in order to pay less than the upper-tier wage level) is to provide health benefits, and that 

23 the succeeding sentence that begins with the term "offering" only dictates certain requirements of 

24 the benefits that must be offered as a step in their :provision to employees paid at the lower wage 

2'; rate, 

26 
	

Defendants argue that 'provide" and "offering" a -re synonymous, and that an employer need 

2/• .„  amity make available qualified health insurance in order to pay below the upper-tier wage level, 

28 dwhether the employee accepts the benefit or not. Defendants argue that the usage, by the 



Amoadment tS drafters, of "offering" and " . making available" in the sentence succeeding those 

21 employing 'pro-vide" modifies and defines "provide" to mean merely 'offering" of health 

311insurance, 

4 ; 	A further argument by Defendants is that the benefit of the bargain. inherent in the 

5 !Amendment is the offer itself, having employer-selected health insurance made available to the 

611employee, and that interpreting the Amendment to require that employees accept the benefit in 

ilorder for an employer to pay below the upper-tier rninitillifft wage denies the value of the Minimum 

8. Wage Amendment to the employer. They: deny That 'provide" is the command, or mandate s  of the 

9 ilMinimum Wage Amendment where qualification far paying the tearer wage amount is concerned, 

101 1  
Ii 

12. ihour to those employees. Otherwise, the purposes arid benefits of the Amendment: are thwarted, and 

1$ employees (the obvious beneficiaries of the Ainendrrient) who reject insurance plans offered by 

14 their employer would receive neither the low-cost health insurance envisioned b ,..? the 

15 Wage Amendment, nor the raise in wages its passaged prolnised, $7,25 per hour already being the 

federal minimum wage rate that every employer in Nevada must pay their employees anyway. The 

amendment language does not support this interpretation.. 

The Court agrees with Plaintiff's argument that "provide" and "offering are not 

synonymous, and that the drafters included both terms, intentionally, to signify different concepts. 

20 "[Willem the document has used one term in one place, and a materially different term in another, 

21 Ithe presumption is that the different term denotes a different idea." Antonin Scalia and Bryan A. 

22 I ()arm, Reading Law: The Interpretation of Legal Texts, 1.70 (2014 It is aiSO instructive that the 

, 
23 drafters used "provide," a verb, and 'offering," a gerund, ostensibly to make a distinction between 
, „ , tielr =atolls as parts of speech within the text of the Amendment. The Amendment Q.affly could 

25 have stated that "[Ole rate shall be X dollars per hour work.ed, if the employer offers health 

benefits as described herein, or X dollars per hour lithe employer does not offer such benefits." It 

2.7 1did not so state. Instead, it required. that the employer "provide" qualified health insurance if it 

28 wished to take advantage of the lower wage. raw. The Court agrees with Plaintiff, litrthermore, that 

1_ 

The Court finds that the Minimum Wage Amendment requires that employees actually 

receive qualified. health insurance in order tor the employer to pay, currently, down to P.25 per 

16 

17 

18 

19 

8 



J. the overall definitional weight of the verb phrase "to provide!" lends credence to his interpretation 

l that it means to firnish, or to supply, rather than merely to make available, especially when the 

3 !overall context arid scheme of the Minimmu Wage Amendment 11,, tak,n, into coi.mdeiation. 

4 1 	The distinction the .parties bore draw between "provide" arid 'offering' is no small rnatter. 

5 	employers merely to offer health insurance plans rather than provide, furnish, and supply 
1 

6 them, alters significantly the function of this remedial constitutional provision. The fundamental 

7 

I8 
il 
with none of the benefits of its enactment, whether they be the :higher wage rate or the promised 

9 ' low-cost health insurance the themselves and their families. 

!operation of the Minimum Wage Amendment, fairly construed, demands that employees not be left 

i 
10 .1 	Because N.A.C. 608.1000) impermissibly &lows employers only to offer health insurance 

i: ii 
11 i benefits. but does not take into account whether the employee accepts those benefits when 

I 12 i determining how and when the employer may pay below the upper-tier minimum wage rate, it 

13 !violates the Nevada Constitution and there -fere exceeds the Nevada Labor Commissioner's 
i I 

14 l authority to promulgate administrative regulations. The Court determines the regulation in question 

1 15 L to be invalid :  and will. further enjoin Defendants from enforcing N.A,C, 608.104(2) for the reasons 

16 stated herein. 

17 	:11r IS HEREBY ORDERED, therefore, and for good. cause appearing, that Plaintiffs 

18
} Motion for Summary judgment is GRANTED and the Defendant's Motion for Summary 

191 Judgment is E .:)11!:NTED.. 

20 I 
	

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that NC. 608.104(2) i clared invalid and of no effect, 

211 for the reasons stated herein;, 

22 
	

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that N,A.C. 608.100(1) 15 declared invalid and of no effect, 

23 for the reasons stated herein; 

24 /1/ 

)5 /// 

/ 

27 / 

28 



10 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Defendants ate enjoined from enforcing the challenged 

re-Relations. 

IT IS SO ORDERED this j";A, dav of ';10  „ 	 , , 

5 

   

1.-)fs;r:Ric -r' (x)t)rcr 	/ 

   

8 

9 
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EXHIBIT "M" 



. 	. 

STATE OF tlfIYADA 
'Dep.:Om:At d Bus 	& Wow/ 

OFFICE OF THE LABOR CQMPUSS.IQNE:R 
e s,...fite 226 

COzoro.:;:ity, Novat.ia.897:c.) .; 
1-61-eoN)i*. (775) 557-48W Ea* 7Ths 7$$O 

§:031,5:::.1ANOWN' 

.STATE OF NEVADA. 
.MINIMUM WAGE: 

.2007 ,A.NNUAL 13U1 LETIN 
.APRIL 

Pt:JRSUANT 10-ARTICLE I 5 .,:'sfx:n ON 1 6(A) :OF" THE .CONSTITUTICINI a THE 
(F NEVADA, THE.:(i0VEINOR -  ITI.Egt -ay.A.NNouN(XS ITLAT-  I RI 

i=OLLOWING :.NTINMItjg WAGE RATES SHALL APPLY  - TO An EMPLOYEES IN 
'THE 'STATE: OENEyADA „UNLESS . QTE1-.1ERWLE EX EMPTE1). , `THESE.  RATI:..LS 

ALL -BECOME..EFFECTIVEGN JULY-  1, 2007, 

!FC.,% EMPLOYEES TQ WHOM QIJALIFIYINO -:HEAVTFL BENEFITS HAVE :  .E.IP. ,EN 
MADE AVAILABLE :BY ,'THE ENIPLOYER: 

NO LESS THAN $5,30 I- hRlIOUR. 

FORALL:OTHER EMPLOYEES.:: 

-L5S- - THAN": $6.:3q PLR HOUR 

CA>p 	tkii btilli:.1'*; may obtaind 	Mkirnet-: 
MITY,I/WwW,InbarcannaliFsioner.tomidoos14 ,  -07%2.1. p 

201).U1 LMIN$1020tbr%2,0siw,,doc;} 

	

liAy also. bc obtaipfA 	die:;Labøi Conymi$>40Acr's Officv3 at 

615 fairview DriveSIMe 226 

	

Cam'm 	New;da 89701 
(775) 687-40R 

or 



 nguri,.Suit.c. 4109 
.E.as,N,-?..yaefa.1.9101 

(701) 46,7A50 
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tk1612015 01;42:37 . PM 

.k1 
CLERtc. OP THE COURT 

UON:QUIENBERG, ESQ,. SBN g09 .4 
DANA..SNIE,GOCKI;P,SQ, 'S.BN 1.111.5. 
Leon .0.reenbergProtession;.1 Corporation 
2965. South Jon es Blvd- Suite E3 
LasVegas,N:evada 89146 
(702) 3608-5 -  
ITO 
icon kreen]beol&oVertimelamn 
laAa(glovptRmg. aw.cm  

6  AtrorneYs :for Plaintiffs 
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DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, STATE :OF NEVADA, 

1 I 

1.2 I 

.13 

14 [ 
NEVAMk: YELLQW:.c ,  

.1.5 it CORPORATION; NEVADA 	.. 
[I CHECKER CA13 . CORP.ORATION, 

16 Ft NEVADA .S.TAR C,AB 
1 :CQRPORN.nON, 

17' 
Defendants,. 

Case No,: A-12-661 726-C 

Dept; XXV171 

Order 6ranting Plaintiffs' Motion 
to :Certify Class Action Pursuant 

NR:C.0 23 (b)3 

CHRISTOPHER THOMAS, and 
CHRISTOPHER CRAIG, Individually 
.and on behalf of others similarly 
situated., 

Plaintiffs, 

19 11 

20 	Plaintiffs filed their Motion to C,ertiti Class Aetlon Putsuant to NRCP 23(b)(3) 

on.jUheI O. 205. PefendatO Raponse in. OOPPsitiop to plamtiffg' 

on June -26, 2015. Plaintiffs thereafttr filed their-Reply to defendants' Response in 

.Opposition to plaintiffs'. motion:on Jnly 1, 2015, This matter, having come before the 

'Court:for hearing on luly 14, 2015 and October 2:7, 2015,. with appearances by Leon 

25 Greenberg, E.sq, on behalf of all plaintiffs, and Tamer.  B. Balms, Esq., on behalf of a]i 

26 defendants „ and following: the argumpas of such cot,Lii ,,:;;0, woxi aftet dud oonsidergion 

of the•partics' respective briers, and all pleadings and papet's on file herein, and good 

cause appearing, therefore: 



THE COURT FINDS•: 

Upon review of the papers and pleadings on file in this matter, and the 

evidentiary record currently before the Court, the Court, holds that plaintiffi have 

adequately estaOlished that the 1.-.)rerequisites of Nev. R. Civ, P. 23(b)(3) are met to 

certify the requested class seeking -darrAge under ,Artiole 1 :5, S4c4on. 16 of the Nevacia-

ConstitutiOn (the 'Minimum Wage Amendment') and grants the mo:ion, The Court 

makes no 	 of the merits• of the claims asserted not whether any 

S minimuth wages:: are actually owed to any class membets as such issues are not 

9 properly considered on a motion for class certification. In compliance with what the 

10 Court•believes is required, Or at least directed by the Nevada . Supredie Court as 

desirable, the Court also makes certain findings supporting its decision to grant class 

certification underiqRcp Rule. 	 Se i% Begzer Home'sHolding Coip. v. Eighth 

13 Jieiai .49[st, Court, 29.1 P,3d 12,. 136 (20 . 12) (f3-0: 	(COnling writ Petit'koh› 

14 finding district eottrt erred in failing To conduct an NRCP Ride 2 .3 ZI a lysi s, and 

15 holding that '1:tilitimately, upon a motion to proceed as a class action, :  the district court 

must "thorouvhly analyze INIRCP 23'S reqt.th -ements, and document its findings," Citing 

RR, Iholoh,  v. Fth JUdk Dist: Cowl (1,7p-st L4gle 111, 21S P3d 697, 704 (Nev. 

18 Sup, Ct., 2009). 

19 
	As an initial matte:iv -the nature of the claims made in -this case are of the sail fOr 

2.0 which. class :action treatment would, at. least presumptively, 	avaiial?le if not 

21 Sensible. A. deternairhition of whether an employee is.. owed unpaid. Tninim tim hourly 

.wages requims that three things be determined: the. hours worked, the wages paid, and 

the applicabIe-houtly minimum wage. Once 'those three; things are .known theimirtimora 

wages .owed Lt.5nY., are riot subject to . 411i:tuition by the prnplo.y6es'z contributory 

negligence, any state of mind- o fthe parties, or anything else of an individual nature 

26 that. has been. identified-to the Court. Making Olos:- same thr:q•e. deter atiqnr. 

invotying what is .  essentially a cornMon f'ortuula, for .1:1a:tge gkapp pe.'e.on$, is 

hkeiyto involve an: efficient process  and common.qUesticabL The minimum "lowly 



wage rate is set at a very modest level, meaning the amounts of unpaid minimuffi 

wages likely to be owed to any putative class member.= going to presumptively be 

fairly small,. an additional circumstance that would tend to weigh in favor -Of class 

4 lIcertification, 

in respeCt to pihting ale till*n and the reeord presented in :this •case, the 

6 i :Court finds it persuasive that a pH& United States Depaitnent of. Labor review of 1 
i 

7 1 defendants' records, applying a uniform methodology, concluded that over 600 .current 

8- I
I m former taxicab drivers were owed valying amounts of unpaid minimum wages i 

i (\ Itotaling in excess of $3,00,000 under the federal Fair Labor: Standards Act (the 

"FLSA") for the two year period consisting of the. calendar years 2010 and 2:011,_ 

While that finding does not resolve Thenierits:of the plairAittsiclairns since it does not 

establish that any .  class members are actually :Owed additional Miniinum wages Wider 

the 'Minimum Wage AtitCudment, it does in the Coint8 'view, clearly pr,sent at least 

two common quegtion§ Warranfing thstcoiification if the methOdology used to reach 

those conclusions is later found to be correct 

The first such question would be .%liltether the class members are owed additional 

minimum wages, beyond that concluded by the United Stateg Department of Lab6r, by 

virtue of the Minimum Wage Amendthent imposing an  •hourly minimum wage rate that 

is $1,09 ,Eitk hot:tr higter than .the hourly mini thum wage :required by the.KSA I or 

employees who do not reCeive 'qualifying:health insurtnce<" The Court concludes 

that resolving: such 'qualifying health insurance" question involves issues common to 

all of the class members and defendants ,  have not -proffered any meaningful evidence 
, 

tending 	 n to contradict such conclusion< The second su question would. be  whether 

the class members are owed additional minirtilm wagea, beyond -that conclude$ by the 

"United States Department of Labor,. by virtue of the Minimum Wage :Amendment not 

allowing n emplpyer. a "tip credit" towards its minimum wage requirements, 

something that the FL,qA does grant to employers in respect to its minimum wage 

.I equn e u it 	II .1.alted States .Department -  of Labor is. indicated in that agency's 

10 

15 

17 1 

19 

20 

22 

24 

3 



report as having reduced its calculation of defendants' FLSA minimum wage 

deficiency by crediting as -tips towards that deficiency 9% of the customer fares 

collected by the class members, The Court concludes that resolving whether 

4 additional amounts.. of :minim -Um wages are owed to the class members under the 

5 Minimum Wage Amendment., beyond the amounts concluded by the United States 

6 Department of Labor, because of such agency's use of a "tip credit," involves issues 

7 common to all of the class members and defendants have not proffered any meaningful 

8 evidence tending to contradict such conclusion. 

9 	The Court makes no :finding that the tbregoing two identified common questions 

10 are the only common questions present in this case that warrant class certification 

iI Such. two identified issues are sufficient for class certification as the commonality 

19 prerequisite of NRCP Rule 2.3(a) is satisfied when a "single common question of law 

13 or fact" is identified., Sues v..Beazer fkmes Holdings Corp, 121 Nev. 837, 848 

(2005)‘ 

1.5 	The Court also finds that the other requirements fbr class certification under 

16 MRCP Rule 23(11)(3) are adequately satisfied upon the record. presented. Numerosity 

17 is established as the United. States Department of Labor investigation identified over 

is 600 potential class members who may have claims fbr minimum. wages under the 

19 Minimum Wage Amendment "[A] putative class of forty or more generally will be 

20 fOund numerous." S7uette,122 Nev. at 847. Similarly, adequacy' of representation 

21 and typicality seem appropriately satisfied upon the record presented, it being 

22 undisputed that the two named plaintiffs are or have been taxi drivers employed by the 

23 defendants and their counsel being experienced in the handling of class actions. The 

24 Court also believes the superiority of a class resolution of these claims is established 

by their presumptively small individual amounts, the practical difficulties that the class 

members would encounter in attempting to litigate such claims individually and obtain 

27 individual counsel, the status of many class members as current employees of 

28 defendants who may be loath to pursue such claims out of fear of retaliation, and the 



4  dk'airibil'ty Of eotraliirig.the resolution Ic-the c6tnrrnn - clUeions pre-sewed by th • 	• 	 A 	 ,  

over (500 ela;3s members in a single proceeding, 

Defendants have not proffered evidence or argliments convinciflg the (..ourt that 

it. should doubt the acciyacy of the foregoing findings, The Court is :also mindful that 

Shuotte supports the premise that is better for the Court initially grant class 

certification, if -appropriate, and "reevaltiate the certifiation t. light of any problems 

that appe:arpott-dh-,t Dvoty or 	the...0704--,eaings: .Sh.4et.te 124 p3.4 .At 544, 

- Therefore 

9 11 	IT IS. HEREBY ORDERED: 

Plaintiffs Motion to -  Certify Class Action PurSlialli to NRCP •23(b)(3:) is 

GRANTED. The class. thall consist of the class elaims -  of ail persons enVoyedby 

defendants as taxi drivers in the 8" tate of Nevada at anytime from July 1, 2007 -(11-m4h 

1.0ctober 27; 20:15 .„ -.xcel:) -t-.s.1.:idh .pers.on.slAlio fik NOth-the-Coutt. ,A written statonjent of 

14 their eiection to exclude themselves from the class:: as. Pto.vided below. The elms 

15 claims: are all (taints for damages that the class menibers. possess against the 

deendatit,:,: -.tindex the Minimum Wage Amendment arising from unpaid minimum 

Wages: that are owed -to the class members. for work they performed for the defendants 

18 from. July : 2007 through October 21, 201$ Leon Greenberg and Dona Snie‘,gooki. of 

19 

20•flamed plaintiff8 Christopher Thomas and Chri'Stopher Craig are appointed.as  class 

21. roPre;eutatives,. The Cowl' di allow discovery pertaining to the ciasE: members and 

22 the class claims. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED: 

(1) Deksdants' counsel are to produce to plaintiffs' counsel, within 10 dap 

2s of the service of Notice of Entry of this Order, the =nes and It  blown addresses of 

26 all persons erhployed as taxicab drivers by the defendants in the State of Nevada- thIlt 

Leon: Greenberg Professional Corporation are -appointed as. Class eounsel. :and the 

July :1„. 2007 through OctOber 	.201.5; 

2 

4 

6 

it 

.) 

2,4 

27 



(2) Plaintiffs' counsel s. npon receipt of the names and addresses described in 

(1) above, shall haVe 40 days. thereafter (and- if such . 40th day Is a Saturday, Sunday or 

holiday the first following business day) to mail a Notice of elw Action in the •form 

4 annexed. hereto as Exhibit '''A"tcoh: persons to notifY them of the certificatiOn of 

5 this. vase as a class action pursuant to Nev.. R.„ 	23(b)($) and 4411 promptly file 

6 with the Court a suitgbie deelaration confirMing that such mailbag has. bean perforrned; 

(3) The class membera are-enjoined from the date Ofentry of this Order s  until 

OP unless a fAirther Order Ia issued by this Court., from prosecuting or vompromiShae, 

any of the class claims 'except as part of this action and only as pursuant to such Order; 

and 

• 

1 

12 

18 
St .loinittea: 

191 13T., 

IT IS SO ORDERF.D. 
• 

16. ;Dated this, 	day. of November,- 2015. 

(4) Class members seeking exclusion from the class must file a written 

atatenient With the Couxt. setting .forth 'their name, address', •and election to be xeluded 

from the class, no latr,than $5 :days  after the mailing Of the Notice of ChASS-AatOri:  .4,S 

prOvided for 41(2), above.
i  

A 	 I 
11 /1 

 , e „ 4 
/ 1 	 I / 

i 	: I -  
I/ k 	.41 I NO ler I ti 

---S--v  ' 
V District Court .'S:idge 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

28- 

, 
Leon, jreeno s 
Dana Snieaoc1u4.,Eso. 
LEON GRIIENI3ERti PROF, CORP, 
2965 S. _Tones .8'lvd, Ste.. 
.Las Vegas. NV 89T46 
•Attorneys ror Plaintiffs 

Approved as to form : and. cottctov. 

By: 	Not Approved 
Mato U.,..Gordon, Esq 
Tani& EL 131.-AroS, Eso, 
YELLOW: C.',HECKER STAR 
TRANSPORTATION CO.LFAI DEPT, 
.5225 W. Post Road. 

Ve0s, : NV 891 -18 
AttotoOs for Defendants 
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FiLetf 
0211.01200.1::',.'15 ,3-3 

1 I ORM 

2 LEON GREENBERG, ESQ. 
Nevada Bar No 8094 

3 . DANA SNIEGOCKE, ESQ. 
Nevada Bar No 13715 

4 Leon Greenberg Pr 	ion Corporation 
2965 South Jones Boulevard - Sin= E,3: 

5 , Las Vegas. Nevada 89146 
(702) 3(83:6085 -  

6 (702) 3854827ffax.) 
leonkrpenbeivi4overtithelawreom  

7 I  datgalcnprim6'Wy.9 .00.1: 
7a-toriley's 

DISTRICT COURT 

a,ARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

MICHAEL MURRAY arid. 
1:10-1Arill, RENO,: individually and 

tnhalf of all others shYdlarly 
situated, 

Case No..: -A42.-,6419926-C 

DEPT. 1:-. I. 

A CAB IA)'Jr SERVICE. Ile, A 
CAB. LLC, and CREIGHTON J, 
NADY, 

Defendants. 

Order Granti no Plaintiff's Motion to Certifir Class- Action „Formant to NRCP 
Rule 23 b)(2 and INIRCP 	aw23 	12.10ifisjEi 	thout Prfigsbee 
Mb-Air& otion 	 faster Under NCRP hale n3 

Plaintiff.,;lifiled their Motion to (er .tify thisCse a a.C1as Action Piliwlont to 

NM? 23( WO) and NR CP 23.(b)(2). a.nd. mpoini: a Speoia Master, :on May 19,2015 

Defettdante Response in Opposition to pi sintiff? motionwa.$ filed, on:-June. - 8, 2 .915:. 

PlaintiffS.theitafter filed-thieRdply to cit fendaiatS' Re5pOrise Ofr,ipo'sitioia to 

. phintiffs' motion on .3'uty113,.201:i., This m erbavint. eome before,' the Court for 

1101'444 on 1'.'4overtiber - .3,.20t5„. with ap0a:rames: by T.,....eon'Qte,e.ashergj* .. and.. Datia. 

1 



Stiegocki, IE,s-q, on behalf of all plaintiffs, and Esther RodriguPz;Bsq, on b6ialf Of all 1 

2 
defendant. And following the. arguments of such counsel, and after due consideration 

3 

of the paitie. respective hriefa, and all pleadings MKT papeo- on tile herein,' and good 

CauSe appealing, tlwrefore 

TIM COURT FENDS: 

8 	 t.'weot to:the kequest for Class. Cortificatio 

Upon review of the papers and pleadings on file -in this matter, and the 

evidentiary record currently before the Court, the COW holds -  that plaintiffs :have 

adequately e$tablished that the prerequisites of Nev. R. Civ. P. 23(b)(3) and 23(b)(2) 

are met: to certify the requested classes seeking damages and suitable injunctive relief 

under Article 15., Section 16 of the Neivada ConstitutiOn (the "Minimum Wage 

Amendrnent") and:1\MS 608.040 and the clahns•asserted•against defendant Nady in 

the Third and Fourth Claims for Relief in gleSecortd Amended and Supplemental 

Complaint and grants the motion. The Court:makes' no d terminations of the merits 

of the claims- as:sertt--!d nor whether any minimum wages are actually owed to any Class 

members, or whether an inj -dnetive relief should actually he granted, as such issues 

2'3 
are not properly considered on :a motion fbr class certitication„ in compliance with 1 

24 what the Court: hel ieveti is required, or. at !emit, ditected by the :Nevada Supime court .1 

25 as. desirable, the Court alsolnakes certain findings supporting its decision to grant 
28 

27 
class certification under NRCP Rule 21 Se!, Beexaw ,,41ohms Holding Corp. iEight.A.,  

28 itgiteidi Dist, - Court, 291 .P3d I 2.8, 136 (2012) (J...`M &tic) (Granting writ petition, 

15 

16 

17 

20 

21 

10 

11 



1 

2 

3 

finding district court erred in failing to conduct an NUT Rule 23 analysis, and 

holding that qulltimately, upon a motion to proceed as a class action, the district 

court must "thoroughly analyze :NM' 23's requirements and document its findings." 

Citing DA Horton v. Eighth Judicial Dist Court ("FitW Light IP), 21$ P,3d 697, 

704 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 2009) 

As an initial matter, the nature of the claims made in this case are of the sort for 

which class action treatment .would, least. presumptively, likely be available if not. 

sensible. A determination of whether an employee is owed unpaid minimum hourly 

wages requires that three things be determined: the hours worked, the. wages paid, and 

the applicable hourly minimum wage. Once those three things are known the 

minimum wages owed, if any, are not subject to diminution by the employu,.'s 

contributory negligence, any state of mind of the parties, or anything else of an. 

individual, nature that has been identified to the Court. Making those same three 

determinations, involving what is essentially a common .formula, for a large group of 

persons, is very likely to involve an efficient process and common questions. The 

minimum hourly wage rate is set at a very modest level, meaning the amounts of 

unpaid minimum wages likely to he owed to any putative class member are going to 

24 presumptively be filirly small, an additional circumstance that would tend to weig.h in 

favor of class certification. 

In respect to granting the motion and the record presented in this case, the 

28 Court finds it persuasive that a prior United States Department. of Labor ("USDOL") 

4 

6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 

12 

1'3 

14 

15 
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litigation initiated against. -the dektidaots resulted in a consent jt:tdgment. obligating the 

defendantslo pay 139.,8-14:80 in..unpaidminituurn.wagesloAhe USDOL -.for 

4 distribution to 430 taxi drivers underthe fedetal Fair Labor gtandards Act (the 

5 "PISA') for the two Amy' period from October I, 2010.through October 2, 20.129 The 

parties dispute the collateral mapped significance ofthat consent judgment in this 

litigation, The emit does not determine that issue a this •time., inasinna \Nill'etbg ,:r 

the:plaintiffs are actually owed minimum wages (the "merits of their claims) is not a 

finding that this Bourtneed mike, nor presumably one:it should make, in the context 

graniltig O detobg a. thotion for class certification. The. 'LT:spa, :  as a public; laW 

enforcement agency has• a duty,, much like a prosecuting attorney in the criminal law 

14 
context, to only insOtute civil litigation ;,:tgainst employers when. e -iedible evidence 

exists that such employers have committed violatIons ofthe.FLSA, Aceordingt,y, 

17 whether or not the can 	judgment is deemed as a binding admiSSipn by defendants 

19 that they owe $139,834,80 in unpaid minimum wages under the FISA for distribution 

to 430 taxi drIvers, it is appropriate: for the Court: to find that the ConSent judgment 

21 	constitutessubStantial evidence; that, at least: at this stttge in thv3.e Procet`dings 
22 
:2$ eoninion queStions exi.L that. arrant the granting of class certification. The Court 

.24 concludes that the record -presented per 	estabildle$ that there are least two 

25 common questions warranting class certification in this case for the purposes of 
26 
27 NRCP Rule 23(' )(3) ((damages class certification) that are coextensive with the 

28 period covere. by the 	consent jlidgment and for the period prior to Jitme of 



The first such question wptild te thetlic..r the c-14ss members are owed 

additional minimum wages, beyond that.11-greed to be-C d in the USDOL, consent 

judgment,:  and for the period oovered by the consent jug flt byv Sirtue,  of the - 

mum Wage Aniendinent imposing an hourly minimum. wage rate:that is $LOO an 

than the.houdy minirmon w4gc.rogaire4 by the ELM fb .r employees. who 

do:n(4 teceiVe. "41ualifing health insuran.oe," 't he Court concludes that resolving 

such "qualifying health insurance" question involVes issues -comthon to all of the class 

membe,,,rs and defendants have not profford any meaningful evidence tending to 

conLradict such conolusion: The second such question would be whether the. class 

members am owed additional minimum wages-, beyond that alleged y  USDOI, for 

)the porsiod covered by the consent judgment, by 'Orttle of the Miinuth Wage 

Amendment not allowing an employer a 'tip credit" toward its minimum 'wage 

l'equi.Yernimts, something that the RSA does grant to e4-xployer,s in l'espect to its 

minimum wage Tequirements. It is unknown -sAleher the USDOL consent judgment 

calculaiOns inctude or exclude the application of any "tip credit" towards the FILSA 

minimum wage deficiency alleged bythe I...ISOM, against the defendants. 

In respect wthe 	credit" issue plaintiffs haye also demonstrated, and 

defendants do. not disp4te, a violation of Nevada'-a COnsfitution existing prior to 'June 

of2014.. Plaintiff has provided to the Court payroll records from 2014 for taxi driver 

employee and class member Michael Sargeant indits,ating that he WaS paid $7,25 an 
5_ 
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hour but:only when.his tip earnings aro included, Defendt-int does.not dispute the 

=cum),  of those record Nor has it produced any evidence (or even imerted) that 

the experience of Michael Sargeant hi xespect to.the same was isolated and not 

common to marry of its taxi ( -Myer employees The Nevada Constitution's minim:am 

wage requirements, unlike the FLS,A,„ prohibits an employer from using a "tip credit" 

and applying  an employee's tips towards any porticm of its minimum wage Obligation -, 

The Sat cant. payroll records on theh .  face establish a violation of Nevades 

minimum wage standards fOr a certain time perioc and strongly support the granting 

of therequested class certificatiom 

The Court Makes no finding that the foregoing two identified common 

questions are the: only common questions -present in this case that warrant class 

certification; Such . twO identified lsnues 5 stAII:osiOnt fOr class certification as the, 

commonality prerequisite of NRCP Rule 23(a) is satisfied when a "single common 

quotion of law or :i.k.t"s identifiod, Shwao v B..ei HcfoRs HOldings Corp,„ 121. 

20 Nev. 837, 848 (2005), In addition, there also appear to be common factual and -legal 

issues presented'by the-claims made under NRS 608.040 for statutory waiting time" 
-22 i. 

23 
;1 penalties for foriner taxi drivtz employees of defendants and whether defendanr Nadv 

-24 cw, be found, personally liab(e, as alleoed in the Third and Fourth Claims  tor Rehet in 

the Second Amended arid Supplemental Complaint, [or any monies owed: to the class 
28 h 

( 

members that would otherwise be just the responsibility of the corporate defendants, 

28 1 Such tbinnlOn questions are readily appal ent NRS 608040 is a strict liability 
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statute 	and the conduct alloged by "Nady that woUld impose liability upon .hirp is 

wmmon to the class, as it involves his direction and-control of the norporate 

defendants and not his actions towards any class number individnally 

The Court also findS .  that the other. requirements for class certification -under 

NRC.P. Rule .23(h)(3 are-adequately satisfied upon file record prosented„ 'Numerosiv 

is osta.bliShed. as the United StateS Department Of Labor ime§tigation identified over 

43 -0 potential class Illenlbe,IS in the consent judgment who may have claims for 

minimum wages- t.ulder the Minimum Wage Amendment. "f A]. putative class of fOrbi 

or more generally will be found Aurneron.s." Shueite, 122 Nay-. at 841 Similarly, 

adequacy of representation and typicality seem appropriately satisfied" upon the record 

presented. it ia -undisputed that the two named plaintiffs. who ‘-vere fOUnd in the 

USDOL consent judgment to be owed unpaid minimum wages under the FLS.A., and. 

additional class representative Michael Sargeant, whose payroll mcords Show, on 'their 

face, a•violation of Nevada's minimum wage requIrements, are-or have been taxi 

drivers -employed by the defendants, Counsel for the plaintiffs - have also 

doinowitrated their -significant e -kperiertee: in the handijoa of Class :adions. The CoUrt 

also believes -the :superiority of a class msolution Of these claims is establiShed by their 

presumptiVely Stail individual amounts, the practical"dillicultithat the 'class 

members would. encounter in auempting ID litigate such elairns individually and abmin 

individual counsel, the status of -many class monbers as current employees of 

defendants who may be loath to pursue such claims out of fear of retaliation, and the 
7. 
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desirability of centralizing the resolution of the coma -ion quesfions presented.by the 

over 43.0 Class nlembers in a single proceeding,. 

in respect to class certification under NIKT Rule 23(b)(2) for appropriate class 

:wide Injunctive :Ntief the Court rnakes 	fi..t4tigthat any such relief shall he gran*, 

only that it will grant mai class certification and ck)nsider at an appropriate time the 

form and manner, if any, of such injunction., the existence of common policies by 

def:ndants that either directly violate :the rights of theii:Iass- members to receive the 

minimum wages required by Nevada.'s Constitution, or that impair the enlbreement of 

those ththts and are otherwise illegal:, are substamiallY wriported by the dflC; 

pro ffered..13 -y ithe,..plaintiffS. That evidence, includes awrittoi policy of defendants 

regervitgrthe right to :unilaterally .cleern certain time dUrIrtg:a. taxi driver's Shift at On ,  

coinpOW.ble 

 

and 	 tithe . Defe.ndairtS- . 11live . also lailed.to keep 

records of the hours worked by their taxi drivers for each pay 	for.artutriber 

yeam despite: haying. an  oblivion to maintain.sueh ropordS under NRS60&21 5 and 

being _advised by the USDOL in 200° to keep such _records, .And.as documented by 

the Michael Sargeard. payroll recordS, the defendantS, for -a period of tirn.e after thiS 

Court's Order .entered on February I J., 2013 finding that the Nevada Constitution's 

24 minimum wage provisions apply to defodanrs' taxicab drivers. faiteA to pay such 

minimum 'wages, such failkire- continuilig through 2t IOWA J-Ulle of 20 1.4 Plaintiffs 

have also at eRed in sworn declarations that defend:m .7N have a policy of forcing their 

26 tad drivers to falsify their working time records allegation, Which If trUe s  may also 
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warrant the granting. of injunctive rel 

The cow notes that Nevatja's Constitution cornmatds -thi,s Court to grant the 

plaintiffs allremedies available under the law or in equity" that are "appropriate .to 

"remedy any violation" of the Nevada Constitution's rnininium wage requirements, in 

taking note of that command the Cow does not ). at:this 	articUlate what firm, if 

any, an injunction:may take,.only that it is not precluding any of the fbrms of 

•inJunctive reria proposed by plaintiffs, including Ordering defendants to. pay 

minimum wages to its taxi drivers in the future; .  Ordering defendants to maintain 

proper tecor6•or their taJd drivers  hours of Work; Order ng notification to the 

defendants taxi dtiVers of thir rights to minitnum .wages under Nevada's 

Constitution; and Ordering the appointment of a SD -ecial Master to monitoy 

defendants' coltpliance with .such an in siusnetion., 

Defendants have not proffered evidence or arguments convincing the Court that 

it should doubt the accuracy of the foregoing finding,s; The COurt is alsomindful that 

Shuetta supports the premise that it is better for the Cowl to itatially grant class 

Qotifimitio4, -appropriate, and "reevaluate the certificatiOn in. light of u!yprObletns  

-

23 that appear post-.diseovery or .ter in the proceedings." Shue,tte 124 P.,3d at 544, 

24 	ispect to the Request  tort e Appointne,nt; ;of _S„pgpitilk.14g.D; 

25 	Plaintiffs have also requested the appointment of a . S.peCial Master undet NRCP 
'26 

Rule 51, to be paid:by defendants, to compile information on the hours of work of the 

clasS members as set forth in their daily trip sheets The•Court is Uot.persuaded that 
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the underlying reasons advanced by plaintiffs provide a sufficient basis to place the 

entirety of the financial burden of such. a process upon the defendants, Accordingly„ 

the Court denies that request without prejudice at this time, 

Therefore 

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED: 

Plaintiffs Motion to Certify Class Action Pursuant to NRCP 23(b)(3) is 

GRANTED. The cia5.15 shall consist of the class claims as alleged in the Second 

Amended and Supplemental Complaint of all persons employed by any -  of the 

defendants as taxi drivers in ihe State of Nevada at anytime from julyl, .2007 through 

December 31, 2015, except such persons who file with the Court a written statement 

of their election to exclude themselves from the class as provided below. Also 

excluded from the class is jasminka Thibrio who has filed an individual lawsuit 

against the defendant A CAB TIC seeking unpaid minimum wages and alleging 

conversion by such defendant, such ease pending before this Court under Case No. A-

15-721.063-C, The class claims are all claims for damages that the class members 

possess against the. defendants under the Minimum Wage Amendment arising from 

unpaid minimum wages that are owed to the class members for work they perfortned 

for the defendants from July 1, 2007 through December 31, 2015; all claims they may 

possess under NRS 608,040 if they are a former taxi driver employee of the 

defendants and are owed unpaid minimum wages that were not. paid to them upon 

their employment termination as provided for by such statute; and the claims alleged 
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against defendant Nady in the third and fourth claims for relief in the Second 

Amended and Supplemental Compliant. Leon Greenberg and Dana Sniegocki of 

Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation are appointed as class counsel and the 

named plaintiffs Michael Murray and Michael Reno, and class member Michael 

Sargeant, are appointed, as class representatives, The Court will allow discovery 

pertaining to the class members and the class claims, 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED: 

Plaintiffs Motion to Certify Class Action Pursuant to NRCP 23(b)(2) for 

Nevada's Constitution is GRANTED and the named plaintiffs Michael Murray and 

Michael Reno, and class member Michael Sargeant, are also appointed as class 

representatives for that purpose. The class shall consist of all persons employed, by 

defendants as taxi drivers in the State of Nevada at any time from July 1, 2.007 

through the present and continuing into the future until a .further Order of this Court 

20 Imes, 

22 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED: 

23 

24 

25 	(1) Defendants' counsel is to produce to plaintiffs' counsel, within 10 days I 
26 
27 of the service of Notice of Entry of this Order, the names and last known addresses of 

28 all persons employed as taxicab drivers by any of the defendants in the State of 
11, 
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I Nevada from Silly 1, 2007 through December 31, 2015, such information to be 

2 providmi in an Excel ca- CSV or other agreed upon computer data file, as agreed upon 
0- 

4 by counsel for the parties, containing separate fields for mum, street address, city, 

state and zip code (ind suitable fa use to mail the 'Notice of Cla --;: Action ; 

6 

7 

8 
	(2) Plaintiffs' eounsel, upon meeipt:of the ;names and.414resses described in 

9 (1) above, shall have 40 days: thereaftet (and if such 4O :thyis  a Saturday, Sunday or 

10 
11 holiday the ast killowiqt, business .  day) to mail a Notic6 of Class Action in 

12 S.ubStantialty the fbrtn anne:Xed hereto as Exhibit "A' to Such persons to notify them of 

13 the oettification of this cateas.a class action pursuant to 11';'4, R. Ci .s.L. P. 23()(3) and 

15 
shall promptly fide with the COVI: suitable declaration Confittnink that sudh mai ling 

16 has been perfonted; 

18 
(3) The -class' members are enjoined from the date of entry of this Order, until 

20 or unless a fttrther Od 	rbv this Court, frail prosecuting 'a compromising 

any of the class- claims eXcept -as part of this action and only as pursuant to such 
22 

Order,- and 

24 

25 	(4) Class members seeking exclusion from the class must flea written 
26 	 t I 

statement with the Court setting. forth their natne., address, and election to be excluded 1 

•

i 
):2-8 from the class, no later than 55 days after the mailing of The Noticenf Class Action-as i 

12, i 
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provided for in (2), above. 

tr IS FURTHER - (WDERETh 

Plaintiffi motion to appoint a Special Master under - NRCP Rule 53 is denied 

without preludice -a this.. time. 
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la 

14 Subtaitte4 
./ 

15 

16 
	Le'on Green bere,,lisq. 

17 
	Dana Sniegoeki, Esq. 

FON ciREENBER(1  PROF. CORP.. 
2965 S,  18 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 

10 	Attorneys for PlaintifTS - 
Approved as to form and content 

A 
, 

BY: Ai  
4 

Aj r 
ESTHER,. C.:RODRIGUEZ, ESQ., .  
.NV Bar 064- 75 

23 RODRIGUEZ LAW OFFICES,..P,C, 
1 -0161 - RatkRflo.D0v6. 

.24 Suite 150 
La S Vegas, NV 89145 

25 TeL (7424:3204400 
Fax (702 3-20-8401 
•nfOk4redrjotz1aw,00tt  
Attorney - fOr .0e:Poulants 
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IT IS Se ORDER,ED. 

Doted this. 
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EXHIBIT "0" 
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DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

2 
LAKSIRI PERERA, IRSHAD AHMED, ) 

3 and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 
Individually and on behalf of others 	) 

4 similarly situated, 

5 	Plaintiff, 
vs. 

Case No.: A-14-707425-C 

Dept.: VII 

NOTICE OF CLASS ACTION 
CERTIFICATION 

6 
WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

7 
Defendant. 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

J.3 

14 

15 

. 16 

17 

18 

19 
The Court has previously ruled in this case that WESTERN CAB COMPANY does 

20 not have to pay punitive damages to class members as a result of any non-payment 
of minimum wages and is not subject to any claims under Nevada Revised. Statutes 

21. 608,040 that are alleged to arise from any such minimum wage non-payment. 
22 The class certification in this case may also determine other rights that class 

23 
members have under Nevada's Constitution and may be revised in the future and the 
Court may not answer all of the above questions or may answer other questions, 

24 
NOTICE OF YOUR RIGHTS AS A CLASS MEMBER 

if you wish to have your claim as a class member decided as part of this case 
you do not need to do anything. The class is represented by Leon Greenberg and 
Dana Sniegocki (the "class counsel"). Their attorney office is Leon Greenberg 
Professional Corporation, located at 2965 South Jones Street, Suite E-3, Las Vegas, 
Nevada, 89146. Their telephone number is 702-383-6085 and email can be sent to 

You are being sent this notice because you are a member of the class of 
cuiTent and former taxi drivers employed by WESTERN CAB COMPANY that has 
been certified by the Court, Your rights as a class member are discussed in this 
notice. 

NOTICE OF CLASS ACTION CERTIFICATION 
On [date] this Court issued an order certifying this case as a class action for 

all taxi driver employees of WESTERN CAB COMPANY (the "class members") 
who were employed, at anytime from July 1, 2007 to [date of order]. The purpose of 
such class action certification is to resolve the following questions: 

(1) Does WESTERN CAB COMPANY owe class members any unpaid minimum 
wages pursuant to Nevada's Constitution? 

(2) If it does owe class members minimum wages, what is the amount each is owed 
and must now be paid by WESTERN CAB COMPANY? 

25 

26 

27 

28 



lz 

111them at leongreenberg@overtimelaw.eom. Communications by email instead of 
telephone calls are preferred. 

You are not required to have your claim for unpaid minimum wages owed to 
you by WESTERN CAB COMPANY decided as part of this case. If you wish to 
exclude yourself from the class you may do so by no later than [insert date 45 days 
after mailing] properly filing with the Court, which is located at 200 Lewis Avenue, 
Las Vegas, Nevada, a written statement setting forth your name and address and - 
stating that you are excluding yourself from this case. If you do not exclude yourself 
from the class you will be bound by any judgment rendered in this case, whether 
favorable or unfavorable to the class, If you remain a member of the class you may 
enter an appearance with the Court through an attorney of your own selection. You 
do need not get an attorney to represent you in this case and if you fail to do so you 
will be represented by class counsel. 

THE COURT IS NEUTRAL 

No determination has been made that WESTERN CAB COMPANY owes 
any class members any money. The Court is neutral in this ease and is not advising 
you to take any particular course of action. The Court cannot advise you about what 
you should do. 

IF YOU WANT MORE INFORMATION 
15 

you are encouraged to go to the website [TO BE PROVIDED] if you want 
to find out more information about this case. Or you can contact. class counsel at 
702-383-6085 or by email to [EMAIL TO BE INSERTED] or consult with another 
attorney 

19 

20 

21. 

22 

23 

24 

NO RETALIATION IS PERMITTED IF YOU CHOOSE 
TO PARTICIPATE IN THIS LAWSUIT 

Nevada's Constitution protects you from any retaliation or discharge from 
your employment for participating in this case or remaining a member of the class. 
You cannot he punished by WESTERN CAB COMPANY or fired from your 
employment with them for being a class member. WESTERN CAB COMPANY 
cannot fire you or punish you if this case is successful in collecting money for the 
class members and you receive a share of that money, 

 

IT IS SO ORDERED 
Date: 

/s/ 
28 II DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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111 MCC 
LEON GREENBERG, ESQ., _.NSB 8094 

2 DANA SNIEGOCKL ESQ.SB  11715 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

3 2965 South Jones Blvd- Suite E3 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 

4 Tel (702) 383•6085 
Fax (702) 3854 827 

5 lepilal:gditlgrgAnSAiDiela w ............ 
diugWoyer am el a w. c-orn  

Attorneys for Plaintiff 
7 

DISTRICT COURT 

Qgx. 
CLERK OFOF THE COURT 

8 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

9 

10 LAKSIRI PERERA, IRSHAD AHMED, 
and MICHAEL SARGEANT 

11 individually and on behalf of others 
similarly situated, 

12 

Case No.: A-14-707425-C 

Dept.: VII 

vs. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE 
RELIEF AND CLASS 
CERTIFICATION PURSUANT 
TO NRCP RULE 23(b)(2) AND 
RULE 23(B)(3) 

LAKSIRI PERERA, IRSHAD ARMED and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 

individually and on behalf of others similarly situated, move this Court for an Order: 

Certifying this case as a class action for all of defendant's taxi drivers pursuant 

to NRCP Rule 23(11)(2) for injunctive and equitable relief; certifying this case as a class 

action for all of defendant's taxi drivers employed since July 1, 2007 through March 

31, 2016 pursuant to NRCP Rule 23(b)(3) for damages that are owed to them as a 

result of defendant's violations of the requirements of Nevada's Constitution, Article 

15, Section 16; appointing Leon Greenberg and Dana Snie,gocki as class counsel; and 

issuing an injunction prohibiting defendant from requiring its taxi drivers to pay for the 

cost of the fuel consumed in the defendant's taxi cabs, to the extent requiring them to 

pay such cost (or any other cost for the benefit of the defendant) reduces the wage paid 
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to them by defendant below the minimum wage required by Article 15, Section 16, of 

Nevada's Constitution. Such injunction should also order defendant to undertake 

necessary record keeping, reporting, and enforcement protocols, including the 

appointment of a Special Master paid by the defendant, as are necessary to vigorously 

promote its enforcement, The Court should also award class counsel fees and costs for 

the making of this motion and success in securing injunctive relief. This motion is 

made based upon the Memorandum of Points and Authorities below, the anne.xed 

exhibits, and the other papers and pleadings in this action. 

Leon Greenberg Professional. Corporation 

By:  is/  Leon Greenberg  
Leon Greenberg, Esq. 
Nevada Bar No.: 8094 
2965 South Jones Boulevard - Suite E3 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 
(702) 383-6085 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
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2 

4 

3 

6 

NOTICE OF MOTION 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE THAT the plaintiff, by and through her attorne)Ts of 

record, will bring the foregoing MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVE RELIEF AND 

CLASS CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO NRCP RULE 23(b)(2) AND 

RULE 23(B)(3), which was filed in the above-entitled case for hearing before this 

Court on 	 May 3 	, 2016, at the hour of 	. p 

7 

8 Dated: March 28, 2016 
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14 

Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

By:  Is/ Leon Greenberg  

Leon Greenberg, Esq. 
Nevada Bar No.: 8094 
2965 South Jones Boulevard - Suite E3 

Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 
(702) 383-6085 
Attorney for Plaintiff's 
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
SUMMARY 

Defendant refuses to stop engaging in a practice that this Court 
has alread: found, if occurring, violates Nevada's Constitution.  

	

4 	One of the allegations made in this case is that the defendant's taxi drivers are 

5 required by defendant to pay for the gasoline consumed by defendant's taxi cabs and 

6 such payments reduce their wages below the minimum required by Nevada's 

7 Constitution. Ex. "A" Third Amended Complaint, If 16. This Court has already 

8 recognized that such allegations, if true, would constitute circumstances violating the 

9 minimum wage requirements of Nevada's Constitution, See, Ex. "B" Order of 

10 December 1,2015, p. 9, 1.. 28 - p. 10, 1. 2. and Ex. "C" Order of June 1.6, 2015, p. 12,1. 

11 14 - 19, granting plaintiffs leave to make those allegations of minimum wage violations 

12 in this case and rejecting defendant's contention that such allegations fail to state a 

13 minimum wage violation claim. The United States Department of Labor has also 

14 found that such policy by defendant violates the minimum wage requirements of 

5 federal law, the Fair Labor Standards Act (the "FLSA"), and has found defendant owes 

16 594 of its taxi drivers over $877,000 in minimum wages under the FLSA as a result, at 

17 least in part, of such illegal policy. Ex. "D." 

	

18 	Prior to presenting this motion plaintiffs' counsel wrote to defendant's counsel. 

19 and requested that defendant refrain from making its taxi drivers pay for expenses, but 

20 only to the extent such forced expense payments would reduce their wages below the 

21 minimum required by Nevada's Constitution. Ex. "E." Defendant's counsel 

22 responded via a four page letter that at its conclusion confirmed defendant would not 

23 agree to that request. Ex. "F." Accordingly, unless the Court issues the requested 

24 injunction defendant will feel free to pay its taxi drivers less than the minimum hourly 

25 wage required by Nevada's Constitution and will do so at its whim. 

26 III 
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ARGUMENT  

I. AN ORDER SIMULTANEOUSLY GRANTING CLASS 
CERTIFICATION UNDER NRCP RULE 23(B)( ±2) AND 
ISSUING AN IMMEDIATE INJUNCTION IS PROPER 

A. Immediate injunctive relief is proper as defendant 
refuses to conform its conduct to the. requirements 
of Nevada's Constitution.  

Defendant admits :it requires its taxi drivers to pay for the gasoline consumed by 6 

defendant's taxi cabs. Defendant refuses to limit that requirement to the extent 7 

necessary 1:0 ensure that its taxi drivers receive in wages from the defendant, after 8 

accounting for the payment of those expenses, at least the minimum hourly rate 9 

required by Nevada's Constitution. Ex. "E" and "F." This Court has already found 10 

that requiring such a payment of expenses would violate the minimum wage 11 

protections of Nevada's Constitution. See, Ex. "B" Order of December 1, 2015, p. 9, 1. 12 

28 - p. 10, L 2. and Ex. "C" Order of June 16, 2016, p. 12, 1. 14 - 19, Such finding by 13 

this Court is consistent with the well established principle that employers cannot be 14 

allowed to subvert or evade their minimum wage obligations by forcing employees to 15 

pay the employer's necessary expenses. See, Arriaga v. Florida Pacific Farms, LLC, 16 

305 F.3d 1228, 1236 (1 	Cir. 2002): 

The Growers contend that the FLSA [the Federal minimum wage 
law, the Fair Labor Standards Act .] was satisfied because the 
Farmworkers hourly wage rate was higher than the FLSA minimum 
wage rate and deductions were not made for the costs the 
Farmworkers seek to recover. The district court correctly stated that 
there is no legal difference between deducting .a cost directly from 
the worker's wages and shifting a cost, which_ they could not deduct, 
for the employee to bear. An employer may not deduct from 
employee wages the cost of facilities which primarily benefit the 
employer if such deductions drive wages below the minimum wage. 
See.  29 C.F.R. § 531.36(b). This rule cannot be avoided by simply 
requiring employees to make such purchases on their own, either in 
advance of or durin the employment. See id. § 531.35; Ayres v, 
127 Rest. Corp., 12L Supp:2d 305, 310 (S,D.N.Y.1998). 

Defendant disputes this Court's holding on this point and is currently seeking its 

reversal (in conjunction with its objections to other rulings by this Court) via. a Writ of 
27 Mandamus. That defendant insists this Court erred in its rulings is of no moment, it is 

28  the law of the case that defendant cannot impose costs upon its taxi drivers that 
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decrease their earnings below the minimum hourly wage required by Nevada's 

Constitution. Defendant, by refusing to agree to limit its conduct to comply with the 

Court's finding on that issue, has rendered proper the issuance of an injunction 

compelling defendant to so limit its conduct. 

B. 	Injunctive relief is authorized by Nevada's_ Constitution 
and_plaintiffs have standing to seek that relief,  

Article 15, Section 16, Subsection "B" of Nevada's Constitution provides that: 

"An employee claiming violation of this section may bring an action against his 
or her employer in the courts of this State to enforce the provisions of this 
section and shall be entitled to all remedies available under the law or in 
evilly appropriate to remedy any violation of this section, including but not 
limited to back pay, damages, reinstatement or injunctive relief (emphasis 
provided') 

Employees are empowered to bring civil actions to "enforce the provisions" of 

Article 15, Section 16 of Nevada's Constitution and this Court must grant them all 

remedies appropriate to correct "any violation." of that section including injunctive 

relief. Plaintiffs are not merely granted rights, individually, to damages or remedies 

for the injuries they have suffered but a right to "enforce" the Nevada Constitution's 

provisions against defendant and remedy all "violations" of those provisions 

committed by defendant. Such language grants plaintiffs standing to seek the 

requested injunction on behalf of all of defendant's aggrieved taxi drivers, the 

members of the NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) class, 

Defendant will presumably argue that under Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. v. Dukes, 131 

S. Ct, 2541, 2557 (2011) and similar cases plaintiffs lack standing to seek the. requested 

class certification and injunction since they are former employees who do not, 

individually, claim any prospect of future injury from defendant's conduct. Such 

argument is without merit as Wai-Mart is grounded in the "case or controversy" 

limitations on federal jurisdiction found in Article III of the United States Constitution. 

See, Smoak v. :iivtinnehaha County 457 F.3d 806, 816 (8 th  Cir. 2006) (Reviewing federal 

decisions and -finding Article HI deprives class of former juvenile facility inmates of 

standing to secure injunctive relief against future actions by facility towards inmates). 
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This Court's jurisdiction is not restricted by Article III standing limitations. The 

Nevada Supreme Court has held standing in this Court exists whenever rights are 

conferred with language that is broader than the standing conferred under a general 

constitutional standing analysis. See, Stockmeier v. Nevada Dept. of Corrections 

Psychological Review Panel, 135 P.3d 220, 226 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 2006) (Inmate need not 

meet Article III, constitutional standing requirements of injury, causation, 

redressability, to have standing to seek remedy for violation of Nevada's Open Meeting 

law as such law confers standing more broadly by its own language) and 

Hantges v. City of Henderson, 113 P.3d 848, 850 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 2005) (The provisions 

of 'NRS 279.609, by expressly authorizing challenges to agency decisions grants 

standing to make such challenges to all citizens, not just landowners who might 

otherwise meet traditional constitutional standing limitations, despite statute's silence 

on who has standing). Accordingly, cases dealing with FRCP Rule 23(b)(2) class 

action standing limitations under federal law, such as Wal-Mart, are inapplicable. 

The language of Nevada's Constitution is clear. It grants, in the broadest 

possible terms, a right by an employee to have this Court remedy all "violations" of its 

minimum wage requirements. Holding that a former employee lacks standing to seek 

class wide injunctive relief to correct minimum wage violations would, as a practical 

matter, inmnilliZe Nevada employers from ever being subject to such injunctive relief. 

Any current employee bringing a class action lawsuit against defendant to restrain its 

unconstitutional "forced expenses" policy would be summarily fired by the defendant, 

stripping this Court of the power to issue any injunction, ever, stopping that policy. In 

the real world no current employee is likely to ever bring such a lawsuit in the first 

instance, fearing for their continued employment. Adopting such a "current employee 

only" standing requirement would make it effectively impossible to secure injunctive 

relief under Nevada's Constitution to restrain ongoing and. continuing violations of its 

minimum wage requirements. 

Under the language of Nevada's Constitution the plaintiffs' status as employees 
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of defendant imbibes them with sufficient standing to seek the requested injunction. 

They were also so employed during the period of time that defendant was utilizing its 

improper "forced expense payment" policy. Ex. "G," "IL" and "I," declarations. 

C. The reqpirements for class certification 
under NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) are met.  

Plaintiffs seek class certification for injunctive purposes under NRCP Rule 

23(b)(2). Two forms of injunctive relief are contemplated. The first is an immediate 

injunction to prevent future injury to the class by restraining defendant's conduct, 

going forward, in respect to its "forced expense" (fuel payment) policy. The second is 

an injunction to remedy the injury already caused to the class by the false reporting 

(inflated W-2 statements) the defendant has furnished to the United States internal 

Revenue Service that ascribe inflated, legally false, and. non-existent, income to the 

class members and increase their tax liabilities. Those inflated W-2 reports result from 

the defendant reporting as "income" amounts that the class members were forced, 

illegally, to pay in expenses, such expenses reducing the class members' true incomes 

below the required minimum wage and thus below the amounts reported by defendant 

on their W--2 forms. No injunction is sought at this time in respect to remedying the 

injury caused by the defendant's already made, and erroneous, W-2 reports. Plaintiffs' 

counsel believes further proceedings should be conducted to aid in the determination of 

the form of injunction that should be fashioned to remedy that past injury. 

The requested class certification, and immediately requested injunction, would 

require defendant, going forward, to conform its conduct to the dictates of the law. It 

would not facilitate, or concern, any award of damages to the class members nor 

involve any potential compromise of their legal rights. The plaintiffs' appointment as 

class representatives, for the purposes of NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) and the securing of the 

requested class wide injunctive relief, would involve -no actual proffering of evidence 

at a trial by the plaintiffs or any fiduciary exercise by them. To the extent any 

advocacy or efforts need be made on behalf of the NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) class, it will be 

made by class counsel. 

8 



	

1 
	The requirements to certify the proposed class under Rule 23(b)(2) are met. That 

2 includes the four elements of Rule 23(a), numerosity, common questions of law and 

3 fact, typicality, and adequacy of representation. It is not disputed that defendant 

4 employs hundreds of taxi drivers, Ex. "D" indicates over 590 taxi drivers have been 

5 exposed to, and injured by, defendant's forced expense payment policy. Accordingly, 

6 numerost r is established. See, Shuette v, Beazer Homes Holdings Corp., 121 Nev. 

7 837, 847 (2005) ("Although courts agree that numerosity prerequisites mandate no 

8 minimum number of individual members, a putative class of forty or more generally 

9 will be found numerous"). 

	

10 
	There is a common question of law presented, one already ruled upon by this 

11 Court against the defendant, which. is the illegality of defendant's "forced expense" 

12 (pay for fuel) policy, to the extent it reduces taxi drivers' wages below the minimum 

13 hourly wage amount. The issue of fact is the same for all class members and 

14 undisputed, which is the actual existence of that "forced expense" (pay for fuel) policy. 

15 The typicality and adequacy of representation requirements are also met by the named 

16 plaintiffs, who were actually subject to the policy at issue, and their counsel, who is 

17 highly experienced in the prosecution of class claims. Ex. "J" declaration, Indeed, 

such counsel has already demonstrated its vigorous, and skilled, advocacy on behalf of 

19 Nevada's taxi drivers by successfully appealing the adverse determination in Thomas v. 

20 Nevada Yellow Cab, 327 P.3d 518 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 2014) and confirming the existence 

21 of the minimum, wage rights asserted in this case. 

	

22 
	The additional requirement of NRCP Rule 23(b)(2) i.s established in that 

23 defendant, by its own admission, " -has acted" (and will continue to act) or "refused to 

24 act on grounds generally applicable to the class, thereby making appropriate final 

25 injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief with respect to the class as a 

26 whole." See, Ex. "E" and "F" documenting defendant's refusal to conform its "forced. 

27 expense payment" (fuel payment) policy to the dictates of the law. The form of 

28 injunction sought is common to all of the class members, which is to relieve them of 

9 



such illegal policy of the defendant, no individualized injunctive or other relief is 

proposed. 

D. 	The court should fashion robust protocols, including the 
appointment of a special master paid for by the defendant, 
to enforce its injunction.  

The history of defendant's conduct is one of rank evasion of its known 

obligations under the minimum wage laws. It has refused to modify its policy of 

requiring taxi drivers to pay for gasoline even when those payments result in minimum 

wage violations. In fact, it instituted that policy precisely so it could evade the 

minimum wage requirements of the law. 

Defendant's started its "drivers pay cash out of pocket for gas" policy in 2012, 

after a United States Department of Labor ("USDOL") audit required defendant to pay 

over $200,000 in unpaid minimum wages to its taxi drivers. Ex. "K." Defendant 

could not just simply take the gasoline costs out of the driver's "gross pay" or from the 

taxi meter receipts. Doing so "on the books" would leave a paper trail that would show 

taxi drivers, after those deductions/payments were made for gasoline, were receiving 

less than the minimum hourly wage. So rattler than leave such an obvious "paper trail" 

to be found in a future audit by the USDOL defendant switched those expenses, 

imposed. upon the drivers, to a "hidden trail" of cash, out of pocket by drivers, expenses 

that it failed to record. Such. devious conduct by defendant proved unavailing, as the 

USDOL in 2013 uncovered defendant's nefarious scheme, found it to be illegal under 

the FLSA, and determined that defendant owed over $877,000 to over 590 taxi drivers 

for violating the FLSA's minimum wage provisions. Ex, "D" p, 3. 

In light of defendant's irrefutable bad faith, there is no reason to believe it can be 

trusted to comply with a bare injunctive directive. At a minimum, defendant must also 

be required to maintain accurate records of the expenses it is forcing its drivers to pay 

and those drivers' earnings and hours of work. Without such record keeping it would 

be impossible for defendant to comply with such an injunction and be sure it is paying 

its taxi drivers at least the minimum wage. It is also submitted that given defendant's 
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history of willful evasion of the minimum wage law, at least some form of independent 

audit of those records, for some period of time, is also warranted. Accordingly, a 

Special Master, paid for by the defendant, should be appointed to conduct such 

periodic audits. In addition, defendant should be required to advise the class members 

of the injunction's requirements and the advise the class members of the contact 

information for the Special Master so the class members can advise the same of any 

violations of the injunction. 

E. 	An immediate award of attorney's fees to plaintiffs' 
counsel for securinginjunetive relief should be made. 

In addition to granting equitable relief, Nevada's Constitution also grants 

prevailing plaintiffs an award of attorney's fees. Plaintiffs' counsel should be awarded 

fees for securing the requested equitable relief (injunction). There is no need to delay 

such. an award which has no bearing upon whether class counsel, should receive a fee 

award for recovering actual damages for the class (the NRCP Rule 23(b)(3) "damages" 

class claims). Plaintiffs' counsel, with their reply submission, will provide a statement 

of their hours of work upon which such a fee award should be based (currently in 

excess of 7 hours in connection with just the preparation of this motion and 

communications with defendant to avoid the making of this motion). 
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II. THE COURT SHOULD CERTIFY THIS CASE AS A CLASS 
ACTION UNDER NRCP RULE 23(B)(3) FOR ALL DAMAGES 
OWED TO DEFENDANT'S TAXI DRIVER EMPLOYEES AS A 
RESULT OF DEFENDANT'S VIOLATIONS OF NEVADA'S 
CONSTITUTION THAT HAVE OCCURRED SINCE JULY I, 2007 

A. The granling of NRCP 23(4)(3) class certification can be 
cone itional and revised prior to trial and the Court should err 
in favor of granting such certification as long as the current 
record supports certification and resolve any uncertainties 
about  the  scope of the class once discovery is corapideAL_  

Defendant, in opposing class certification, is likely to dispute whether all of the 

common questions presented are truly "common" or "predominate" or can be resolved 

in a "superior" fashion through a class proceeding. A determination that class 

certification is appropriate is, of course, not a finding about the merits of the claims. 

Nor does an order granting plaintiffs' motion, and certifying this case as a class action 

under NRCP Rule 23(b)(3), have to finally determine what claims and issues will, or 

will not, ultimately be resolved on a class action basis, as such a class certification 

order can be "conditional." 

The "conditional class certification" process is expressly authorized by NRCP 

Rule 23(0(1). Under such an approach the Court indicates it may, prior to trial, 

revoke, limit or revise the grant of class certification. Shuette urged district courts to 

utilize that conditional certification procedure, observing that "...in cases that appear 

complex, a district court should grant conditional class action. certification, if 

appropriate, and then. reevaluate the certification in light of any problems that appear 

post-discovery or later in the proceedings." 124 P.3d at 544. Such finding in Shuette 

strongly supports the granting of class certification in this case even if the record, at 

this point in these proceedings, does not foreclose the possibility that once discovery is 

complete the Court should narrow or limit the issues ultimately to be decided on a class 

basis. 
26 

27 



B. The necessary NRCP 23 (a) conditions for class 
certification under NRCP 23 (b)(3) have been established.  

The typicality, numerosity, and adequacy of representation requirements of 

NRCP 23(a) for certification of the proposed damages (Rule 23(b)(3)) class involve 

identical considerations as the proposed equitable relief (Rule 23(b)(2)) class, 

discussed supra. For the reasons discussed supra those conditions are also met for the 

proposed Rule 23(b)(3) class. The only one of the Rule 23(a) requirements needing a 

separate analysis for the purpose of the proposed Rule 23(b)(3) class certification is 

whether "questions of fact or law common to the class" exist that warrant the granting 

of such class certification. 

Shuette explains when the "commonality" element of NRCP Rule 23(a) is 

satisfied: 

Questions are common to the class when their answers as to one class 
Member hold true for all class members. Commonality does not require 
that "all questions of law and fact must be identical, but that an issue of 
law or fact exists that inheres in th.e complaints of all the class members." 
Thus, this prerequisite may be satisfied by a single common question of 
law or fact. 121 Nev. at 848. 

As discussed, infra, there exists more than one common issue of law and fact for all of 

the proposed class members, meaning Rule 23(a)'s "commonality" requirement is met 

under Shuette. 

The ultimate "merits" issue in this case which is common to all class members is 

whether the compensation paid by the defendant complied with Nevada's 

Constitution's minimum wage requirements. Such issue will be resolved for each class 

member by answering three questions: 

What were the number of hours the class member worked in each 

applicable pay period? 

What was the compensation the class member was paid during that pay 

period? 
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That each class member's damages under such an examination will differ is 

irrelevant to the predominance of common issues finding. See, Yokoyama and 

Newberg on Class Actions, FUth Ed., § 4:54 (Reviewing FRCP Rule 23 advisory 

committee notes and observing "Courts in every circuit have therefore uniformly held 

that the 23(b)(3) predominance requirement is satisfied despite the need to make 

individualized damages determinations."). Except for mass tort or personal injury 

claims, cases where individualized damages issues will predominate and bar class 

certification "rarely, if ever, come along." See, Klay v. Humana, Inc., 382 F. 3d 1241, 

1260 (1 i th  Cir. 2004) 

The formula used to determine defendant's liability for unpaid minimum wages, 

referencing only three relevant elements, will be identical for every class member. 

Determining each of those three relevant elements (time worked, compensation paid, 

and applicable minimum wage rate) involve issues of law and/or fact common to all of 

the class members. 

1. 	There are C0111111011 issues that exist in respect 
to the hours worked by the class members.  

The USDOL found defendant did not keep accurate records of the time worked 

by the class members. Ex. "D" p. 4. At least four common issues exist in respect to 

determining the time worked by the class members: 

Defendants represented to the USDOI, that the taxi drivers, despite 

their lack of accurate records, were working 12 hours per shift on 

average. Ex, "D," p. 3 ("Total hours woriked column: the agreed 

average shift length (confirmed by ER [emplor.:31 and through 

interviews of 12 hours multiplied by the number,of shifts (shifts 

column).") The veracity of that representation to the USDOL by the 

defendant, which was made about the drivers as a class and not any 
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particular driver, can be resolved on a class basis in the event 

	

2 
	 defendant wishes to dispute it); 

3 

	

4 
	 Although the USDOL found that each shift worked by a taxi driver 

	

5 
	 was 12 hours, the named plaintiff Perera states taxi. drivers' work 

	

6 
	 shifts often exceeded 12 hours in length. Ex. "G," 115. According 

	

7 
	 to Perera, that extra time was consumed with "end of shill" 

	

8 
	 procedures required by defendant of its taxi drivers that often forced 

	

9 
	 them to work 15 minutes, or more, longer than their official 12 hour 

	

10 
	 shift. id. The existence (or non-existence, if disputed by defendant) 

	

11 
	 of those procedures, which Perera alleges existed for all of the taxi 

	

12 
	 drivers, can be resolved on a class basis. 

13 

	

14 
	 Al.!• 	of the plaintiffs assert that defendant used a "no break" policy 

	

15 
	 during their scheduled 12 hour shifts, meaning that all taxi drivers 

	

16 
	 were working, and should be paid for, at least 12 hours during each 

	

17 
	 shift. Ex. "G" and "I" if 6 and Ex. "H" 115. To the extent that 

	

18 
	 defendant wishes to dispute the existence of such a "no break time" 

	

19 
	 policy, and assert that as a result taxi drivers were not actually 

	

20 
	 working at least 12 hours during their 12 hour shifts, that is a 

common issue. 

22 

	

23 
	 • 	Plaintiff Sargeant, who worked for defendant during a period of 

	

24 
	 time that defendant was giving pay statements to taxi drivers 

	

25 
	 purporting to include a record of "hours worked," asserts that such 

	

26 
	 "hours worked" record may not include time he was required to 

	

27 
	 "show up" for work but never actually given a taxi to drive and 

28 
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after two hours sent home. Ex, "1717. The accuracy of the 

defendant's working time records is a common issue. 

2. 	There are common issues that exist in respect to 
the compensation  that the class members werepaid.  

Payroll, records exist documenting how much each class member was paid each 

pay period. Defendant's "forced payment of expenses" (fuel charge payment) policy 

creates two common issues for all of the class members in respect to their "true" 

compensation: 

• is defendant's "forced payment of expenses" (fuel charge payment) 

policy relevant to determining its compliance with the Nevada 

Constitution's minimum wage requirements? Defendant insists it is 

not and is seeking mandamus review of this Court's contrary 

finding. This is a common question for all of the class members 

and one that the defendant, presumably, may wish to appeal if the 

merits of its mandamus petition are never ruled upon.. 

• In the absence of any actual records of the fuel payments that the 

class members were forced to pay "out of pocket" what is the 

proper method of determining the amount of those payments? 

Defendant may argue that those payments cannot be considered 

when a driver lacks the receipts establishing the amount of each 

such payment. Plaintiffs would argue that such amounts can be 

suitably determined by examining defendant's records of th.e 

amount of miles driven for each taxi driver, the average miles per 

gallon of the type of vehicle each was driving, and the historical 

record of the average per gallon fuel cost in Clark County each 

month. The proper method of making this determination (or the 

inability of the Court to make any such determination, as may be 
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argued by the defendant) involves a question common to all of the 

class members. 

3. 	There are common issues that exist in respect to 
•the proper minimum wage rate for  the class  members.  

Nevada's "two tiered" minimum wage rate specifies that "if the employer 

provides health benefits" the employee may be paid an hourly minimum wage that is 

$1MO an hour less (currently $7.25 instead of $8.25 an hour). The relevant language 

of N.R.S. Const. Art, 15, § 16 (A) that needs to be interpreted and applied in this case 

is the following: 

The rate shall be five dollars and fifteen cents ($5.15) [currently 
$7.25.1 per hour worked, if the employer provides health benefits as 
described herein, or six dollars and fifteen cents ($6.15) [currently 
S8.25j per hour if the employer does not provide such benefits. 
Offering health benefits within the meaning of this section shall 
consist of making health insurance available to the employee for the 
employee and the employee's dependents at a total cost to the 
employee for premiums of not more than 10 percent of the 
employee's gross taxable income from the employer. 

The foregoing language presents a threshold issue of law as to when an employer 

is deemed to "provide health benefits" and can avail itself of paying the lower 

minimum wage. There are two approaches to this issue, each subject to modification 

by the view taken of the -relevancy of the employee's actual "dependent or martial 

status": 

Does "provide" mean "actually participate" in an employer's medical 

insurance benefit plan that meets all of the other requirements of N.R.S. 

Const. Art. 1.5, § 16? If yes, this means the employee must (a) Agree to 

enroll in the medical insurance benefit plan and (b) The medical insurance 

plan the employee enrolls (participates) in actually "provides" such 

benefits "...to the employee for the employee and the employee's 

dependents at a total cost to the employee for premiums of not More than 

10 percent of the employee's gross .taxable income from the employer." 
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This is the approach adopted by Hancock v. State of Nevada, First Judicial 

District, Case No. 14 OC 00080 1B, Dept. II, Order 8/12/15, Ex. "L." 

4 
	0 	Does "provide" mean to have the "option to participate" in an employer's 

	

5 
	 medical insurance benefit plan that meets all of the other requirements of 

	

6 
	 N.R.S. Const. Art. 15, § 16? If yes, this means the employee (a) Need not 

	

7 
	 actually enroll (participate) in the employer's medical insurance benefit 

	

8 
	 plan and (b) Such medical insurance plan must, if the employee actually 

	

9 
	 elected to enroll (participate) in the plan "provide" such benefits "...to the 

	

10 
	 employee for the employee and the employee's dependents at a total cost 

	

11 
	 to the employee for premiums of not more than 10 percent of the 

	

12 
	 employee's gross taxable income from the employer." 

13 

	

14 
	 Is the "provide" requirement met, under both. the "option to participate" 

	

15 
	 on "actually participate" standards, if the medical benefit's premium cost 

	

16 
	 meets the actually existing dependent/martial status of the employee? If 

	

17 
	 yes, the "for premiums [cost to the employee] of not more than 10 percent 

	

18 
	 of the employee's gross taxable income from the employer" means the 

	

19 
	 corresponding premium required for the employee's current family and 

	

20 
	 martial status (single, married, and/or with dependent children) and not the 

	

21. 	 premium that would be required for all potential dependent (spouse and 

	

22 
	 children) coverage. 

	

23 	Once the Court resolves the meaning of the "to provide health benefits" issue it 
24 will make a common determination as to the which, if any, of defendants' taxi drivers 
25 needed to only be paid the $7.25 an hour minimum wage. That determination will be 
26 based upon the employee premium cost for the relevant coverage (either full family 
27 coverage for all employees, irrespective of Whether they have dependents, or based 
28 
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upon their "actual" status as single, married and/or with dependent children) and 

whether such cost exceeded 10% of the wages paid to them by defendants. 

The resolution, of this question is not currently before the Court, though plaintiffs 

will argue the minimum wage standard is $8,25 an hour for all of defendants' taxi 

drivers based upon the need to apply the "full family coverage" standard (and 

associated employee premium contribution costs) irrespective of the employee's actual 

marital or dependent status. Under that standard the employee premium contributions 

required by defendant (in excess of $450 a month, Ex. "G"T 4) would not meet the 

10% of wages limit imposed by N.R.S. Const, Art. 15, § 16. If the Court were to reject 

that standard, certain taxi drivers, most likely only some of those who were single and 

without dependents, and as a result did not have to pay any insurance premium under 

defendants' medical plan, might qualify for the lower $7.25 an hour minimum wage. 

4. 	Additional common questions of law and/or fact exist in 
respect to the applicable statute of limitations, any toll of 
that statute of Innitations, and the damages that the class 
members may recover.  

The Court has previously ruled that claims made under Nevada's Constitution 

for unpaid minimum wages are subject to a four year statute of limitations. Ex. "C" p. 

6-10. It has also ruled that punitive damages cannot be recovered on those claims, Ex. 

"B" p. 8-9. Those determinations of law are common to all of the class members who 

present identical claims and issues in respect to the applicable statute of limitations and 

the type of damages they may be entitled. to seek. 

A common issue to be resolved exists for all of the class members who worked 

prior to the four year statute of limitations period as to whether any statute of 

limitations toll. should apply in this case. Nevada's Courts will equitably estop the 

statute of limitations in appropriate cases. See, Copeland v, Desert Inn Hotel, 637 

1) .2d 490, 493 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 1983). Such estoppel need not be pleaded in the 

complaint. See, Harrison v. Rodriguez, 701 P.2d 1015, 1017 (Nev. Sup. Ct. 1985). A 

strong basis exists to apply such an estoppel in this case and that issue should be 

determined for all of the class members. 
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The minimum wage requirements of Nevada's ConstitutiOn became effective on 

November 28, 2006, which is the earliest date on which any class members' claim may 

have accrued. Nevada's Constitution also provides for a yearly adjustment to its 

minimum wage rate and imposes a mandatory duty upon employers to advise 

employees about the miniinuin wage rate: 

An employer shall provide written notification of the rate adjustments to each. of 
its employees and make the necessary payroll adjustments by July 1 following 
the publication of the bulletin. Art. 1 Sec. 16 (A). 

The first such rate adjustment bulletin was issued by the Nevada Labor Commissioner 

on April 1, 2007, effectuating an increase of the Nevada Constitution's minimum 

hourly wage from $5.15 or $6,15 an hour to $5.30 or $6.33 per hour depending upon 

whether qualifying health insurance was provided, .Ex. "M." It is alleged defendant 

never provided any such written notification of any rate adjustment, or any notice of 

the applicable minimum wage rate, to each of the class members. Ex. "A" 11[ 15(a), 

Defendant was required to both pay the minimum hourly wage specified by the 

Constitution and provide to "each" class member "written notification" of any change 

in that minimum hourly wage. Defendant's violation of their written notification 

obligation should be subject to the most severe, and adverse to the defendant, 

consequences, as such written notice was constitutionally commanded. If defendant 

had complied with that obligation this lawsuit would have been initiated years earlier. 

Such violation, either by itself or in conjunction with defendant's knowing violation of 

Nevada's Constitutional requirement to pay a minimum hourly wage, should toll the 

statute of limitations in this case from July 1, 2007, the date defendant was first 

compelled to give such notice, until such time as they actually give that notice. 

The defendant's "non-advisem.ent" to the class members of their minimum wage 

25  rights has been found to create an equitable statute of limitations toll in analogous cases 

26  under federal law. See, Bonham v. Dresser Industries, Inc., 569 F.2d 187, 193 (3rd  Cir. 

27 1977) (Holding, and finding support for the conclusion in other authorities, that 

28  employer who fails to post statutorily required notice in workplace of employee rights 

under Age Discrimination in Employment Act is subject: to equitable statute of 
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28 

limitations toll); _Kamens v. Summit Stainless, Inc., 586 F. Stipp, 324, 328 (E.D.Pa 

1984) (Citing Bonham and recognizing such "notice violation" provides a basis to 

impose equitable estoppel on the statute of limitations of a federal. minimum wage 

claim under the Fair Labor Standards Act ("FLSA")); Henchy v. City of .  Ahs'econ, 148 

F. Supp, 2d 435, 439 (Dist, N.J. 2001)(Citing Kamens and reaching same conclusion) 

and numerous other cases. 

The need to determine whether equitable tolling of the statute of limitations is an 

appropriate remedy for defendant's violation of the Nevada Constitution's minimum 

wage "notice" requirement also supports a finding that common issues predominate 

warranting class certification. See, In Re Linerboard Antitrust Litigation, 305 F.3d 

145, 163 (3"i Cir. 2002) (Observing that a defendant's concealment of a conspiracy 

poses a common, predominant, issue for class certification in respect to whether a toll 

of the statute of limitations should be imposed). 

C. The "predominance" of common questions and the. "superiority" 
of resolving those questions on a class basis, as required by 
NRCP 23  (b)f,31,  have been established,  

1. The predoirdnance of common issu.es is established. 

Shuette explained the predominance of common issues requirement of NRCP 

Rule 23(b)(3): 

While the NRCP 23(b)(3) predominance inquiry is related to the NRCP 23(a) 
commonality and typicality requirements, it is more demanding. me importance 
of common questions must predominate over the importance of questions 
peculiar i . to ndividpal . class members. For example, Common questions 
predominate over individual questions if they significantly .  and directly impact 
each class member's effort to -establish liability and .entitlement to relief, and 
their resolution. "can be achieved through generalized proof," 
124 P.3d at 540 (citations omitted). 

All of the above discussed common issues involve class wide practices and/or 

policies, or issues of law, that apply to all of the class members in the same fashion. 

The defendant's "break time" policies; how (or if) the driver's fuel charges should be 

determined in the absence of any records; how the defendant maintained their work 

time records; how the health benefits offered by the defendant either did or did not 

"qualify" to allow defendant to pay a lower minimum wage under Nevada's 
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Constitution, and so forth, all involve the same determinations, Liability (or lack of 

liability) for all class members will be determined in an identical fashion based upon 

those determinations. Accordingly, the predominance requirement of NRCP Rule 

23(b) (3) is satisfied. 

2. The superiority of a class  resolution is established. 

The superiority of class resolution requirement of NRCP Rule 23 (b)(3) i.s 

satisfied. for three reasons, although any one of those reasons would suffice. 

(i) The superiority of class resolution is established 
byikuniall  size of the individual claims.  

The class members received some pay and are only owed a portion of the very 

modest minimum wage. Even if this Court were to impose an equitable statute of 

limitations toll to July 1. 2007 there is no reason to conclude many, if any, of the 

individual class members' claims are sufficiently large to make individual lawsuits by 

the class members sensible. 

The central purpose of the class action lawsuit is to afford justice to persons 

holding claims too small to be sensibly sued upon individually. See, Arnchem Prod. 

Inc. v. Windsor, 521 U.S. 591, 617 (1997) ("The policy at the very core of the class 

action mechanism. is to overcome the problem that small recoveries do not provide the 

incentive for any individual to bring a solo action prosecuting his or her rights.") The 

class action procedure allows for the "vindication of the rights of groups of people who 

individually would be without effective strength to bring their opponents into court at 

all." Id. The small size of the claim of each class member establishes the superiority 

of class resolution in this case. See, also, Leyva v, Medline Industries Inc., 716 F.3d 

510, 515 (9' Cir, 2013) (Abuse of discretion to find class certification was not superior 

for class of approximately 500 workers owed wages "Nil light of the small size of the 

putative class members' potential individual monetary recovery, class certification may 

be the only feasible means for them to adjudicate their claims,") 

• 	 (ii.) 	The superiority of class resolution is established 
by the vulnerable class population of current 
employees fearful of retaliation by the defendant.  
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The vulnerable status of the class members also establishes the superiority of 

class resolution. Class resolution has been found superior for groups of persons with a 

limited understanding of the law, or limited English skills, such. as migrant workers or 

prisoners, on the basis such persons are not likely or able to pursue legal action 

individually. See, Newburg, 5 th  Ed., § 4.65 and cases cited therein. The inherent: 

difficulty employees face in vindicating their legal rights against their employer, who 

may terminate their employment in response, is also a reason to find the class 

resolution of claims to be superior. See, Scott v. Aetna Services, Inc., 210 F.R.D. 261, 

268 (D. Conn 2002) (Class resolution superior for minimum wage and overtime claims 

as "class members may fear reprisal and would not be inclined, to pursue individual 

claims.") and Noble v. 93 University Place Corp., 224 F.R.D. 330, 346 (S,D.NY. 

2004) (Class resolution of employee overtime pay claims superior given their fear of 

reprisal and lack of familiarity with the legal system). 

The vulnerable nature of the class, consisting of many current employees of 

defendant who are too fearful of reprisal to pursue their individual legal claims, and 

who also have little ability to navigate the legal system or even any awareness of their 

legal claims, supports a finding that a class resolution is superior in this case. 

(iii) The superiority of class resolution is established 
by the need to'have effective enforcement of the 
Nevada Constitution's minimum wage provisions.  

Government agencies are often unable to fully enforce substantive legal 

protections and the class action lawsuit has long been recognized as a means to fill that 

void. See, Deposit Guaranty National Bank v. Roper, 445 U.S. 326, 339 (1980) (Class 

actions are "...an evolutionary response to the existence of injuries unremedied by the 

regulatory action of government."). See, also Newburg, 5 Th  Ed., § 4:66, and cases cited 

therein, noting that courts, particularly in contexts like antitrust and securities law, 

"regularly invoke the importance of class actions in enforcing the substantive law as 

one of the -reasons that a class action is a superior -method of adjudication." 

Article 15, Section 16, of the Nevada Constitution creates paramount legal rights 

and bars any waiver of those rights by individual employees. It grants civil remedies 

23 



for violations of those rights, including equitable relief and attorney's fees, to the full 

extent of this Court's power. There is, indisputably, an overwhelming public interest in 

having those rights vigorously enforced that renders superior the class resolution, 

whenever possible, of claims brought under Article 15, Section 16. 

M. THE DECISIONS RENDERED BY THIS COURT IN TWO 
HIGHLY ANALOGOUS CASES STRONGLY SUPPORT THE 
GRANTING OF CLASS CERTIFICATION IN Tms CASE 

This Court, in two other taxi driver minimum wage cases, has granted motions 

for class certification, See, Thomas v. Nevada Yellow Cab, A-12-661726-C, Order of 

Judge Israel entered November 25, 2015 and Murray v. A - Cab, A-12-669926-C, Order 

of judge Cory entered February 10, 2016 (Copies at Ex. "N"), The Court must render 

its decision in this case based upon the record in this case and cannot blindly defer to 

the decisions made by other jurists in other cases. But it should be noted that the 

USDOL's investigative findings, presented to the Court in Thomas and Murray, were 

found, either alone or based upon the other presented evidence, sufficient to warrant 

class certification in each of those cases. Those findings by the USDOL in this case are 

quite similar to the ones presented in Thomas and !dun-ay.' 
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warrants class certification is the "$8.25 an hour," or "$1.00 an hour difference," issue. 
The usooL found over $877,000 in unpaid minimum wages was owed to 594 drivers 
at the FLSA's $7.25 an hour minimum wage rate. If the applicable Nevada minimum 
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IV. 	SUITABLE NOTICE SHOULD BE DISPATCHED 
MOST PROMPTLY TO THE CLASS MEMBERS 

A proposed notice of class certification is annexed as Ex. "0." Plaintiffs' 

counsel will assume the costs of printing and mailing that notice. The Court is urged to 

direct the defendants to most promptly, within 10 days of its Order, produce the names 

and addresses of the class members so that plaintiffs' counsel can have such notice 

mailed within 30 days thereafter. 

CONCLUSION 

Wherefore, for all the foregoing reasons, the plaintiffs' motion should be granted 

in its entirety together with such other further and different relief that the Court deems 

just and proper. 

Dated this 28th day of March, 2016. 

Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 

By /s/  Le(a_accrthigx 

LEON GREENBERG, Esq. 
Nevada Bar No.: 8094 
2965 South Jones Blvd- Suite E3 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89146 
Tel (702) 383-6085 
Fax (702) 3854827 

Attorney for Plaintiff 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

The undersigned certifies that on March 29, 2016, she served the within: 

Motion for Injunctive Relief and Class Certification Pursuant to Nrcp Rule 
23(b)(2) and Rule 23(b)(3) 

by court electronic service: 

TO: 
Malani Kotchka 
HEJMANOWSKI & MCCREA LLC 
520 S. 4th  St., Suite 320 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 

/s/ Dana Sniegacki  
Dana Sniegocki 
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_Atiorneys-:for -fPlaintiff 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 
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1...1 LAKSTRI PERERA, IRSHALYAHMED„). 
and MICHAEL. SAR.GEANT 

on_betialf :')if..othem - 	1 
similarly -situated,. 

i VS.
• 

NV-E-$1'. ERN cAl3 =COMPANy„ 

Case No A- 1.4L .707425 .-C 

Dept; 'V 
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NRI:IITRATIO.N .ExEmplioN-
(1 PiEI) 81 CU)SE -TIM 1$ 
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JA( 	PERERA, IRSH.AD AHMED and MICHAEL SARGEANT, 

indually and on behalf of others similarly situated, by and through their attorney, 

Leon Greenberg Professional ,C.orporation, as and for -a Third Amended Complaint 

against the defendant, gatp 'and allege >  as foi.loM: 

31IRTSITICTION ., PARTIES ,AND PRELIMINARY STATEMENT 

The plaintiffs; LAKSIRI PERFAA,, IRSHAD AHMED, and"MICRAE.L. 

SARGEANT (collectivoly the "individual plaintiffs" or the "mulled plaintiffs") duriTig 

all times employed by the defendant were 'residents of Clark County in the-State of 

Nevada and. are former employees of the defendant, 

2, 	The defendant; WESTERN . CA1.3. COMPAN)':', (hereinafter' tel.'erred to 

26-  

-17'7 



"Western:Cab” or "defendant") is a'.•corporation, existing and established pursuant to 

the laws of the State of Nevada . \vith its principal place of business :in die County of 

Clark.„ State of Nevada and conducts business in NeVada. 

4 
	 CLASS ACTION ALLEGATIONS• 

1 	The plaintiff§ bring this .action as a: class aai.obt patsgant to Nov, R., (Iv' , 

§23 eyn.lrehalf of themselves and a r elass of all sin ilarly -  Situated persons employed 

by the defendant in the. Stateof Nevada 

4, 	The class of similarly situated persons consists of all persons employed 

9 ihy defendant hi the State of Nevada &Irbil; the applicable statute onimitations. period 

10 I prior to the filing of this COmplaint continulng . until date ofjudgment,.such persons 

11 being employed. as taxi cab. drivers (hereinafter referred to as "cab . drivers" or 

12 '-'drivers') . .sneh Orpploymot involving the driving of taxi cab for the defendant M the 

13 State Of Nevada, 

5, 	The comnion circuinstarKie of the (gib- driver* giving rise 16. this suit. is -that 

15 wink they were employed by defendant they were not paid. the MiniMUlli wage. 

16 required by Nevada's Constitution,. Article 15, Section 16 for many ormost: of the days 

that _ they .Worked In .that their hourly compensatiorl, When cal.oftate.d pt: 7spatrt to the 

requirements of said Nevada Constitutional Provision, did not -equal at least, the 

19 tinimum hourly wage provided kir therein, 

:20. 	6. 	The named. plaintiffs are infOrmed..aud believe„ and. based thereOn allege 

21 I that. there are at least 1:00 putative:class. action members., The actual numberof-Class 

members is readily ascertainable by a review of the defend4rit''S records: through 

23 appropriate discovery, 

24 
	7, 	There isa well-defined community of interest in the questions of taw and 

fact, affecting the class. 0 -whQle. 

.26 
	8. 	Proof of a ccimmon or single .set Of facts wIll establish the right Of each 

member of the elms to recover. These common questions of law and fact predominate 

u,  over q ties dons that affect only individual class members, The individual plaintiffs 



claims aro typical of those of the class. 

2 	9. 	A c14-0 kA.i01,1 superiorto gal& available methods for the fair and 

efficient a4ijudicatioa of the COntroversy. :Due tb the typicality of the class members' 

claims, the interests. of-Judicial economy 	be best served by adjudication of this 

lawsiiites a class action.. This type of case is uniquely well-suited for class treatment 

since the employer's practices were uniform and the burd.en is on the employer to 

establish that its method:for-compensating the, Class members complies with the 

requi -Nments of Nevada law, 

9 	10, The individual plaintiffs will fairly and adequately represent the'. interests 

of the class and have nO interests that conflict with or are antagonistic to the inte.te.os 

11 of the class and have:retained to represent.them competent connSel experienced in the, 

prosecution of class action. eases and will thus be able to appropriately prosecute MIS .  

13 lease on. behalf of the: class. 

14 	ii 	The individual Plainti'M.and -their counsel arezware of their fiduciaty 

15 responsibilities to the inenibers p1 the proposed class and are determined to diligently 

:lischava those dufieS by vigorously seeking the maximum possible. recovery kyy nfl 

17 members Of the proPosed. ci  ass 

12. There is no plain, speedy, or adequate remedy other than by maintenance 

19 of this class action. The prosecution of individual -remedies by members of -the class 

20. 11 .will told to..03tabligh inconsistent standards 0f:conduct tbr the . defondant and 

21 thoiop4itn:Wilt Of class mernbele rights.--and 	 interest through 

22 I aCtions 'to which they Were not parties. In addition, the Class Members.' individual 

claunsl:tre small in amount ;:trid they have no substantial ability oVindicate their 

rights, and secure the assistance.of competent counsel to (1.6 so, except by the 

prosecution of class action case„ 

2g:1 
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ffs and the et.ass- members were entitled to an hourly minimum vage for every 

lhour that they worked for -  defendant•and the named plaintiffs arid the class members 

were often not paid suoh required minimum. wages, 

:15. 	The: defendanf.s violation of Article 1.5; :Section 1.6, of the Nevada 

Constitution also involved malicious and/or dishonest and/or oppressive conduct by 

The deAlltiant including ihe. following

('0:Defndant despite having, and kning ,Iware of, an express obligation 

undet Article, 15,. Section 6. of the Nevada Constittnior4 such obligation 

common:Oil:1g no later than July f 2007, to advise The plolutifb and the 

class rucinhers, in writing, of their entitlement to the minimum :hourly 

wage specified in such constitutional provision, failed to provide :Such 

written adviseinent; 

:(1:91.30'.eridant was mare that the highest law: e 	'cement officer of the 

:State of Nevada, ;. the Nevada r Attorney .0enerkl,..had issued a public 

-opinion in 2005 that Attiele 15., Seaton 16, Of the Nevada ConstitntiOn, 

upon itsieffeetive date, would require .defendant and other employers of 

.taxi ezib drivers to eompensate such .  employees with.the minimum hourty 

wage:specificd"in.such constitutional provisiom Defendant. COMCiOUSly 

:elected to ignore that opinion. andnot pay - the minimum wage required by 

Article.: 15 Seoti on 10, .Ofthe Nevada Constitution to its taxi driver 

.employees to, the hope -that it wOnt.d be sUoceii;sful, if legal Action was 

11 AS AND FOR A-FIRST CLAIM FOR RE-LIEF: ON BEHALF OF. THE NAMED. 
PLAINTIfFS AND ALL PERSONS. SIMILARLY SITUATED PURSUANT TO 

2 	 NEVADA'S. CONSTITUTION 

3., The nained pla1ntiff.8 repeat 4.11.oftli ailOgations previously tnade and 

4 bring this First Claim 'Rix 'Relief:pursuant to:Artiele. :15 „Seel:ion. 1:61, of 'Me Nevada. 

Constitution., 

Pursuant to Article I5. Section 16 . -, of the Nevada Constitution the named: 
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9 

19 

20 

brought against: . :it:; flavoiding..paying'some or all of sueh 

wag.es: 

(6) DeNtidant to. the: extent it believed it hada colorable basis, to. 

legitimately contest the applicability of Article 1.3, Section 16, of the 

Nevada Constitution to its taxi !driver employees, -made:no effOrt to seek 

my judicial declaration of its obligation., or lack of obligation,-under such 

tonstitutiOnal provision and to pay into an eerOw fund any , .amounts it 

disputed were so owed under that conStittitional provision .until such .a. 

final judicial. determination was Made., 

In orabout January of 2012, defendant started .requiring -the plaintiffs and 

the class members to pay from such plaintiffs P andtlass members' .  own, 

personal funds, 100% of the cost of the fuel tonsumed: in the operation of 

the taxicabs they drove fir the defendont. That fuel was essential ibr the 

operationof tiondates taxi !ci-lb. businesS .and plaintilf.s could not :Ork: 

-for defendant Unless: t.hty.:4greod to pay for that fuel frOm their personal 

funds. fiy requiring the plaintiffs -and the class.members tct personally:pay 

for the cost. a such. fuel, the defendant•waSTeducing the wages. it. actually 

-pa:id the plaintiffs: and. the class members! to an amount below the 

minimum. hourly wagerequited by Article. 15, Section 16„ of the Nevada 

Constitution, That was because aflet deducting from the "on the pyroll 

itoods" 	pid by trile do-ktidaht o the pl4irititTs 00 the 0-180s 

11 

12 

1_6. Defendant also engaged in the foflowing legal . 
dishonesl and bad faith 

ef.". hduct which was intended to coneeal its violations Article: 1.5, Section 16, of the 

15 Nevada ronsfil:wion and caused addllioal ibittry to the plaintiff's for which they Sec* 

16 I redress: 

17 I 

18 



members the cost of the .tax cab :fuel Merwere forced by. fl. to 

pay, the restating "true wage .paid. to such persons by the defendant was 

below . th0 Minimum 'hourly wage recinited by Article i 5.Seetion 16, of 

the Nevada constitution.. Defendantwilifidly engaged in thiS Conduetto 

make it:appear to:any Otborwiw uninformed person. who was examining 

its payroll records that it was paying the minimum wage r.equired by 

Article 15., .Section 16, of the Nevada Constitution when was noL 

Defendant. instituted This poliey *eel:lie-ally to deceive certain 

, govenament agencies ;  ine1uding. but -not necessariTylimited. to, the United 

.States. Oepartinent of' Labor which bi.4.4 piv:viou$1.y: found the defendant in. 

violation of the minimum wage law enforced' by suet agency. Such 

conduct by the defendant also restated in the defendant issuing 'knowingly 

:ralse and:inaccurate:statements of the.plaintiffS and the. elass:meinbers' 

ii-10-04t0 to the United States internal Revenue Service and the Social 

:Security Adminif,dratiort,.sud) statements inflating and exaggerating, the 

actual income earned, by st„tell persons and resulting in them being 

required .to pay additional taxes - that they did not actual ly owe. 

'17, 	Defendant . engaged in the acts and/or omissiong detailed in paragraphs 15 

20 and 1 6 in an iiTtotional:$601:10: to maliciously, 	ssi opprevely .  and: dishonestly deprive 

21 l itslaxi:di-le-  employees of the hourly thinunuw wages that .Were-guaranteed to thOse 

I erttplOyeet-ly Atti0e. 15.. SeCtion 16, Of the Nevada. Constitution, Defendant: so,peted 
• 

.23 in the hope that by the INI:s$4gp,cf. Li ne whatever tights. glob taxi 4riy6r employees had 

to sua minimum hourly: wages owe.d.-to .them by the defendant wOuld expire., in whole 

45 I or in part by operationfof law, Defendant so acted,conscionsiywittfully, and 

26.  intentionally to deprive such taxi driver .employes of any knowledge that they might.. 

IV- Oath lett 0 such nti nimwn. 110 arly wages, despite the deftndant's obligation .under 

!Article 5,..S•etion 1.0.5  of thoNti-h,(1.0: Constitution to adVise such toi - drivo- 
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epipioyee.s_ of theft 	those minimum howly. wages, Dotbndar0 - malfciou 

i• oppte§sive anti dishon.c.0 conduct is also de•ootrated by its fallnre to- make any • 

allowanee to pay such ininitnath hourly wages - if they were foutatb bOlne. suOli as 

1 through.. an. escrow. account; while seaing any judicial deterMination.Of its obligation 4 

5.  I to inaketbose paymerils.r. 

3  
18„ The :named plaintiffs seek all relief available W them and the alleged class 

tinder 'Nevada's Constitution, Ankle 1 5, .Section 16 including appropriate injunctive 

9 and equitable relief M. make the defendant cease its yiolatiofts of -Nevada's 

(.4:5n§titution. 
1 

12 	19. The named plaintifTh on behalf oftb.cmselves and the pnvosed plaintiff 

1$ class members, seek,- on this First Claim for Rdief, a judgment against the defendant 

}.'21 for minimum wages owed for the applicable •statute of limitations paiod, which the 

15 Court has previously specified M. this case i. four years and would eopunenc-e: on 

to September 23, 2,010, and eontinuing into: the future,nch sum ; 1 be'- determined had 

17 upon an accounting: of the hours worked by and. wages. actually mid fp, the plaintiff .  

1.8 and the class.m.whbers along With an award of damages for the increased, and.fal Sc, 

19 tax *ability the defendant has caused the plaintiffs and the class members to sustain ;, 

20 suitable injunction and .otber: - equitable relief barring :the. defendant from continuing to 

viO1pte'Nevada.':§ -_(7.oristitution:n.4 requiring . the. defendant to remOly;.-4t• its xpCnse, 

▪ 010 injury' to the clans members it has caused by falsely 'repotting to the Unit0. -.States- 

2) Internal. Revenue Servi ce and the Social security Administration the income Of the 

• class members, and an award Of attorneys." fees„. interest and costs, as. provided. fl3r. by 

- 25 Nevada's Constitution and other applicable laws, 

-26 -  

f21 	WHEREFORE, plaintiffs demand the relief as alleged aforesaid. 

25 
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EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT CLERK OF THE COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

LAMM PERERA, individually and on behalf of 
others similarly situated, 

Plaintiff, 
Case No. 	A-44-.7o7425-C 

VS. 

WESTERN CAB COMPANY, 
	 Depst No, 	VII 

Defendant. 

DECISIQN AND ORDER 

This ease arises from the employment relationship between Defendant Western Cab 

Company ("Western") and its former employee taxi driver, Plaintiff Perera, The motions 

addressed in this Order are Western's Motion for Reconsideration regarding this Courts 

June 16, 2015 Decision and Order, Western's Motion to Dismiss Second Amended 

Complaint, and Perera's Countermotion to Amend Complaint. The Court beard oral 

arguments on August 27, 2015 and October 8, 2015. After consideration of all submitted 

documents and oral arguments, the Court denies Perera's Motion for Reconsideration, 

grants Western's Motion to Dismiss in part, and grants Perera's Motion to Amend. 

I. 	Procedural Background 

Perera filed his first Complaint in this case on September 23, 2014. He alleges that 

Western violated the Minimum Wage Amendment of the Nevada Constitution by paying 

less than the required minimum wage and violated NRS § 608,040 by not paying former 

employees their earned but unpaid wages. Perera filed his First Amended Complaint on 

October 20, 2014, asserting the same two causes of action. Western filed a Motion to 

Dismiss the First Amended Complaint on December 8, 2014. Western argued that Perera 

failed to state a claim upon which relief could be granted. Perera filed an Opposition and 



Countermotion to Amend the Complaint on January 26, 2015. The Court issued a Decision 

on June 16, 2015. The Court held that Perera could assert a violation of the Minimum Wage 

3 Amendment against Western and that the statute of limitations to bring the action is four 

4 years, The Court granted Perera's Motion to Amend "to add a claim related to cab drivers 

	

5 	being required to pay for fuel costs." (June 16, 2015 Decision and Order at 2: 12-13.) 

	

6 	Perera filed a Second Amended Complaint on June 16, 2015. The Second Amended 

7 Complaint added an allegation that cab drivers were required to pay for their fuel, thus 

8 decreasing the amount of their wages. It also added Irshad Ahmed as a named Plaintiff in 

	

9 	the action. 

Western filed a Motion for Reconsideration on July 1, 2015. Western asks the Court 

	

it 	to reconsider its ruling regarding the applicable statute of limitations. Western cites to 

12 several federal and lower state court cases that held that a two-year statute of limitations 

	

13 	applies in these types of cases. Western does not cite to any binding legal authority or 

14 evidence that the Court had failed to consider in its Order or that had arisen after the Order 

	

15 	issued. 

	

iG 	Western filed a Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Complaint on July 7, 2015. 

17 Western argues that the Second Amended Complaint does not comply with the Court's 

18 June 16, 2015 Order, because it adds a named Plaintiff. (Western's Mot, to Dismiss at 3: 3- 

19 12.) Next, Western moves to dismiss Paragraph 19 from the Second Amended Complaint 

20 because it seeks damages for minimum wages owed since 2006, four years before the four 

21 year statute of limitations period. (14„ at 2: 13-21.) Western also moves to dismiss Perera's 

MRS § 608.040 claim on the grounds that Perera was paid the correct amount when he 

stopped working for Western and Perera did not complete the statutory process for seeking 

a remedy under NRS § 608.04o. In addition, 'Western argues that the Minimum Wage 

Amendment of the Nevada Constitution is preempted by the Employee Retirement Income 

26 Security Act ("ERISA"), the Affordable Care Act ("ACA"), and the Due Process Clause of the 

27 United States and Nevada Constitution. Finally, Western argues that Perera cannot seek 

28 punitive damages in this action because his claims are based on contract law. 

22 

23 

24 

2 



Perera filed an Opposition and Countermotion to Amend and for Sanctions on 

2 August 14, 2015. Perera argues that Western's preemption claims are based on incorrect 

3 readings of the law or are irrelevant. (Perera's Oppin and Countermot. at pp, 4-9.) Perm 

4 further argues that he has standing under NRS §608.040 to bring a private right of action 

5 	at this time. (Id.. at pp. 10-16.) Next, Perera argues that his claims are based on the Nevada 

6 Constitution rather than contract, so punitive damages are proper. (1,1 at 6: 10-14.) Perera 

7 also argues that he has agreed to withdraw the Second Amended Complaint and treat the 

8 	First Amended Complaint as the operative complaint in this action, al at 3:16-2.1.) This 

9 would resolve the issue of adding a named plaintiff. Perera moves to amend his Second 

10 Amended Complaint to add Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sargeant as plaintiffs. (Id. at Ex. A.) 

ii 	Finally, Perera asks for sanctions against Western's counsel, alleging that its Motion to 

12 	Dismiss' only purpose was to delay the case. (Id, at 22: 20-21.) 

13 	 IL Discussion 

14 	Western's Motion to Reconsider June i6, 2015 Decision and Order 

15 	Pursuant to EDCR 2.24, a court may reconsider a matter upon a motion filed by a 

16 party and served within ten days of notice of entry of order. Reconsideration is only 

17 appropriate when "substantially different evidence is subsequently introduced or the 

1 8 	decision is clearly erroneous," Tv,imorr & Title Contractor Ass'n of S. Nev. v. Jolley, Urga 

19 	& Wirth, 113 Nev. 737, 741, 941 P.2d 486, 489 (1997), Established practice does not allow 

20 litigants to raise new issues on rehearing. Cannon v. Taylor, 88 Nev. 89, 92,493 P.2d 1313, 

21 	134 (1972). "Rehearings are not granted as a matter of right, and are not allowed for the 

22 	purposes of reargunieut . . ." Geller v. MeCowan,  64 Nev. 106, 108, 178 P.2d 380, 381 

(1947), As Western has provided no basis for reconsideration other than a conflicting 

decision from another District Court Judge (Which this Court was aware of at the time of 

the ruling), the Motion for Reconsideration is denied. 

B. Western's Motion to Dismiss Second Amended Complaint 

Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(5) authorizes dismissal of a claim if it fails to 

state a claim upon which relief can be granted. When considering a motion to dismiss, a 

E'> 
4-9E. 

afT) 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

3 



court must accept the allegations of the complaint as true and draw all inferences in favor of 

the non-moving party, Buzz Stew, LLC v. City of N. Las Vegas, 124 Nev. 224, 228, 181 P.3d 

	

3 	670, 672 (2008). "Dismissal is proper where the allegations are insufficient to establish the 

4 elements of a claim for relief," Hampe v, Foote, 118 Nev. 405, 408, 47 P.3d 438, 439 

	

5 	(2002). 

	

6 	it. Minimum Wages from 2006 

	

7 	 Western argues in • its Motion to Dismiss that Paragraph 19 from the Second 

8 Amended Complaint should be removed because it seeks damages for minimum wages 

9 owed since 2006, four years before the four-year statute of limitations period, This Court 

	

10 	ruled on June 16, 2015 that the statute of limitations in this action was four years. The 

11 original Complaint in this case was filed on September 23, 2024. 

	

12 	Perera does not address Western's argument regarding the statute of limitations in 

13 its Opposition. The court. may construe failure to oppose a motion as admission to the 

14 merits or consent to grant the motion. See EDCR 2.20(e). Therefore, the Court orders that 

15 Porera will issue a Third Amended Complaint. Paragraph 19 of Pererais Third Amended 

16 Complaint must be amended to change the date "November 28, 2006" to "September 23, 

17 2010." September 23, 2010 is the earliest date to fall within the statute of limitations in this 

	

18 	action. 

	

19 
	

NRS § 6o8.o4o 

	

20 
	

Western also argues that Perera's NRS § 608.040 claim must be dismissed 

21 because Perera was paid the amount Western owed him under his employment agreement 

22 when he stopped working for Western. Perera argues that he can bring suit under NRS § 

23 608.040 for the wages allegedly due under the Minimum Wage Amendment. 

	

24 
	

Assuming Perera has a private right to action under NRS § 608.040, the Complaint 

25 fails to state a cause of action. NRS § 608.140 refers to suits for "wages earned and due 

26 according to the terms of...employment." NRS § 608.012 defines wages as the "amount 

27 which an employer agrees to pay an employee." Perera's Second Amended Complaint does 

28 not allege that Western failed to pay the amount it owed Perera under his terms of 

4 



employment. Perera alleges that the amount Western agreed to pay him in his terms of 

employment violates the Nevada Constitution. Though the Second Amended Complaint 

3 must be read liberally on a Motion to Dismiss, its causes of action rest on the allegation that 

4 Western required its employees to pay the cost of fuel, a term of their employment, thereby 

5 reducing their true minimum wage in violation of the Nevada Constitution. This allegation 

6 gives evidence that Western was abiding by the terms of its wage agreement with Perera, 

7 not that it was violating those terms. 

	

8 	The Second Amended Complaint fails to state a claim for a violation of NRS 608.040 

9 upon which relief can be granted. Its allegations are insufficient to establish the elements 

10 of that claim. Therefore, the Court orders that Perera 's second cause of action pursuant to 

11 NRS § 608.040 be dismissed. 

	

12 	 3. 	Federal Preemption 

	

13 	 In addition, Western argues that the Minimum Wage Amendment of the 

14 Nevada Constitution is preempted. by ERISA, the ACA, and the Due Process Clause of the 

15 United States and Nevada Constitution. According to Western, ERISA and the ACA are 

16 comprehensive federal statutory systems that preempt state lam that "relate to "  employee 

17 benefit plans ( 'Western 's Mot. to Dismiss at 8: 18) or "{pose} and. obstacle to the ACA 's 

IA purposes and objectives (Id.  at 9: 16- 17). Western also states that the Minimum Wage 

19 Amendment and related Nevada Administrative Code ( " MAC") additions violate due 

20 process "because they do not give fair notice of what is required or prohibited under them 

21 or provide reasonable standards for compliance, thereby encouraging arbitrary and 

22 discriminatou enforcement. "  (Id. at 18: 21-25.) Perera argues that the Minimum Wage Act 

23 does not interfere with employer 's ability to Provide ERISA plans or follow the ACA and 

24 that the provisions of the Minimum Wage Act and NAC are not unconstitutionally vague. 

	

25 	(Perera ls Opp'n at 7: 28-8: 10, 8: 20-23.) 
0-1 

(11 

 

26 The Minimum Wage Amendment, Art, 15, Sec. 16(A) of the Nevada Constitution, 

	

s41, 27 	states: 

28 



Each employer shall pay a wage to each employee of not less than 
the hourly rates set forth in this section. The rate shall be five 
dollars and fifteen cents ($5.15) per hour worked, if the employer 
provides health benefits as described herein, or six dollars and 
fifteen cents ($6,15) per hour if the employer does not provide such 
benefits. Offering health benefits within the meaning of this section 
shall consist of making health insurance available to the employee 
for the employee and the employee's dependents at a total cost to 
the employee for premiums of not more than 10 percent of the 
employee's gross taxable income from the employer, 

The Minimum Wage Amendment does not define what is meant by 'health benefits" or 

"health insurance." The Labor Commissioner added NAC §§ 608.100-.108 to address the 

Amendment. NAC § 608,102 lists requirements for what health insurance qualifies an 

employer to pay the lower tier minimum wage. One type of health plan which qualifies an 

employer for the lower tier minimum wage is a plan that provides health benefits pursuant 

to a Taft-Hartley trust and qualifies as an employee welfare benefit plan under ERISA. 

a. ERISA and the ACA 

"ERISA section 514(a) preempts all state laws that 'relate to' any 

employee benefit plan." Cervantes v. Health.Plan of Nevada Inc.,  127 Nev. Aciv, Op, 70, 263 

P.3d, 261, 265 (2011) The "basic purpose of ERISA section 514(a) was to avoid multiplicity 

of regulation," Id. at 265, "A law references an ERISA plan when it acts immediately and 

exclusively upon ERISA plans or where the existence of ERISA plans is essential to the law's 

operation." Id. at 266 (internal citations omitted), "[Sltatutes that mandate employee 

benefit structures or their administration are preempted by ERISA section 514(a)." id. 

(internal citations omitted). 

The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 do not act immediately or 

exclusively upon ERT.SA plans, not are ERTSA plans essential to the laws' operation_ 

Providing ERTSA plans are one way that employers can qualify to pay the lower tier 

minimum wage. Providing an ERISA plan is not the only circumstance that brings the 

Minimum. Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 into effect. Furthermore, the Minimum 

Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 do not -mandate that employers provide certain 
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employee benefit structures. The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 are 

primarily about Nevada's minimum wage. Employers can provide any health insurance 

they deem appropriate, as long as they comply with Nevada's minimum wage laws. Making 

health insurance a condition of minimum wage will not create a multiplicity of regulation 

regarding health insurance. In fact, because NAC § 608.102 directly references ERISA 

plans, it allows employers to look to ERISA for guidance and reduces the need to develop 

different health insurance regulations. 

The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 do not implicate the ACA. The 

consequence of not providing a qualified health insurance plan to employees under the 

Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 is to pay a higher minimum wage. Is an 

employer does not comply with the ACA, it may be required to make an Employer Shared 

Responsibility Payment under 26 U.S.C. § 498011. The requirements and consequences 

under these separate laws do not conflict. The Minimum Wage Amendment and MAC § 

608.102 do not pose an obstacle to the ACA's purposes or objectives. Employers should, 

and must, be aware that they are required to adhere to both federal and state regulations. 

The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 do not impermissibly 

implicate or interfere with ERISA or the ACA. The Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 

608.102 are primarily concerned with the minimum wage, while ERMA and the ACA deal 

with health insurance. Though health insurance is a condition of what minimum wage an 

employer must pay, the Nevada laws do not seek to redefine or pose an obstacle to any 

federal statutes. Therefore, the Minimum Wage Amendment and NAC § 608.102 are not 

preempted by ERISA or the ACA. 

I,. 	The Due Process Clause 

The criterion under which we examine the assertion of vagueness is 

whether the statute either forbids or requires the doing of any act in terms so vague that 

men of common intelligence must necessarily guess at its meaning and differ as to its 

application." State v. Glustrkan,  98 Nev, 412, 420, 651 11 ,2d 639, 644 (1982) (internal 

citation omitted). "[S]tatutes are presumed to be valid, and the burden is on the challenger 

7 



to make a clear showing of their unconstitutionality." Dougl._2 1. 	Wee  Haul, 

LLC, 123 Nev, 552, 557, 170 1 3.3d 508, 512 (2007). 

3 The Minimum Wage Amendment does not define what is meant by "health benefits" 

4 or "health insurance." MAC § 608.102 lists requirements for what health insurance qualifies 

5  an employer to pay the lower tier minimum wage. It states that employers must offer plans 

that either conform with requirements pursuant to 26 § 213, guidelines in the 

Internal Revenue Service, or 29 U.S.C. § 1001 et seq. 

Western argues that the Labor Commissioner does not have the authority to define 

9 what the Minimum Wage Amendment meant by "health benefits," (Western's Mot, to 

10 	Dismiss 19: 5-11.) NRS § 607.160 states that the "Labor Commissioner: (a) Shall enforce all 

ii labor laws of the State of Nevada. .The enforcement of which is not specifically and 

12 	exclusively vested in any other officer.. .b) May adopt regulations to carry out the 

13 provisions of paragraph (a)." The Minimum Wage Amendment is a labor law of the state of 

14 Nevada, As Western states, "the Minimum Wage Amendment does not authorize any 

15 person, board, entity or division of the State government to enforce, administer, or regulate 

16 what is meant by 'health benefits," (Western's Mot. to Dismiss 1.9: 5-7.) When the power to 

17 enforce a labor law is not specifically delegated to another party, the Labor Commissioner 

18 	has the authority to create regulations regarding that law in order to enforce it, That precise 

19 procedure has been followed in the creation of NAC § 608,102. 

20 	NAC § 608.102 defines What health benefits will qualify an employer for the lower 

21 tier minimum wage under the Minimum Wage Amendment. NAC § 608.102 was properly 

22 made into law by the Labor Commissioner. Therefore, the Minimum Wage Act is not 

23 unconstitutionally vague, The Court denies Western's Motion to Dismiss on the ground of 

24 preemption, 

25 	4. Punitive Damages 

26 	 Finally, Western argues that Perera cannot seek punitive damages in this 

27 action because his claims are based cm contract law. NRS § 42.005 provides that "in an 

8 



action for the breach. of an obligation not arising from contract," the plaintiff may recover 

punitive damages. NRS 608,0 io defines an employee as a person under a "contract of hire." 

3 Perera is not claiming that Western violated the terms of its employment contract. 

4 Perera is claiming that the terms violate the Nevada Constitution; however, Western's 

5 obligation to pay Perera as an employee arose under an employment contract. The Nevada 

Constitution did not create the obligation for Western to pay Perera. It merely set the 

'7  amount of the obligation. 

Western's alleged wrongdoing breached an obligation arising from an employment 

9 contract Punitive damages are not available in this type of action. Therefore, the Court 

10 grants Western's Motion to Dismiss on this ground. Perera's Third Amended Complaint 

11 must be amended to remove all claims for punitive damages. 

12 C. Perera's Counternitytion to Amend Complaint 

13 	Leave to amend shall be freely given when justice so requires. See NRCP 15(a). 

14 "Weave to amend should not be granted if the proposed amendment would be futile. A 

15 proposed amendment may be deemed futile if the plaintiff seeks to amend the complaint in 

16 order to plead an impermissible 	Halcrow, Inc. v. Eighth Aid, Dist, Ct.,  129 Nev, Adv, 

17 	Op. 42, 302 P.3d 1148, 1152 (2013), as corrected  (Aug. 14, 2013) (internal citations 

18 	omitted). 

Perera argues in its Countermotion to Amend that Irshad Ahmed and Michael 

20 Sargeant were in situations similar to Perera: they are former employees of Western that 

21 had to pay for fuel out of their personal finances. Western argues that Irshad Ahmed and 

22 	Michael Sargeant should not be added as plaintiffs for several reasons, all of which are 

23 discussed below. 

24 	L 	Failure to State a Cause of Action 

25 	 Western argues that both Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sargeant were paid 

26 above the upper tier minimum wage. Therefore, they cannot claim a violation of Nevada's 

27 Minimum Wage Amendment. Western already made this argument in relation to Perera. 

28 The Court rejects this argument. The proposed plaintiffs' claims is that paying for fuel 

9 
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decreased their wages from the amount shown on Western's records. Therefore, this is not 

a valid ground for the Court to deny Perera's Countermotion to Amend. 

2. 	Jurisdiction 

Article 6, Section 6(1) of the Nevada Constitution states, "The District Courts 

in the several Judicial Districts of this State have original jurisdiction in all cases excluded 

by law from the original jurisdiction of justices' courts." Justice Court has original 

jurisdiction over cases seeking damages "bin actions arising on contract for the recovery of 

money only" if the damages claimed does not exceed $10,000. Nev. Rev. Stat. § 4.370(1)(b). 

A "request for injunctive relief provide[sl an independent basis for the district court's 

jurisdiction." Edwards V,  Direct  Access., LLC,  121 Nev, 929, 933, 124 P,3d 1158, 11.61 (2005) 

abrogated on other grounds by  Buzz Stew,  LLC v, City of N. Las Vegas.,  124 Nev. 224, 181 

P.3d 670 (2008), 

Western argues that Laksiri Perera, irshad Ahmed, and Michael Sargeant's claims 

fail to meet the jurisdictional requirement of District Court, Western asserts that (1) no 

individual's claim exceeds $10,000,00, (2) the claims' values cannot be aggregated, and (3) 

the plaintiffs lack standing to bring claims for injunctive relief, Thus, any amendment to 

adclthe proposed plaintiffs would be futile. 

For the purpose of his Counterrnotion to Amend, Perera does not argue that any 

individual plaintiffs claim exceeds $10,000.00. Perera argues that claim aggregation is 

permitted to meet a jurisdictional limit. The Court does not rule on the issue of aggregation 

and the claims' monetary value because the Court finds the issue of injunctive relief to be 

dispositive of this issue. 

NRS 4,370 does not grant original jurisdiction to Justice Court for actions seeking 

injunctive relief based on breaches of contract. Generally, requests for injunctive relief are 

properly heard in district court as stated above. "An injunction may be granted...[Ahen it 

shall appear by the complaint that the plaintiff is entitled to the relief demanded, and such 

relief or any part thereof consists in restraining the commission or continuance of the act 

complained of, either for a limited period or perpetually." NRS 33.010. 

10 
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Perera's Second Amended Complaint asks for: 

a suitable injunction and other equitable relief barring the defendant 

from continuing to violate Nevada's Constitution and requiring the 

defendant to remedy at its expense the injury to the class members it 

has caused by falsely reporting to the United States Internal Revenue 

Service and the Social Security Administration the income of the class 

members„. 

(At 11  19.) For the purposes of Perera's Countermotion to Amend, an amendment to add 

Irshad Ahmed and Michael Sargeant as plaintiffs does not appear to be futile. Perera has 

stated a claim for relief that would restrain the continuance of the act at issue in Perera's 

complaint. Perera asserts that Western's method of calculating wages is incorrect. These 

calculations do not only impact Western's employees and former employees. These 

calculations also affect the Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security 

Administration. Perera seeks the Court's assistance in having Western correct any incorrect 

calculations that have been reported to the Internal Revenue Service and the Social Security 

Administration. 

Perera states a facially valid injunctive relief claim in his Second Amended 

Complaint. This properly places the case in District Court. Adding Irshad Airmed and 

Michael Sargeant with identical injunctive relief claims would not be futile. Therefore, this 

is not a valid ground for the Court to deny Perera's Countermotion to Amend. 

3 	Preemption by National Labor Relations Act 

Western argues that because the AFL-CIO drafted the Minimum Wage 

Amendment, according to the declaration of the AFL-CIO's Executive Secretary-Treasurer 

in a separate ease, the Minimum Wage Amendment is preempted by federal law. 29 U.S.C. 

§153. states: 

It is declared to be the policy of the United States to eliminate the 
causes of certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of commerce 

and to mitigate and eliminate these obstructions when they have 

occurred by encouraging the practice and procedure of collective 

11 
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bargaining and by protecting the exercise by workers of full freedom of 
association, self- organization, and designation of representatives of 
their own choosing, for the purpose of negotiating the terms and 
conditions of their employment or other mutual aid or protection. 

Assuming that the AFL-CIO completely and without any outside assistance drafted 

the Minimum Wage Amendment, the Court does not find that it is preempted by the 

National Labor Relations Act. The AFL-CIO's purpose may have been to help "level the 

7 I playing field between non-union employers and unionized employers" (Western's 0pp'n to 

8 Countermot. to Amend at Ex. 1, 3-4); however, there is no language demonstrating this 

intent in the Amendment itself. The Amendment applies a minimum wage to all workers. 

"[C]ourts should not add things to what a statutory text states or reasonably implies," 

Douglas v. State,  130 Nev. Adv, Op. 31,327 P.3d 492,498 (2014). 

There is one section of the Minimum Wage Amendment that favors unionized 

workers. The provisions of the Amendment may be waived by a collective bargaining 

agreement., Nev. Const., Art. 15, Sec. 16(B). The provisions cannot be waived by an 

agreement between an individual worker and employer. Id..  Whether this portion of the 

Minimum Wage Amendment is preempted by federal law is not relative to this case. 

If any provision of [the Minimum Wage Amendment] is declared 
illegal, invalid or inoperative, in whole or in part, by the final decision 
of any court of competent jurisdiction, the remaining provisions and all 
portions not declared illegal, invalid, or inoperative shall remain in full 
force or effect, and no such determination shall invalidate the 
remaining sections or portions of the sections of this section. 

Nev. Const., Art. 15, Sec. i6 (D), This case has no relation to collective bargaining or 

unionized employees. If this Court were to find that Sec. 16(B) is invalid, the rest of the 

Minimum Wage Amendment would remain in effect. Therefore, this is not a valid ground 

for the Court to deny Perera's Countermotion to Amend. 

4 Separation of Powers 

Western again argues that the Labor Commissioner does not have the 

authority to define what the Minimum Wage Amendment meant by "health benefits:" Now, 
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Western asserts that the interpretation should be left to the judiciary branch "through the 

resolution of the individual's claims." (Western's Opp'n to Countermot. to Amend 18: 26- 

27.) As previously discussed, NRS § 607.160 states that the "Labor Commissioner: (a) Shall 

4 	enforce all labor laws of the State of Nevada...The enforcement of which is not specifically 

5 	and exclusively vested in any other officer...(b) May adopt regulations to carry out the 

6 provisions of paragraph (a)." The Minimum Wage Amendment is a labor law of the state of 

7 Nevada. When the power to enforce a labor law is not specifically delegated to another 

8 party, the Labor Commissioner has the authority to create regulations regarding that law in 

order to enforce it. That precise procedure has been followed in the creation of NAC § 

608.102. 

The Labor Commissioner has followed statutory procedures for interpreting the 

12 Minimum Wage Amendment. Therefore, this is not a valid ground for the Court to deny 

13 Perera's Countermotion to Amend. 

The Court should liberally grant leave to amend when justice requires. Pere.ra has 

15 shown how granting leave to amend his Second amended Complaint to add Irshad Ahmed 

16 	and Michael Sargeant as plaintiffs would serve justice. Western failed to raise a valid 

17 ground to deny Perera.'s Countermotion, Therefore, the Court grants Perera' S 

18 Countermotion to Amend. 

19 D, Perera's Motion for Sanctions 

20 	The Court denies Perera's motion for sanctions. There is no evidence that Western 

21 filed its Motion to Dismiss purely to delay the case. Western responded to the operative 

22 Complaint in this action, despite Perera's argument that he was willing to withdraw it. 

23 	 Hi. Conclusion 

24 	The Court denies Perera's Motion for Reconsideration. The Court grants Western's 

25 Motion to Dismiss in part. The Court grants Perera's Motion to Amend Complaint. The 

2.6 Court denies Perera's Countermotion for Sanctions against Western. 

27 

28 

9 

13 



The Court orders Perera to file a Third Amended Complaint. The Third Amended 

2 Complaint will have three individuals as named plaintiffs: Laksiri Perera, lrshad Ahmed 

3 and Michael Sargeant. Paragraph 19 of Perera's Third Amended Complaint must be 

4 amended to reflect the correct statute of limitations as discussed above. The Third 

5 Amended Complaint must also be amended to remove any claim for punitive damages. 

6 Perera's second claim for relief pursuant to NRS § 608.040 is dismissed, and it cannot be 

7 included in Perera's Third Amended Complaint. 

8 

12 

11 

	

9 	
DATED this  /  day 

 o)e e;/,- 

4-727  
,n 
	, 2015. 

	

13 	 LINDA MARIE BELL 

DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 
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CE.R=AATE  OF SERVICE  

The undersigned hereby certifies that on the date of filing, a copy of this Order was 

3 
	electronically served through the Eighth Judicial District Court EFT system or, if no e-mail 

4 was provided, by facsimile, U.S. Mail and/or placed in the Ma's Office attorney folder(s) 
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for: 
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	 Name 	 Party 
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Leon Greenberg, Esq. 	 Counsel for Plaintiff 
Leon Greenberg Professional Corporation 
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1 0 
Malani L. Kotelika, Esq. 
flejrnanowski & McCrea LLC 

Counsel for Defendant 
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SHELBY A. DAHL 
LAW CLERK, DEPA,RTMENT VII 

AFFIRIVIATION 
Pursuant to r41,1$ 39B.03.0 

The tindersigried does hereby affirm that the procading Decision and Ordef tiled 
in District Court Gale nurnber A7121025 DOES NOT contain the sociat security 
number of any person. 

Is/ Linda  Marie  Bell 	Date 	11/23/15 
District Court Judge 
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EXHIBIT "C" 



Etept_rov000y 
'001i 6/201 .08;,&) :4 -5. AM 

EIGHTH JUDICIAL DISIIIICT COuRT 	oF.Tge cob RI 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

LAMM PERERA, individually and on behalf of 
otherasimilarly situated, 

Plaintiff, Ca. NO A-14-707425-C 
Depl: No, VII 

vs. 

Wenum CAB COMPANY, 

Defendant. 

DIKISIQN AND  ORDER, 

This ease iS .an individual, and pipposed class action brOnght by a taxicab driver 

against his furrner mriptoyer-taxi company to recover unpaid hourly mipiinum wage_ 011 

December 8, 20M, Defendant %Vest:ern Cab. company filed a Motion to Dismiss Plaintiff 

Perera's First Amended Complaint for failure to state .a claim upon which relief on 

he granted.. Western : Cab argues that - dismissal is.• appropriate because nowa sy,E,f144,4 

OPPlies ProVectivelY 6AlY,  io Nev Adv,  OP,  $.Z 327 P.3d 

5.19:-21 (2024), reWg denied (Sept, 24, gO.).4).. Mr; Pera'$ &laths jrniohie tbo time pita 

passage :.of the l‘Onitnan Wage Ainewirrie:rit but prior to Thomas. Western Cab also miles 

that, under a two-yeaf: statute of limitations, Mr. Perera was always paiki minimum wage 

In the alternative, Western Cab moves to preemptiMy decertify the. class and obtain 

sununary judgment in its:faver 

.Perera &NA an: Opposition and Counterrnotion on January 26, 2o5., Mr. 

Coantermotion inoves to 'amend his Complaint., - adding an additiOnni grOund for 

mild Mr, Perera also seeks leave to oonduet Nevada Rule of Civil Proe,edure 56(f) 

2. 

3 

4 

5 

9 

10 

11 

12 

.14 

15 

1.6 

1. 

.21 

2$ 

24 .  



discovery regarding the appropriateness of class certifiCation and tolling of the statute of 

limitations, Western Cab filed.a Reply and Opposition. on rlebniaryl.0 ., 2015 

The Court heard these motions on March 12, 2015, The Court finds taxicab drivers' 

4 right to bring an action to enforce the provisions of the Minimum Wage ,kmendment arose - 

5 on .Novetaber 2$, 2(.106, when the Amendment was ratified; claims 	ViOlatiODIS Of the 

6 prolins of the Athendment nut h tkokot Within four years of the cause of aetion 

having accrued; genuine issues of material thetregard'ingMr Perera's -  wages and wage rate 

8 preclude summary judgment of this case; and preemptive decertification of the class would 

be premature bemuse discovery has not commenmi, the Court therefore denies 

Defendant Western Cab Cempany ls Motion to Dismiss First Amended Complaint in its 

ii 	entirety, and grants Plaintiff Labiri Perera'$ Countermotion only to his request for leative 

12 to ametld hi,k complaint to add a elaiM related to cab. dd .:vets being required to pay fOr fuel 

143 	-costs. 

14 	 L Discussion 

15A Defendant's Motion to Dismiss 

Nevada Rule of Civil Proceduret12(b)(5) authories: dismissal ofa claim if it fails to 

17 state a claim •upon which relief mill:K.1 granted. When corissideringan NRCP t2.(b)(5) 

rB motion, a court must accept the allegationsf)f the complaint as true, and draw an inferences 

in favor of the nonmoving party. RipLat LW  -v. city .of J 	j i24 Nov. 224, 

20 228, I8I I4,3d 67p, 672, (2008), "Disrnissal: is prow where the allegations are .  insufficient 

21 to establish the elements of a claim for relief." theama,„.finte, 118 Nev, 4o5, 408, 47 P„3d 

438, 43g. (2002) ., 'When the: defense of the statute of IhnitAtions appears fnam the 

23 complaint itself, a motion to dismiss is proper,' Kellar v. Snowden,  8 .7- N.sc 488, 491, 489 

Pd go, 92 (1971), 

The primary question presented is whether the Nevada Supreme Court's decision in 

26 	Thort .K . 	 "ah 	-.,xition applies the foil] force and effect of Miele 15, 

Section 16 of the Nevada Constitution (the :Minium Wage Amendment) from the date of 

28 the Amendment's enactment or from the datedi the Court's-decision. Thgrag held that the 

2 2 

24 

27 



Minimum Wage Amendment ' revised Nevada 's then-statutory -  minimum wage scheme 

rj.  and repealed the statutory minimum wage exemptions enumerated in NRS 608,250(2), 

including the exemption for taxicab driveM Thomas, 130 N v52. 327 Ncl  at  

4 519-24 see also •gs 608.2502)(b), in reaching this question, the Court examines the 

5 relationship ben statutory mini :Mum wage and constitutional minimum wage, the 

6 effect of iholum,, and the claims limitation period applicable to this mw, 

	

'7 
	

Minimum Ww.  inNevada: 

Prior to enactment of the Minimum Wage Amendment,. minimum wage j. 

was purely a creature of statutory authority and administrative regulation; hoi .n from 

tO Chapter 608 of the Nevada Revised Statutes, minimum wage was set and regulated within 

1:1 the - Nevada Administrative -C .-We. Lisg, Nits §§ 608.250-,29o; see also  Nev. Admin. Code §§ 

608,05a- ,i6Ci. Char_Jtor vosi:ed the poWer tO establish OW Wage - in the Labor 

COrmniksioner; with was required to •prescribe the 1 -ninimum wage by administrative 

ftgulation. See NIkS 680.250(i), 

Chapter 6o8 did not offer all employec-!a  the right to receive minimum wage,. 

16 Specifically, MIS 608.25(0) denied the protections of minimum wage regulations to 

oartain kinds of employees. Those employees not entitled to minimum wage under Chapter 

18 60 ineluded (a) 'casual bahysittere (h) "domestic service employees: who reside in the 

19 	household :  .vhere .the ; 	 (C). 'outaide saleSpersons whose earnings are. based on 

20 eonunissions; "-  (d) some agrieulthral work -ens; (e) "taxieab and limousine drivers and (0 

21 certain 'persons ykrith severe diSabilities Rhatlhaye diminished their productive capacity. '  

608„250(2)(a) -(0. 

the Minimum N'4 age Amendment was. proposed by initiative petition,approved and 

ratifkl by the people, and became effective on November 2% oo6. The Amendment 

provided - a new formula for setting mum wage and extended minimum wage 

26 protections to nearly ail employees in the .State, --rhe Minimum Wage Amendment 

expressly and broadly defines. employe, exempting only certain groups, '  ThonnA,  130 

28 Nev, Adv. Op. 52, 327 1,sd at 52.1.. The only eMployee, exempted by the Minimum Wage 



Amendment are employees who are under eighteen (18) years of age employed by a 

nonprofit organization for after school or summer employment or as a trainee for a period 

3  not longer than ninety (9o) 	Nev, Cunt art Itil,:§16(C). 

.0n Jkine•26, 204, the. Nevada 'Supreme Court: held that the Mitiiinuip Wage 

AMirt(11110-0 "supem'edea and supplant" Chapter 608s exeeptions .11,houle1130 Ne,6c My, 

Op„ 52,127 

 

Pd t522, The Court reasoned that, because the 'expression of one thing is 

the exclusion of another 	the text, [of the Amendment] necessarily implies that all 

8 employees not exempted .  by the Amendment, including taxicab (Wm ., §-mist be. paid the 

wage set out in the Amendment,' Id„„- 130 NevAdv,. Op, .52, 327 Pd. at 5 ,2,1. The 

to Court Ultimately heid tbat.'the legi$latiye exception for taxicab drivers established by Nm 

6(2)(e) 	 te.pealed by the constitutional arnendment.,' Id 

z Appileation of Thorcias: 

After. Thomas, the questkin becomes. when the cause of action for Ablations of. the 

,14 Minimum Wage :Amendment came into existence for taxicab drivers, the enactment Of 

15 the. Minimum Wage Amendment alone gave birth to the eanse.of action, the cause of action 

16 has bean available since the .Amendment's. effekAive date. of November 28 i  1006, On the 

i7 Other hand, if Maws Created .a new otherwiSe - uniemgni4ed constitutiOnal mle.„ 

Pe,rera's Cialins did not becotne available until June 2,6, 204 

19 	The inquiry begins with whether Thome. announced a new rule or merely clarifie.d 

20 the law. See Mitchell v. . tat  122 Nell. 1269, 1276,149 Pd33, 37-38 (2006) (vacating 

21 habeas corpuc petitioner's attempted murder Conviction in light of the Courf.s decision 

cli ing the miens rea - relnired for:aiding and abettingattempted thurder), 

There is no bright-line rule fordetermining whether a rule is new, :  but 
there are basic -  guidelines to follow— 'When a decision merely 
interprets And clatities an existing rule , and does not ATMOume an 
altogether new rale of law, the court's interpretation is. -merely a 
reattgeTnent of existing taw?' Simikulyi  de6siau -is not new if "it has 
simply Applied a welt-established constitutional principle to goveill 
case wiskit is t-ilosely analogous to those 'whit;tli have been previously 
consideivd in the prior case law," However, a rule is new, for 
example, when the decision announcing it overrules: precedent, "or 

7 ,3 

23. 

4 



I 

2' 

3 

4 

5 

22 

23 

24 

disapprovers] a practim this Court had arguably sanctioned• in prior 
nase ., or ovedwn1,9) a longstanding practice that lower courts had 
uniformly approved.."  

a. ,• 122 Nev. at 1276, .49 P.3d at 37-3=3 (quoting Colwell v. State,  118 Nev. 807, 	s9 

P;3d. 463,, 472  (2002M CE: Itridgewater v. Warden, Nevada State Pii;son,  109 Nm 1159, 

• 1)61., 865 Pd. 1166, u67 (1995) (holding that Cotitf$ recent decisiOn emtted a IleW 

"unforeseeable definition '  f deadly Weapon Which waii not of "Conittitional moment, '  so 

the new definition did not apply retroactively), 

Thomas  did IRA espouse a new eanaitutional prineiple; it squared the readily 

apparent definition of 'employee contained •in the Minimum Wage Amendment with the 

exemption contained in NRS 608,250(2); in clarifying the -Minimum Wage Amendment, 

lhoinaa simply applied a well -established constitutional principle. 'The princiPle of-

constitutional ,,tupremacy prevents the Nevada Legislature from Cleating exceptions to the 

rights and .  privileges proteeted by •N•yada. 's CnriStitution,' IlVan 139 Nev,. Adv. (.)i) 52, 

327 P. '3d at 522, "Statutes are construed to accord with ConStitutions, not vic4 versa, "  fd.,  

130 Nev. Adv, Op, 52, 327 P.3d at 521 (citing  Loky„.ILImmily, 1 10 Nev 1295, 1300: 885 

P,2d 583, 586 (1994)). The Nevada Supreme Court determined the broad definition of 

employee in the Minimum Wage Amendment augmented: the statutory definitiom "The 

•Amodraent's broad definition of etnployee and very speelfic -exemptions :nixessarily and 

directly Conflict with the legislative excep*ai fOr -  taxah drivers established. by NRS 

608,2,56(2)(4 Timm I-30 Nov, Adv. Op, 52, 327 P.3d at 521. Moreover, now did. 

not overrule precedent or overturn a longstanding practice that lower courts had -unicorn* 

approved. Thatmo.  merely interpreted. and Clarified exititing law. 

Western Cab argues that the Nevada Supreme Court intended to limit Thomas  based 

upon the Court's Ose of - prewnt. tense language instead of, pre:Amiably ;  wing stridly past: 

tense language. But this Court -  is not persuaded that the Nevada Supreme Court was 

-seeking to limit the application of Thaw by its use or:present-tense language, In :fact in 

the t'irst sentence of Thomas  decision, the Nevada Supreme rood described "Articlels, 

8 

9 

to 

1 3 

15 

18 

19 

28 •Section 16' of the Nevada Conaltution, [ak] a eonatitutiOnal aniendtnent that rgyigitd 



Nevada's then-statutoty minhouTMMIEV scheme,' Thomas, 130 Nev. Adv; Op. 52, 2,2,:iy P.3d 

5t 9 (emphasis added). The Nevada Supreme CourVs' use of the: word 4-revised" in the fa* 
, 

-sentenceorrhomas suggests the Court had po intention lirnitirkg the: Geeiskal< 

4 	Purtherniore,: the Ninth Circuit Coos of Appeals has rtjected the argtment that 

5 ThotnaA . apphes only retroactively. Seg Gr.Ookl Executive Coach St. Qrarliggti, 591F. App'x 

6 65() (9th. Cir. 2010 skt also CIA9 	0-3 (unpublished dmisions of the Ninth Circuit 

7 are not precedent, but may: Iv, 	rAeothySgighlicatabge, the Ninth Circuit held 

8 "Rjhe •district court area in dtanissing Grcvne's claim under the Nevada Minimum Wage 

9 Amendment 	Lbletause the repeal of .  § 608,250(2) occulted in 2006 when the 

lo amend-Meta was ratified. Aej..aLiteSemi„„thkar,rim„5-9-1. :F. Apptx 550 .. 

11 	The Minimum Wage Amendment announced a 1.1ew, ,; .1:Taightforward const4utional 

right. 1.1,Qmg! -shriply clarified .  that nothing in Chapter 608 dinninished that right The 

13 Minimum Wage Amendment becanielkw On November 28, 20063  nd required nothing 

14 more to egtablish the rights contained within it Therefore, taxleA drivers' right to bring an 

action to enfome the provision$ of the Minimum Wage _Amendment. arose on November a8, 

2o0.6 

17 	3. Statute of Lioiltatitops 

18 	The. next issue the Court must address. is the applicable statute.. of lintitations, Mr. 

tq Perera argues the fOur-year "catch air statute. of limitations' of NO 1L220 applies; Western 

20 et.ib:arpe the two,.-yearstatute of limitations of Chapter.698 applies„ The Minimum Wage 

Amendment provided taxiteab drivers the constitutional r*ht to meeive-minimurn wage, a 

22 right poviously denied. wider the :Chapter 608 atatutotyfratneworlc. 'Our constitution 

w..3 be amended only after ;..t long tune and much labor,. When an amendment is made it 

.24 reasOnable to eonehule. that,. in the blinds of the people, there good reason Of ,  the change; 

2s that ia: riae to avt.)id .pt.)st.jihle recurrence of evils borne in the past, or the happening of 

those -‘0ich threaten them in the future, cTr, it Ina) ,  be, both? State v. fialleek, 16 

379 -0884 Thel'efolt, when, a taNieab driver hrings. Minimum wage 	the.. taxicab 



driver brings that claim under the provisions of the Miiihnurn: Wage Amendment, not 

Chapter tioi3, 

The Mitlimum Wage Amendment expressly provides a pm ate tight of action. for on 

4 employee claiming violation of the Minimum Wage Amendment Specifieaily, the 

5. MinimunfWageAineridment 'proVides:. 

d 
5;4.1 

tzd 
4'1 1:•-•-• 

0.1 a a 

6 	 An employeegikultmxiotitiotuLthikAettjway 	 may bring an action 
against his cm her employer in the courts of this State to etiftne the 
provisions of this  section  and shall be entitled to all remedieS available 
under the law or in equity appropriate to remedy any violatiOn of this 
section, including but not limited to back pay, danlages, reinstatement 
or injundive relief. An employee who prevails in any action to enforce 
this section shall he awarded his or 'hex reasonable attorney's fees and 
costs. 

Nev. Coast. art 1.5, §16(11) (emphasis added). 

On the ntram Chapter 608 provides private right of action only for an employee 

claiming violation of relplations promulgated under.NRS 608>250.z 

If any employer plys any employee a lesser amount than the minitniun 
wage ,reseribed by re',.ulation of the Labor Counnisioner ut6warit to 
the  provigions of .N 6045Q, the employee may, at any time within 2 
years, bring a civil action to recover the difference between the amount 
pad to the ccmiloyee and the ainoiant Of the MihimuMwage, 

NRS 6o826o (emphasis ttlided), 

The distinction between minimum wage prescribed by regulation of the Labor 

19 Commissioner pursuant to the provisions of NRS 0o8,250 and mininunn wage established 

20 by. the Minimum Wage. Amendment is the :method by which, the ininiinum wage is 

established: Chapter 608 grants- the. Labor Cortnnisf,iioner author4 to set - and discretion to 

22 raise thp tainiMMT) Wage through administrative regulation'," while the Minimum Wage. 

23 Amendment establishes a two-tiemd minimum wage floor that is automatically adjusted 

c$4 	upward without-admstrative disererion. See NRS 680.250(3); but ef„  Nev.. Coast.. art, 15, 

,41.6(A): 

26 	Under Obapter 6aa's statutory frainework,.'the. Labor Commisstoner shall prescribe 

increases in the minimum: wage irt accordance with those prescribed by federal taw unless 
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the Labor CommiSsioner deter uines that: those •increases: are contrary -to the paha 

interest 1SIR$ 608.2560,)< Chapter .6o5 affords the Labor Commissioner discretion to 

refuse minimum wage increases prescribed b y  federal. law if the Labor Commissioner 

4 determines such minimum wage increases are 'contrary to the public interest.' :IA 

5: 
	In ranging, under the Minimum Wage Amendment's forrnula, the minimum wage 

6 floor is to be lidjasted upw ard by 'the amount- of increases in the federal Minimum wage 

over $5A5 per hour„ dr, ifgreater, :"hy the ctimulative increa$e in the cost Of living:5' Ney. 

8 Cons• art. 	§ 16(A). Any cost of living increase is "measured by the [annual] •percenta ge 

•9 	increase „ of the COnsunier Price Index •. as published by the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 

10 U.S. Department of Labor or the sucx.'.essor index or federal a gency,' The only  involvement 

g the:State's executive- branch 	in establishing the minimum wage set by the Minimum 

la -  Wage Amendment is that "[Oho Governor :or the State agency desig nated by  the Governor 

13 shall publish abollethi . , each yearannouncingthe ad td rates." a  

The Minimum Wage Amendifient. and Chapter 6o8 prescribe different InOttio6 for 

15 establishing the miniinum wage, and $o  too, for privately enforcing, the minitann wage- 

16 Thus, au action brought to enforce an employee's right to minlinum wage established: by: the 

1.7 Minimum Wage .8mendment is wholl y  different than an action brought to- recover 

18 minimum wage as prescribed by regulation of the- Libor -Commissioner pursuant to the 

provIsions Of NM bo8 250 h th not 4 new notion; in fact, the Attorney General of 

14evada issued an official opinion declaring as much before the Minimum Wa ge 

'21 Amendment had been ratified, Then Attorno qemiA Brian &1100.91 Opine& 

• Each competing minimum we scheme provkk9 a complete •civil, 
court 'remedy for evasion of its requirements 	, As the proposed 

23 

	

	 amendment has: completely covered the topic of a civil court remed y, 
providing for even greater relief, its remedy would supplant and repeal 
•by  implication the existing  eivit remedy prOvision at.NR$ 60,260, 

.2005;  Nev._ Op. Mt'y  Gen. No.04  04-Ar, z  .9,005) ;- gittalE2  Vokitacji: Rondingy, cityL of  s 

Yew'A4unicipal Court  116 Nev. 1213, 110 8> 14: Pd  1275, -1279 (2000) COPiWons- of the 

Attorney  General are not binding legal authority or precedent"), 



Here, Mr, Perera was expressly prohibited from reeeiying minimum wage. under the 

9 proAsiom of NRS 6o$ o, :therefore M. Perera WaS -also expressly prohibited from 

3 exercising the privatkIl right of action made: available 1/1NRS:60,26o, so•too Mr, perera 

prohibited from exercise an implied private right of action undei! NR S 60g.260, Even in 

light Of the repeal of the NRS . 680.a5o expeptiQnS,: bnplitdprivate right of action is not 

available to taxicab drivers .under NRS 6 -08.2.60 because. the legislature did 60t intend to 

extend 4 private right of action to indivithials who were expressly excluded from the 

protections of the statute, See.kilstat IncCov,: Yrho 123 Nev, 565, sm, 170 P.:id 989, 

9 	993 (20(7.) (“We look to :legislative th tent when thc. sttaute does not expressly aeate - 

10 cause of actioni., Moreover the Labor. .cOrmiaissioner's statutory . -nitherity to establish 

1.1 regUlatiOns Mated to the enfOrcernent of the minimum wage does, not create OrivaW right 

Of aetiOn for taxic;:th drivers, Though the intent displayed in regulations may determine 

13 whether the regulation iS privately enforceable, the language of a regulation cannot conjure 

1.4 up a private right of action that-has not been authorized by the legislature, flee Alexander  

15 Sandoval, 532 1,1,kL 275, 2,91, 124 S. Ct. 15u, 1522, 149 1 Ed, 2d 517 (20ot) rAgencie may 

:1.0 play the seer ' apprentice but not the somerer himself), Therefore, Mr. Perera does 

17 not have a private right of action i.t.nder the provisions of Chapter6a8, 

	

-18 	The Minimum Wage Amendment provides the exclusiVe private right of action- for 

1.9 taxicab drivers to enform Nevada's minimum wage law. Accordingly, the ihnitation on a 

20 taXiCab driver's right to enforce the miniinurn.vage law is defined by the limitations on• the 

.Mininthrn Wag.,  :Anuimament *elf. Although the Minimum Wage .Ameadment does not 

provide a claims limitation period fOrmi employee claiming violation of the Amendment, 

23 Nevada ReviSed Statute section11,22.m provides that "[a]n action for relief, at)t bereinbefore 

PrOvided for, must be commenced within 4 years after the cause of action 41all have 

accrued,' NR'S :11,2p_o. So without specific statutory :prescription stating otherwise, daiins 

for violations of the provisions- of the Minimum Wage Amendmaut must be brought within 

four years of the cause of action having aecrued. Therefore, Mr, Perera's- action to enforce 



Nevada minimum wk.w.-,e law.  pursuant to the Minimum Wage Amendment is stitkiect to the 

four-year claims limitation period provided under NRS 11,220,, 

IlefendeinC$: Alterenativii. Motipn: (or Stinunary Jpligniota and I-6p 
PreetEriptiively Decertify the Cimis 

Western Cab uloves for sutra-nary judgment in its favor premised on its argument 

that ML.Per ra was always Paid over P -7-..25  •per hour worked, the 'mige rate for eraPlaYW 

receiving qualifying health -insurance at the time, Western .  Cab further argues that. Mr. 

Pemra r:kot a proNr class representative because, Mr. Perera bas no individual •daiti•and 

i 
issues of c ommonality exist 

S 

Plabatlfirsaaim$ 
1.0 

ig no genuine issue as to any material fact and that the moving party is entitled to a 13  „ 

11  SafeWaV, li10.,  121 .NeV, 724;  731,121 Pd :1026)  Kral (2005) The iniderlying substantive 

available for the employee and the employees dependents at a total mst 

premiums of not more than ic).  KwEMA of the eMployee's groks taxable income from Ithe 
" 

24 " 
emplOyer." Id. During the time :Period cove* by Mr. Pertra's claims, -the minimum wage 

and tweniy-tive emits ($ 
	per hoar worked. Regardless of the iiiinitnum wage -Cm-, 

4 II 

.5 

10 



"Nips or gratuities biNdved by employees shall not be credited as being any part of or 

offset against the:wage rates required by this section:' 

m Here, sumary judgment is inappropriate•in light d the genuine issue.s of material 

4  f*,1; the, exist A genuine isSite of Material fact.existt a$: to vVhether We tern 0.4.6 provided 

5 Mr, Perera and his .depen dents -  access to health imilrame:4 -i: a total ccist for premiums of' 

6 not more than ten twleent of the Mr. Perera's gross tamble income, ff. not, Mr. Perm 

would have a right to the higher tier of minimum wage, Additionally,•a gmuine issue .  of 

8 material fact exists as to wl)ether 	Perera's earnings were overstated dire to his tips or 

expenses being accounted for incorrectly. Themfore, sun-angry judgfitent Shall not he 

	

Ito 	granted at this time, and so, Mr. Perera's .  indlyidnal.claims survive. 

1.1a Class Codification 

	

12 	Seeing as -surnmaiy judkirent: is not appropriaW•a.nd Mr. Perera's claims .survive, 

13 Western. Cab has a remaining argument for preemptive •decertification of the claw,. 

14 Western Cab argues the court should preemptively de:eel-0f' .  the class became thi3 ease 

18•unsuitable for clasS kwItification bed upon issnes conunonolity that P -1•1# between Mr 

Percra, the Class representative, and other:prospective tneinbem of the class.. 

17 Neyada Rule of Ckil PrOcedure 23(00) pivvidea that "Nis soon as practieaWe after 

18 the commencement of. an action brought as a. class action, the :court shall determine by 

i9 order whether it is to be so maintained? 

[Ciloss allegatiOns. may be Stricken at the pleading stage, [but] the 
ganting of motions to dismiss class allegaiiois before dise.lwely has 
commenced n rane, indeed, while them lshttleanthotity on tins issue 
within the Ninth Circuit„ decisions frOin opurts in other jtitisdietiOnS 

22 have made Clear that 'dianfmal of class -allegations ,,k.st the pleading 
stage should be done rarely and that the better ourse is to deny such a 
motion because the shape and form of a class action evthes only 

	

.24 	 through the: process of discovery -,' " 

25 111.1V„WAI-MA.rt  Stores, Inc. Wage Sz:..Hour 	505I upp:. 2d fio9i  615 (MD, Cal, 2007) 

kluoting 	, MRSIQuisting,, No.:05-4608,2006 WL 3751210, *4 0/34,1,2o06) Nso 

citing Abdallah.  ... .. KrIcomcglil cQ„, 	1:98(N3679-AW, 1999 WI 527835 

(N.D.Ga.1999) (dimissat of class allegations. prior to discovery is prematur0; 7..ket, Charles 

20 

:11 



Alan Wright, Arthar R. Mfl & Mary ICkarie,. faLerajp.xiistk_IL:., .,LkadetWtL WI1:§ 

1785,3 (ad 2005) (the practice employed in the ovenvheitaing majority of class AdtiOto0.$ to 

resolve class eertificatiOn only after an appropriate perimt of diScOvety.)) ,, 

4 
	

Here, Where discovery has not Oornmeneed, ipreemptive decertification of the 

would be premature.. Decertification of the class shoold be left for the. Court to consider 

after dfsenvery b4p. 	corn:60100i TherefOre, Defendant W(-.'Istern Cab Corn pany!s 

lotion tO decertify the Class is denied without prejudiee. 

C. Plaintiff's Countermotions for Leave to Amend Complaint and Conduet 
DiscOveky 

Mr. Perm seeks leave to file: a Second Amended Complaint, Mr, Meta also seeks 

11 
leave. to conduet discovery under .Nevada auk. of Ciyil Procedure OM regarding tilass 

12 
	cereation and t011ing of the statute of limitations. 

13 
	 Leasiv to Ainaend Complaint 

14 
	Leave to amend sball be. freely given when justice so requires. NW' 15(0. Mr. 

15 
Perera seeks to add. a :ground forrelief alleging that Western Cab required gr. Perera to pay 

for fuel:costs, musing Mr, Pcmta's hourly• wage to drop below the inininunn wkw. Finding 

no grounds to jUstify denial, Mr. Pewit shall• be freely granted leaye to: amend big 

Complaint, Therefore., Mr, Perera's Counter motion is grantW -As to his regae0 for Ictive to 

ant end his Wmplaia 

2, LptiVe: to COrld1.11.,1: NWT 56(f)  Digeovery 

Mt, Pema turkber seeks to conduct discovery pumiant NRCP 56(f), Specifically, 

Mt- Pereta seeks :10  conduit discovery re/evant: to the Western Cabs summary judgment 

iliotinn regarding certification of the class and.wbether. the -hvolear statute of Iiinitations 

that Westvrti Cab argued for should be equitablytolled, 

Nevada Rule Of Civil Procedure 56.(f) provide-s, 

Shonla it app ent ftoth. the. affidavits Of a party opix4sing the motion [for sum -amity 
judgment] that theparty cannot fot reasons stated present by aftida\:it facts e$sential 
to justifY the par-Vs oPpoition; the court may 'refuse the applkation for judgment or 
may order a .continuance to pewit affidavits to be 6 ,btained ot depositions. to he 
taken or discoveryto be had or 0 .14 make :such other order z-ls ic3ust, 

9' 

17.  
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NRCP 56(t), in light of the Cburt's denial of Western Cab's motion for skunmaty judgnint, 

Mr. Perera's request to conduct .NRCP r6(1.) :very is Moot; Therefore, Mr, Perm's 

Countermotion is denied, 

Coodusi.OrA 

The Cann finds the Nevada Supreme Court's. decision in Thomas v evada 

Cat_S=,4 130 Ne'v Adv. Op. 52„ 327 P.3d 51.8, 51-21 (20.14), reh'g denied (Sept 24,..2014), 

did not introduce a new rule of law and the Minimum Wage Amendment to the Nevada 

Constitiition beeame effective November. 2g% 2006, The Court hniher finds that Mr. Perera 

brings his claims under the provisions of the Minimum Wage Amendment and, as suCh„ 

Mr Perera's claims are stiNect to the four-year statute a limitatiOns period provided

Nevada Revised Statute s.ettion 11 2204 At this point, genuine issnes of fact exist regarding 

the presence of a legitimate Oagil, Consequently, Ootgtificaticm of the clan prior to 

disc-own would be pmmiature Mr, Perm's: request for NROP go discovery is therefore 

moot, The Can't grants Mt Perera leave to amend his Complaint. Therefore, Defendant 

Western Cab Company's Motion to DismiSs First Amended Complaint -IS denied in its 

entirety, and Plaintiff Laksiti Perera's Countermotion is granted only as to his request for 

leave to amend his complaint. 

DATW;.) .this - 15th,  day of-40,1°15, 
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CEIMIltATE OFSERVICE 

Theuridersigned hereby certifies that 011 the   d June, 2015, he caused to be-  

served the foregoing Daision and Order by t'nixing., tniilling,or electerjilically r.rerving a copy 

to tounsel as listed bdow: 

.0- 
Phone 

a 

Name 	 Party - 
Leon Greenberg, Hal, r Attorneys 
Dana Srilegmki, a'tf, I Plaintiff LakAi 

Perera  

Seniee Method 

E,Serike 

Icom,gmeltigur,„_.2.1sayif-„,_maysi; 
danapovertijnelzp.v,cora  

KOtehka, FA.-4 
9 John Motu, ,fr., Esq, 

Attorncys for 
Defendant 
Western chb Co 

E-Sen-ice 
-017- 
,av1gunlawlv,ct2n1 

is 
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MICIAAEL R. DCKEIttSON 
LAW CLERKI..Dtp,Astuk,IENT 
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PqmimM -Nrgi 

trOwekyr&I'doe5 	al-fing thattile.pre.t.'ff.iir111 3')Ki,*m mi,1931k7 
in .0i01,1 Cain qmn• s'13.0thor A7074:a5  .IVE$ Nat WlIairi me st.ViAt.8.Mirity 
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iStlinck,Martik.,60  II _ 	ozAN 
Court 
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motion for an injunction and the appointment of a special master to run Western 

Cab's business. On March 29, 2016, Perera, Ahmed and Sargeant actually filed 

their motion for injunctive relief, attached hereto as Exhibit 7. Western Cab 

requests that this Court consider the motion for injunctive relief filed by the three 

former employees (and no current employees) when considering Western Cab's 

Motion for Stay. 

HEIMANOWSKI & McCREA, LLC 

MALAN' L. KOTCHKA 
Nevada Bar No. 283 
520 South Fourth Street, Suite 320 
Las Vegas, Nevada, 89101 
Telephone: (702) 834-8777 
Facsimile: (702) 834-5262 
Email: mlk@hmlawlv.com  

Attorneys for Petitioner 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE  

The undersigned does hereby certify that pursuant to NRAP 25(c), a true 

and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR LEAVE TO SUPPLEMENT 

PETITIONER'S RECORD AS TO MOTION FOR STAY was filed 

electronically with the Nevada Supreme Court Electronic Filing System, and a 

copy was served electronically on this 31st day of March, 2016, to the following: 

Leon Greenberg, Esq. 
GREENBERG, P.C. 
2965 S. Jones Blvd., Suite E4 
Las Vegas, NV 89146 
Telephone: (702) 383-6085 
Facsimile: (702) 385-1827 
Email: leongreenberg@overtimelaw.com  

And a true and correct copy of the foregoing MOTION FOR LEAVE TO 

SUPPLEMENT PETITIONER'S RECORD AS TO MOTION FOR STAY 

was served via first class, postage-paid U.S. Mail on this 31st day of March 2016, 

to the following: 

The Honorable Linda Marie Bell 
District Court Judge 
Eighth Judicial District Court of Nevada 
200 Lewis Avenue, #3B 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 

/ 	  
An Employee of Hejmanowski & McCrea LLC 
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